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ABSTRACT
An abstract of the dissertation of Robert Vieira for the
Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership: Postsecondary
Education presented March 6, 1996.

Title:

connection, Service and Community: An Examination of
Factors that Contribute to Student and Staff Success

This study examined the general hypothesis that student
interactions with front line staff members in higher
education settings have a positive impact upon student
experiences, and ultimately, their persistence in colleges
and universities.

This study also examined the reciprocal

hypothesis that this same interaction has a positive impact
upon staff job satisfaction and service quality.
Several bodies of literature were reviewed as a
framework for the examination of these questions, including
student persistence and related factors,

job satisfaction,

total quality management and service quality.
A quasi-experimental research design was employed to
examine an intervention linking new freshmen with individual
staff members in a mentor/adviser relationship, and to test
the effects of this interaction upon student persistence and
satisfaction, staff job satisfaction, and service.

The
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effects of the intervention upon staff and students were
interventi~n

measured through the use of pre and post
surveys.

Also, interviews of subjects were

conduct~d

to

provide insight intm the effects of the intervention, and
the day-to-day

~xperience

of students and staff'.

In

addition, data were:gathered from student and staff contirol
groups for compijrison to the experimental groups.
Results

su~gest

i~tsract~on

that positive student

a~d ;sati~faction

staff does have an effect upon persistence
with the instit4tion.

Factors related to this loutcqme

include high levels lof interaction with
especially

facu~ty,

integration

wit~

with

and a feeling of

ths institution.

comm~nity m~mbers,

connect~on

dat~ sugge~t

Also,

o~posite

poor relationships with staff can have the
contributing to student dissatisfaction and

that

effect,

~isconn~ction.

ben~fit

similarly, data indicate that staff
relationship also, as demonstrated by

and

increa~ed

frqm this

job

satisfaction, satisfaction with interactions with students,
and the feeling that their work has value
educational process.

fo~

the

Other findings reveal that certainl

factors contribute to positive interactions with students
and the

promotio~

ofl quality service

(empowe~ment,

reward, training and association with other
providers),
relationship

whil~

~ervice

other factors detract from th.t

(hi~rarphy,

of information,

teamwork,

lack of empowerment, territpriality

~issociation

from other

serv~celproviders).
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Recommendations for improvement of student persistence
and staff job satisfaction are made as a result of these
findings and conclusions.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In his most recent book on student retention, Leaving
College, Tinto (1993) asserted that:
In the interactive system of a college, almost
any institutional action, whether in admissions,
counseling, advising, academic programs, or
student life will eventually affect student
persistence and will do so in often unintended
and quite unexpected ways.
(p. 205)
An individual familiar with higher education settings
would find it hard not to agree with Tinto's observation.
Intuitively, we understand that persistence is a product
of students individual experiences, their individual
interactions with the institution, and the cumulative
effect of those interactions expressed as the
institution's climate.
Beyond intuition, Tinto's (1993) contention that many
institutional elements (particularly teaching faculty)
have an impact upon student outcomes, especially
persistence, is well supported by an extensive body of
research.

Among other things, this research describes how

student persistence and attrition are influenced by a
complicated interaction between the personal
characteristics, intentions and experiences of a student
and the various elements of the college setting.

Central
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to this literature are the comprehensive models developed
by Spady (1970, 1971) and Tinto, both of which

emphasi~e

the importance of the student's level of integration into
the social and academic structures of the institution.

I

Both of these models also suggest that informal
out-of-class interaction with faculty is one of the most
important elements leading to integration into the
institution.

Substantial evidence has been developed that

supports this aspect of these models (Pascarella, 1980;
Pascarella, DUby, Terenzini, & Iverson, 1983).
Focusing on this interaction between students and:
teaching faculty, others have examined the characteristics
of individuals which enhance and inhibit the process.
wilson, Gaff, Dienst, Wood, and Bavry (1975), Astin
(1977), and Phelan (1979) all provide evidence that the
personal characteristics of students have a significantt
impact on the extent of student interaction with facultty.
others have found that individual characteristics of
faculty members, both job related and social-psychologtcal
characteristics, influence the frequency and quality
faculty-student interaction (Gamson, 1966, 1967;

o~

Vreel~nd

& Bidwell, 1966; Wilson et al., 1975).
What these studies do not describe, and largely
ignore, is how other employees, particularly classified
employees (clerical and other support staff),lffect
student retention.

Do their interactions with students

3

affect persistence?

Are there ways to enhance these

relationships or actions which inhibit them?

To the

extent that these interactions occur, do they have an
effect on the overall job satisfaction of classified
employees?

In an era of continuing high student

attrition, shrinking resources for higher education, and
greater understanding of how individuals at all levels of
,
the institution may contribute to the accomplishment of
institutional goals (e.g., total quality management), we
need to take a closer look at how all of our human
resources, not just teaching faculty, can contribute to
the goals of student persistence and how that contribution
may also affect how individuals feel about their jobs.
Schlossberg (1989) and Schlossberg, Lynch, and
Chickering (1989) have explored the concept of "mattering"
as it pertains to how individuals feel in relationship to
others within a community or organization.

This feeling

of "mattering," that you command others' attention, that
others care what you think, that they are proud of your
accomplishments, that others depend upon you and
appreciate your work could have profound effects both upon
student retention and upon staff satisfaction.

This study

examines a model in which the recipient of attention (the
student) and the provider of attention (the staff member)
both feel more like they "matter" within the institutional
setting as a product of an intentional institutional

4

intervention linking the two.

The dual benefits which

this model suggests may provide us with significant
guidance for improving student and employee outcomes in an
era of reduced bUdgets and staff reductions.
statement of the Problem
Tinto (1993) stated part of the challenge facing
higher education institutions very succinctly:
More students leave their college or university
prior to degree completion than stay. Of the
nearly 2.4 million students who in 1993 will be
entering higher education for the first time,
over 1.5 million will leave their first
institution without receiving a degree.
Of
those, approximately 1.1 million will leave
higher education altogether without ever
completing a degree program, two or four-year.

(p. 1)
In support of this statement, Tinto cited several studies
which have examined the incidence of student persistence,
in addition to identifying when attrition is most likely
to occur.

The most recent of these studies is a survey of

institutions conducted by the American College Testing
Program (ACT) over a 10-year period (American College
Testing Program, 1983, 1986, 1990, 1992).

According to

the 1992 report the first year attrition rate of the class
of 1990 was reported to be 26.8% among four-year
institutions.

Tinto estimated that this rises to 30%

among four year public colleges when part-time students
are taken into consideration.

5

Over time this rate has remained surprisingly steady.
As reported to the ACT the 1990 rate was 28.6%, in 1986
29.6%, and in 1983 29.1%.

These reports are similar to

that found in a national survey of higher education
institutions (Chaney & Farris, 1991) which reported a one
year attrition rate of 23.4 among students beginning in
Fall of 1988, and the National Longitudinal study of the
high school class of 1972 conducted by the United states
Department of Education National Center for Educational
statistics (1977) which reported a rate of 27.8.
In some institutions these rates are even higher.
For example at one urban comprehensive university, 27% of
all entering freshmen withdraw by the end of their third
term and only 48% remain by the beginning of the next fall
term (Portland state University, 1995).

Because of this

pattern of student withdrawal, Tinto (1987) and others
(Noel, Levitz, & Saluri, 1985) agreed that the first year
may be the most critical time period for establishing
relationships which will contribute to student success and
satisfaction.
In addition to the incidence and timing of student
attrition, the challenge for improving persistence is
related to the increasing scarcity of human resources
which may be brought to bear upon the problem.

Across the

country colleges and universities are being asked to do
more with fewer resources (Mangan, 1991).

At the same
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time the demand on the faculty's time is increasing rather
than decreasing.

Increased examination of teaching loads

by legislators struggling with reduced state revenues can
only result in fewer opportunities for students to
interact with faculty (Jacobsen, 1992).

Developing new

approaches to student retention could help colleges and
universities fill this growing human resources gap.
student attrition is increasing, and resources which
may be used to address this increase are shrinking.

ThE!

interrelationship of these general problems is addressed
by this study, along with more specific strategies which
might help to improve the quality of the student
experience and maximize the use of institutional
resources.
Rationale
While many formal studies have highlighted the
importance and process of students' interaction with
faculty, it would be a mistake to assume that teaching
faculty are the only institutional employees whose
interaction with students have a positive impact upon
student persistence.

As Noel, Levitz, and Saluri (1985)

pointed out,
If we want to create a staying environment . . .
responsiveness to student needs must extend to
everyone on campus--the telephone operator, the
receptionist, the clerk at the cashier's window.
(p. 17)

7
They argued that in striving to have an impact on student
retention, institutions need people who feel that students
"are the most important people on campus--not the
interruption of their work, but the purpose of. it" (p.

18) .
classified staff and Student
Persistence
This argument would lead one to the conclusion bhat
student interaction with classified staff has a potential
impact upon student persistence, just as

stud~nt

interaction with teaching faculty does.

Evid~nce

indicates that this is particularly true in iDstitutions
where size, bureaucracy and research-related

~xpectations

of faculty reduce students' opportunities to

~nteract'

faculty (Astin, 1977).

with

This has also been f04nd to be

true in urban and non-residential campuses

wh~re

time is a scarce resource (Chickering, 1974).

student

As demands

on teaching faculty increase, it becomes more possible and
probable that opportunities for interaction oqcur more
frequently with classified staff who already interact with
students on a daily basis.
Despite this evidence, surprisingly few studies Ihave
focused on the importance of classified staff in
relationship to student persistence.

These few include

Beal and Noel's (1980) study which found that a number of
non-teaching functions are critical retention

factors~

8

Also, Neumann (1985) anq PascareQla, Smart, and Ethington
(1986) found that

non-t~9ching

factors are particularly

important retention factQrs in non-residential settings.
Another study found that at least in one institution,
there was common

agreem~nt

that the roles of classified

staff, especially secretqries, included significant
advising of students

(Be~notavicz

this work and anecdotal

~vidence

& Clasby, 1984).

Beyond

(Vieira, 1991) this

segment of university employees has been relatively
ignored by formal researqh efforts related to student
outcomes.
Quality Service/Customer_Service I
and Student Persistence ..
While these

employe~s

have mot been central to the

focus on outcomes in eduqational, settings, the value of
the interaction between

~taff

and "customers" has not been

lost on other sectors of our increasingly service-based
economy.

One need only

literature related to

qndertakE~

se~vice

a cursory review of the

industries to discover that

personal interaction between the:customer and service
provider is at the heart of many:services (Czepial,
Soloman, & Supprenent, 1988).

As one manager portrayed it

in one study:
In a service busine~s, you are dealing with
something that is primarily:delivered by people,
to people. Your pepple are las much of a product
in the consumer's mind as any other attribute of
that service.
(Kni~ely, 1984, p. 44)
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Albrecht and Zemke (1985) have described this as the
service imperative that every organization must face,
"responding efficiently and effectively to customers and
consumers who expect quality and service as part of every
service" (p. 18).
Learning from the experience of the business sector,
colleges and universities are finding it increasingly
important to attend to this imperative as well.

This body

of literature clearly identifies the value of focusing our
attention upon our staff as valuable human resources for
the improvement of college outcomes and for providing
quality service.

But we should not assume that the

potential for positive outcomes produced by the
interaction of students with staff is only a one way
street.

Indeed, there is much to suggest that this type

of involvement has potential for creating positive
employee outcomes as well.
Employee Job satisfaction
and Service to Students
This mutually beneficial relationship was hinted at
in a report of one recent activity related to student
outcomes (Vieira, 1991).

When asked about their

participation and the outcomes of a project in which
classified staff contacted students by phone and offered
their assistance for returning to the university, staff
members frequently mentioned the satisfaction that they

10
f~lt

b~ing

in

able to help students. I This anecdotal

informati6n hints at the existence of another outcome
w~ich

may Ibe associated with

student~staff

interaction:

increased Istaff job satisfaction.
The concept of Job satisfaction, defined as I'the
f,elings
H~lin,

~

worker has about his job"

(Smith, Kendall, &

1969, p. 12), is described and supported by a

w,alth of Itheory which reaches back to Taylor's (1911)
proposal Bor scientific management and its focus upon
efficiencyl.

Closely related to the dimensions of work

m~tivation

and job enrichment, these theories include:

the Need Hierarchy theory (Maslow, 1943), Achievement
M9tivatio~
M~rray,

E~uity

theory (Atkinson, 1964; McClelland, 1951;

19n8), Motivation-Hygiene theory (Herzberg, 1966),

thebry (Adams, 1963; Festinger, 1957; Homans,

1Q61), Expectancy Valence theory (Lawler, 1973; Lewin,
1Q35; Vroom, 1964), ERG theory (Alderfer, 1969, 1972) and

Gqal Setting theory (Locke, 1968, 1970, 1976).

Based

primarily upon psychological principles as they relate to
an individual in a work setting, these theories generally
a~tempt

to' describe the causes for satisfaction and

d~ssatisfaction

t~ose caus~s

in work settings, and: the relationship of

to the performance of work.

These theories have form=d the basis for literally
hqndreds of research projects and articles on job
s~tisfaction

in education.

F r example, a recent

11
annptated bibliography listed more than 1,000 references
to

~tudies

of job satisfaction in elementary, secondary

and college teachers and administrators (Lester, 1988).
But once again, like the literature of student retention,
rel,tively little attention has been paid to
non~instructional

lit~rature,

staff.

In a recent review of the

Mascciochi (1990) found that only a handful of

stuqies addressed the job satisfaction of non-teaching
schqol district employees.
non~instructional

This lack of research on

employees applies to higher education as

wel~.

In summary, student persistence continues to be an
important concern in higher education.

As Tinto (1993)

indicated, more students leave their college or university
prior to degree completion than stay.

At the same time,

most research on factors which contribute to student
persistence in higher education has not addressed the
potential positive impact of non-instructional staff,
particularly in terms of the relationship of their
inte~action

with student persistence.

Moreover, there has

been no investigation of the effect of this interaction
upon staff satisfaction with their jobs.
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study was to examine the problem
of student persistence in a comprehensive urban university

12
from several

persp~ctives.

relationship

betwe~n

and student

First, this study examined the

student/classified staff interaction

persis~.ence.

Second, in examining this

question, this stuqy also sought to establish whether this
interaction had

th~

effect of improving or enhancing

institutional human resburces, s~ecifically classified
staff job satisfaction.

Finally~

i~proving

model program for
satisfaction by

I

this study tested a

student persistence and staff

lin~ing!students!with classified

staff

members who played the role of mentor advisors.
Scope of the Study
This study focPsedlupon a planned intervention
designed to link entering
staff members

train~d

freshm~n

with institutional

tel providelspecific assistance.

The

intervention, calle\:l IISt.aff Link,: II was a test of a method
for improving student retention

~nd

staff job

satisfaction.
The student

po~ulation

selected for this intervention

were entering fresh~en, !without prior college credit who
began in Fall 1991

~nd ~e-enrolled

Winter 1992.

The

experimental student group was composed of 45 students who
volunteered to participate in the study from a mailing
list of 150 randomly selected

fr~shmen.

freshmen were randomly selected
group.

~s

Forty-five other

the student control

13

Forty-five classified staff members composed the
staff experimental group, and were assigned to the student
experimental group as advisor/mentors.

Forty-five other

classified staff members were randomly selected as the
control staff group.
Quantitative and qualitative methods were used to
attempt to measure the effect of the program on student
retention and staff job satisfaction.
organization of the study
This study is organized into five chapters:
Chapter I, the introduction, describes the:

(a)

statement of the problem, (b) rationale, (c) purpose of
the study, (d) scope of the study, and (e) the
organization of the study.
Chapter II reviews the related literature and is
divided into four major sections:

(a) The theoretical

models of student retention theory, research, and
applications; (b) Student integration, and the effect of
significant personal interaction upon student departure;
(c) Programmatic facilitation of student contact with
staff and faculty; and (d) Job satisfaction and its
relationship to service quality.
Chapter III describes the design of the study and the
methods and procedures used to analyze the data.
Chapter IV reports the results of the study.

14
Chapter V presents conclusions, limitations,
implications for research, and related recommendations.
Significance of the Study
Relatively little is known about the contribution to
educational outcomes from classified staff in higher
education settings.

This study will help higher education

to better understand and better utilize this category of
employee, and to test a program which uses these employees
as informal advisors for students and is designed to
increase student persistence.
Knowledge of the full range of available human
resources becomes increasingly significant as funding for
higher education shrinks across the nation, and the need
for identifying new resources and strategies for
addressing problems of student persistence becomes more
important.

Also, because it was conducted on an urban

campus, this study will have particular meaning and value
for other urban campuses which frequently have lower rates
of student persistence, influenced by:

size (social

integration tends to decrease and isolation to increase
[Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991]); setting (urban campuses
tend to attract more adult learners whose other life
responsibilities affect their persistence [Astin, 1975]);
and the lack of on-campus residences (commuter students
may find it more difficult to make contact with faculty

15

and other students than those in residence hall settings
[Chickering, 1974]).
study, if

The

successf~l

prove to be a

usef~l

~ntervention

designed for the

in improving persistence, might also
strategy for other urban campuses.

For universit¥ administrators, identification of new
opportunities for

~mproving

equally important

,S

fact, one might

staff satisfaction may be

improving student persistence.

hy~othesize

connected--employe~s who a~e

In

that the two outcomes may be
more satisfied and enriched

by their job are m9re like]y to provide better service and
thereby improve
institution.

st~dents'

chances for success in the

In this way, ;this study could provide

valuable guidance
design and human

~or

various aspects of organizational

r~sources

management.

It is expecte4 that the results of this study will
assist

institution~

contribution of
process, and

in better understanding the important

no~-instructional

throu~h

staff to the educational

that understanding be better able to

utilize those human resources for achieving positive
student and staff qutcomes.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature reviewed for this study is divided
into four sections which support and guide this analysis.
The first three sections broadly explore the subject of
student retention.

Section one, "Theoretical models of

student attrition and retention," provides a review of
well known and considered models of retention and
attrition.

This literature helps to create a context and

foundation for the examination of student retention in
this study.

Similarly, section two of the literature

review, "Student integration, isolation and the effect of
significant personal contact upon student departure,"
focuses upon issues affecting retention and attrition, but
also looks more deeply at how the conditions of isolation
and contact affect a student's persistence.

Focusing even

more closely, section three, "Programmatic facilitation of
student contact with staff," reviews research and
discussion of what has worked in improving the student
experience and especially student retention.
Finally, section four, "Job satisfaction of
classified staff including general theories, selected
research and Total Quality Management (TQM)," reviews the
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literature related to job satisfaction, and in particular
how relatively new management strategies like TQM and
quality service initiatives may relate to the satisfaction
of staff in colleges in universities.
Theoretical Models of
Student Attrition
Lewin (1951) stated that "there is nothing so
practical as a good theory" (p. 169).

The theoretical

models of Spady (1970), Tinto (1975, 1987), Pascarella
(1980) and Bean (1982) provide the practical theoretical
framework of student attrition and retention which
supports this study.

While these models help us to better

understand the processes of student persistence and
retention, it should be acknowledged that not all
departure is negative, nor is all enrollment intended to
lead to degree completion.
intends to obtain a degree.

Put simply, not every student
The rapid change in work

places, and increasing sociological change have brought
more non-traditional students into higher education
institutions not always intent upon obtaining a degree.
This is especially true in two year institutions and
community colleges, along with four year sector
institutions which are reaching out to new students, or,
like many urban institutions, which have typically served
non-traditional students.
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As these models are considered, it is important to
note that intentions play an important role in the
retention and departure of students from institutions, and
that persistence and departure from higher education is
becoming increasingly complex phenomena to understand.
Spady's Model
Spady (1970, 1971) was one of the first to suggest a
comprehensive model of the dropout process which did more
than simply identify variables which were correlates to
the dropout process.

His goal was to "Move beyond merely

summarizing what variables correlate with college success"
(Spady, 1970, p. 64), to develop a model which would treat
relevant clusters of variable simultaneously.
Spady (1971) based his model on the implications of
social integration suggested by Durkheim's (1897/1951)
treatise on the nature of suicide.

In Durkheim's theory

suicide results from, among other things, a lack of
integration with the life of the society.

According to

the theory, suicide is more likely to occur in the absence
of moral consciousness and where there is insufficient
collective affiliation.

Similarly, likening dropping out

to suicide, Spady theorized that a lack of integration in
the college "society" could lead to what could be
conceived of as educational termination.
Spady (1971) likened these concepts to the two
factors which he identifies as having impact upon the
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dropout decision:

(a) normative congruence and (b)

friendship support.

Parallel to moral consciousness,

Spady defined normative congruence as the condition of an
individual whose attitudes, interests, and personality are
compatible with the attributes and values of the
environment.

similarly, he found the condition of

friendship support to correspond with Durkheim's (1897/
1951) notion of collective affiliation.
Spady (1971) described his model as an elementary
Durkheimian model consisting of five independent
variables, four of which influence the fifth, social
integration, which in turn interacts with the other four
to influence persistence.

Two other variables which

intervene between social integration and dropping out are
satisfaction with the college experience and commitment to
the institution.

Spady added these, assuming that

satisfaction with the institution is based upon one's
academic and social rewards, and that commitment is
sustained by both a sense of integration and sufficient
positive rewards.

Underlying all of these variables in

the model are the circumstances of a student's family
background.

Those circumstances are considered to be at

least partly the source for both academic potential and
many of the elements of normative congruence.

Finally,

Spady assumed a definitive time sequence and depicted
direct causal connections between pairs of variables.
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Tinto's Model
Borrowing from Spady (1971), Tinto (1975) based his
original theory of droppin9 out on Durkheim's (1897/1951)
wen~

theory of suicide, but

beyond to define a

in~eractionlof

longitudinal process of

caus~d

the institution which

the individual with

dropout or persistence.

Tinto explained his theory as follows:
The process of dropout from college can be
viewed as a longitudinal process of interaction
between the individual and the I academic and
social systems of the college, during which a
person's experiences in those systems (as
measured by his normative and structural
integration) continually modify his goal and
institutional commitments in ways which lead to
persistence or varying forms o~ dropout.
(p.
94)

As seen in Figure 1,
institutional commitment
background, individual
schooling.

an
ar~

individual's initial goal and
products of family

attr~butes,

These commitments in

and pre-college

tu~n

predict and help

determine an individual's integration within the academic
and social systems of the institution.

correspondingly,

this integration leads to increased goal and institutional
commitment and college completion, or the reverse, lack of
integration leads to low
In this way goal and

co~mitment

instit~tional

and eventual dropout.

commitment are both

input and process variables and "the dynamic component of
an individual's progression through the educational
system" (Tinto, 1975, p. 104).
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Tinto's model of student persistence.
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Tinto (1987) noted too, that integ~ation in pne
system (academic or social) does not necessarily
success as measured by persistence.

~resume

so~ial

Excessive

interaction (social integration) can also lead to poor
academic performance, bad grades and dismissal.
similarly, academic integration, to the exclusion of all
soci~l

social interaction can lead to ppor

integrqtion andl

voluntary withdrawal.
(19~7,

Expanding upon his original model, Tinto

1993) I

later emphasized two other important aspects of wqat he
saw as the longitudinal process

~f

withdrawal:

the timing of institutional

1.

interventio~s

to

promote integration and;
2.

the importance of student

conta~t

with other

members of the "social and acadeI11ic community of the
college.

II

c~itical

Tinto (1987) noted that there are
a student's career when an

insti~ution

effectively intervene to reduce
student dropping out.

~he

periods in

may most

probability of a

Beginning with

th~

admissiops

application process, students form impressions thrpugh
their interaction with the institution which can

h~ve

an

effect on an individual's integration and subsequent
dropout decisions.

Therefore, he argued" it is

for the institution to develop replistic and

iml~ortant

accur~te

I
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r~presentations
d~sappointment

of the institution in order to avoid early

which might lead to dropping out.

Along with this critical contact, Tinto (1993) argued
t~at
t~e

the transition period to college (especially during
first year) is an important time for institutional

i~tervention.
e~rly

Examples of intervention programs include

advising programs, dormitory clusters and peer

m~ntors.

Retention of students, Tinto said, primarily:

hinges on the establishment of a healthy, caring
environment which enables all individuals, not
just some, to find a niche in the social and
intellectual communities of the institution
. . . not unlike other human communities . . .
an institution's capacity to retain students is
directly related to its ability to reach out and
make contact with students and integrate them
into the social and intellectual fabric of
institutional life.
(pp. 204-205)
Pascarella4s Model
student contact with other institutional members
(specifically faculty) is also a central theme in
Pascarella'is (1980) model of student persistence.

Citing

a significant body of literature which identifies the
impact of informal student faculty contact on educational
outcomes and the lack of a conceptual model which
adequately Ifocused upon this relationship, Pascarella
developed a model which would better explain how this
important variable interacted with other individual and
institutional variables (Figure 2).

The model first

proposes that a student's background characteristics
(family background, aptitudes, aspirations, personality,
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secondary school achievement, expectations} and openness
to change) interact with institutional factors (faculty
culture, organizational structure, institutional image,
administrative policies and decisions, pize, admissions
and academic standards).

Pascarella stpted that:

students with certain preenrollment dispositions
and traits tend to apply to, be acpepted by, and
enroll in those institutions that ~ccentuate
initial dispositions and traits.
(p. 1570)
According to the model, a student's
the extent and quality of their
faculty, their other college

bac~ground

informa~

cdntact with

experience~,

measures of educational outcomes.

influences

and various

This interaction

creates a reciprocal and self perpetuating
between the dispositions and traits of

~elationship

~ertain

kinds of

students and institutions.
Along with the effect of a
with faculty and other college

student~s

informal contact

experien~es"

students are

influenced by institutional factors, as well, in the
model.

These include institutional

cul~ure,

size and standards, along with other faqtors.
model identifies the potential

reciproc~l

between informal contacts with faculty
experiences, and the potential

~nd

reciproc~l

policies,
Finally the

rcelationship
other college
relationship

both of these variables has with educational outcomes.
These outcomes (academic performance, intellectual
development, personal development, education/career
aspirations, college satisfaction, institutional
integration) in turn have a direct bearing, either
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Faculty Culture (e.g.
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values, and
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~
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Extracurricular
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Figure 2.

Pascarella's model of student persistence.
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positively or negatively,

upo~

a student's persistence and

withdrawal decisions.
Bean's Model
While Pascarella (1980) focused on the nature and
potential importance of the
Bean's (1982) model looks

s~udent-faculty

mos~

to leave, and the precursors

~o

interaction,

closely at student intent
that intent.

Bean relied

on the work of Fishbein and Aizen (1915) in predicting
specific intentions and behaviors for' developing his
model.

In their conceptual model, behavior is an outcome

preceded by intention to perform the behavior, attitudes
and sUbjective norms concerning the behavior, which are
preceded by beliefs about the consequences of the behavior
and normative beliefs about the behavior.

Bean

synthesized elements from this and other models including
that of Tinto (1982) and Spady (1971) Ito develop what he
called the "synthetic model" of student attrition.
Similar to Fishbein and Aizen, Bean'slmodel suggested that
intent to stay or to dropout is affected by outcomes and
attitudes which are a product of a stilident's interaction
with organizational, environmental, and individual
background variables which they bring Ito college.

In

explanation of the model, Bean stated Ithat:
The purpose of the model is not a full
explanation of the dropout process across
institutions or at a national le~el; instead, it
indicates the information about a student that,
if it were known, would likely indicate that
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students' probability of dropping out and some
reasons why.
(p. 25)
The synthetic model (Figure 3) identifies four
classes of variables:

(a) background variables (the

characteristics and experiences which a student brings to
college), (b) organizational variables (those interactions
which the student has with the organization), (c)
environmental variables (those variable over which the
organization has little or no control--e.g., economic and
social trends, family approval), and (d) outcome and
attitudinal variable (the subjective evaluation of the
educational experience, e.g., satisfaction, boredom,
loyalty).

In explanation of his model Bean (1982)

provided examples of these variables and noted where the
variables from other models are integrated into this
synthesis.

Bean noted that since his model includes the

element of "intent" it allows institutions to not only
explain the attrition process at a particular school, but
to identify students whose attributes make them likely
candidates for dropping out.
In an important refinement of the model, Bean and
Metzner (1985) focused upon variables which have special
effects upon non-traditional student persistence.

The

external environment has significant impact upon these
students' persistence.

Those environmental variables

include finances, hours of employment, outside
encouragement, family responsibilities, and opportunity to

Objective Interaction
With the Organization

Indicates the direction
of the causal linkages.

Heavy lines indicate causal
linkages presumed mosl imporlanl.

Figure 3.

Bean's model of student persistence.
!\J
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transfer.

According to Bean, these external variables

play an important role for non-traditional students, in
addition to those internal environmental variables which
affect traditional students.
Together these theoretical models provide the
foundation for the conceptualization of the process of
dropping out of colleges and universities, and potential
frameworks for studying attrition.

Bean (1982) noted that

in using a particular theoretical approach for studying
attrition, the purpose of the study must be clearly in
mind.

He stated that:
studies of attrition commonly focus on four
issues: What are the reasons student~ leave
school? Which students are likely to leave this
institution this year (or semester)? What
effect are our programs and services having on
attrition? What are the entry level
characteristics of the students most likely to
stay in school or to leave?
(p. 31)
For Bean (1982) each of these questions called for a

different approach.

For example, in studying the first

question, "Why do students leave school," either a
longitudinal approach like Spady's (1971) or Tinto's
(1975) or a synthetic approach like Bean's would allow for
analysis of the different effects of several types of
variables.

In examining the effect of particular programs

and services, the synthetic model would be most
appropriate.

Bean suggested in this instance that the

institutional researcher would introduce variables related
to student contact with particular programs and services
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under the category of "objective interaction with 'the
organization."

He noted that the influence of thepe

variables on attrition could then be assessed withput loss
of statistical control over other factors which aftect
attrition.
student Integration, Isolation and the Effect of
Significant Personal Contact Upon Student
Departure: Findings from
Previous Research
One of the variables cited by Bean (1982) as

~

form

of a student's objective interaction with the
organization, and a theme common to all of the
student persistence, is the notion that a
integration into the social and academic

mod~ls

of

student'~

communiti~s

of

the institution has a significant effect upon whether that
student stays or leaves college.

Spady (1970,

197~)

identified this concept as congruence with the
institutional community.

Pascarella (1980) focuse4 upon

the importance of students' contact with faculty wtth
their feeling of integration.

And among the

organizational variables affecting a student's

"in~ent

to

leave" in Bean's model and "goal commitment" in Tirlto' s
(1975) model, several of the most influential were those
which precipitated integration:

close friends,

contact with faculty, and membership in campus
organizations.

in~ormal
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Isolation
The converse of integration, isolation, is also
associated with student withdrawal.

According to Tinto

(1993) :

Departure also arises from individual isolation,
specifically from the absence of sufficient
contact between the individual and other members
of the social and academic community of the
college. Though isolation may be associated
with incongruence, in that deviants are isolates
as well, it arises independently among persons
who are not different from other members of the
college. Individuals who might otherwise find
membership in college communities are unable to
establish via intervening interaction with other
individuals the personal bonds that are the
basis for membership in the communities of the
institution.
(p. 56)
Paraphrasing the work of Pascarella and Terenzini, Tinto
added that;
Voluntary withdrawal is much more a reflection
of what occurs on campus after entry then it is
of what has taken place before entry. And of
that which occurs after entry, the absence of
contact with others matters the most.
(p. 56)
In support of this, Husband's (1976) study found that
voluntary leavers in a small, liberal arts college were
much less likely than persisters to identify someone on
campus with whom they had a significant relationship.
Good grades held little satisfaction in the absence of
personal contact with other institutional members.
Isolation, absence of significant contacts and remoteness
of faculty as causes for leaving were reported by Bligh
(1977) as well.
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This notion of isolation as a root of departure, and
the identification of contact with other community members
as an effective means of preventing isolation: has been
supported by an extensive body of research.

This research

has focused upon interaction with peers and involvement
with extracurricular activities, interaction with faculty,
and, interaction with other campus staff members.
Interaction with Peers and
Extracurricular Involvement
Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) noted that given the
theoretical justification for the role of

~ocial

participation in the educational process

"~t

surprising that substantial research has

a~dressed

an~

relationship between social involvement
and educational attainment"

(p. 391).

Thi~

clearly suggests that "the frequency and

is not
the

persistence
research

q~ality

of

students' interactions with peers and their participation
in extracurricular activities are positive+y associated
with persistence" (p. 391).

Among the many examples of

this evidence which they cite are the studies lof Carrol
(1988)

(positive peer group interaction is a predictor of

freshman success among black students); Dukes land Gaither
(1984)

(students participating in a

cluste~ p~ogram

which

required high rates of social interaction had higher rates
of persistence than non-participants); Mal+inckrodt (1988)
(perceived social support was a predictor qf persistence
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for black and white studentp ); Nelson and Scott (1984)
(non-persisters

participate~

significantly less

satisfie~

in activities less and were
in their social life then

persisters); Simpson, Baker, and Mellinger (1980)
(non-persisters had

signifi~antly

ress social integration

and fewer friends); and Vau,hn (1968)

(non-persisters

participate in significantl¥ fewer social activities).
significant evidence
social involvement have a
attainment, as well.

e~ists

that peer contact and

p~sitive

effect on educational

Hanks and Ecklund (1976) found that

social participation had a positive effect upon
educational attainment for

~oth

men and women in a

national sample of college $tudents.

More recently

(1~88);

Stoecker, Pascarella, and Wqlfle

Ethington and

Smart (1986); and Pascarellij, Ethington, and Smart (1988)
found positive relationship$
and attainment of the
graduate school and

betwee~

bache~or's

attainm~nt

social involvement

degree, entrance into

of doctoral degrees.

Interaction with Faculty
studies of student

non~classrObm

interaction with

faculty and its effect upon student I persistence and
educational attainment have been nOI less prolific that
those concerning peer contaqt.
studies, Pascarella and

In a succession of

Ter~nzini

1976, 1977, 1979a, 1979b;

(Pascarella & Terenzini,

T~renzinil&

Pascarella, 1978,

1980) consistently found that persistence to the sophomore
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year was positively influenced by students' non-classroom
contact Nith faculty.
Non-classroom contact of students with faculty had a
similar effect upon educational aspirations and
educational attainment according to the literature (Gurin

& Epps, 1975; Hearn, 1987; Pascarella, Ethington, & Smart,
1988; Pascarella, Smart, & Ethington, 1986; Pascarella,
Terenzini, & Wolfle, 1986).

Conversely, the absence of

faculty contacts has been found to be related to student
voluntary withdrawal, as well (Pascarella, Smart, &
Ethington, 1986).
The weight of this research leaves little doubt that
student interaction with faculty members has a strong
influence on whether they choose to stay in an institution
and ultimately graduate, or go no to graduate school.
Student Interaction with
other Non-Teaching Staff
Despite what we know by experience and from anecdotal
evidence (Vieira, 1991), there has been little formal
research on the impact upon persistence of students as a
consequence of contact with campus employees other than
teaching faculty.

This gap in our understanding remains

despite the declaration of prominent researchers (Noel et
al., 1985; Tinto, 1993) who state that almost every
contact which students have with campus community members
will have an effect upon student persistence.
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However, research which does examine the effect of
non-instructional staff on persistence offers a promising
glimpse at a potentially rich resource for support of
student persistence on campus.

For example, Beal and Noel

(1980) found that student interaction with non-teaching
staff, particularly student service professionals, was
strongly related to student persistence.

Similarly, in a

study which looked at the effect of a mentoring program
which utilized both faculty and student service
administrators, Miller and Brickman (1982) found that this
interaction had a positive impact upon student academic
performance and retention.

Yet even these fail to address

the impact of staff beyond those in professional service,
or advising roles.

While Bernotavicz and Clasby (1984)

found that departmental secretaries play an important role
in communicating information about policies and procedures
and in projecting a positive image of the university, in
general, the impact of student contacts with classified
staff members on college campuses is ignored.
Programmatic Facilitation of Student
Cqntact with Staff
Having established that isolation hastens voluntary
withdrawal, and student contact with others (peers,
faculty, and to a lesser degree non-instructional staff)
positively affects student persistence and educational
attainment, we turn to the question of how to facilitate
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this contact, particularly in Ithe early transition stages
of a student's experience pn campus?
de~cribes

a rich literature which

(1~93)1

Described by Tinto

th~t

(p. 165), he emphasized

Here again, there is

these applications.

as "early contact programs"

early in the freshman year is

the most important time to institute such programs.
and Noel (1980, p. 81)

con~urred
fo~

critical transition period

Beal

that the first year is a

students and recommend that

institutions "front load" their best services and people
during the freshman year.

Some of the most common

examples of these front

lo~ded

student contact are new

st~dent

programs which promote
orientation, academic

p~ograms

advising, residence life

and student activities,

and mentoring programs.
orientation Programs
Orientation programs
initiating early contact

~re
w~th

Titley (1985) the purposes of

the most common method for
students.
~hese

According to

programs are:

(a) to

explain to students and parents the requirements of the
institution; (b) to help

s~udents

programs and services; (c) to

get the most out of

~elp

interests, abilities, and values;

students evaluate their
(d) to encourage

students' relationships

w'~h f~culty

help students deal with

tt~

(e.g., psycho-social

mamy transitional problems

adju~~ment,

which they face early in

and staff; and (e) to

stUdy skills, roommates)

Qeir academic experiences.
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Titley (1985) suggested that orientation programs
generally fall into three basic time formats:

summer

programs (one to three days), fall programs (usually a
week), and orientation courses (one term).
Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) described these
programs as an institutionalized attempt at early student
socialization, and state that the evidence suggests that
there is a statistically significant positive link between
orientation programs and student persistence.

The related

research indicates that students who participate in
orientation programs have higher rates of persistence
(Bron & Gordon, 1986; Forrest, 1985) and graduation
(Forrest, 1982).
Of particular note are those orientation programs
described as orientation courses or freshman seminars as
described by Upcraft and Gardner (1989).

The goals and

objectives of these "freshman year experience" courses
vary by institution, but most often include introduction
to the college environment, academic skill enhancement and
knowledge, values exploration, career exploration, stress
management, and critical thinking (Gordon, 1989).
Typically occurring in small group settings, their very
nature promotes peer interaction in addition to the
opportunity to interact with faculty and staff.
The effect of these courses upon student persistence
has been well established.

Included in the evidence
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supporting this effect is the evaluation of freshman
seminar courses at the University of South Carolina
(Fidler & Hunter, 1989).

Research conducted over a 14-

year period found that students taking the freshman
seminar persisted at higher rates than non-participating
students in each year of the program (these differences
were statistically significant in 10 of those years).
Another study found that this difference may extend to
graduation rates as well.

The findings of a seven-year

longitudinal study of participating students found that
students taking the course had a significantly higher
graduation rate (Shanley, 1987, p. 421).
Advising Programs
Like orientation, academic advising has been found to
be positively related to increased persistence and
graduation (Forrest, 1982, 1985).
While students clearly benefit from the substantive
information provided through academic advising, there is
little doubt that they benefit from the relationships
which are facilitated by these activities, as well.
Crockett (1985) described four advising delivery systems
in which this occurs:

faculty advising, professional

staff advising, peer advising, and paraprofessional
advising.

According to Crockett only a few campuses have

formally established paraprofessional delivery systems.
More often this type of advising occurs informally among
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secretaries, clerks and other staff.

Paraprofessionals,

he said, "do not possess the background, depth, and
experience to deliver the full range of developmental
advising . • . . but (their) use as advisers has merit" (p.
252).

For example, the organized use of paraprofessionals

in advising can provide continuity, free professional
staff for other work with students, provide a sense of
contribution for the paraprofessional, and reduce costs.
In whatever mode, faculty advising or
paraprofessional, no activity is cited more often as a
means for improving student persistence (Beal & Noel,
1980; Lenning, Beal, & Sauer, 1980; Ramist, 1981).
Residence Life and Student
Activities
The effect of residence life and student activities
programs upon student persistence has long been well
established.

Once again the basis for the effect of these

programs seems to lie substantially in their natural
tendency to link students with peers, staff, and faculty.
Astin (1977, 1984) characterized this linkage as
"involvement" with various elements of the institutional
environment.

In developing his theory of "involvement:"

Astin found that student engagement with the institution,
especially peers and faculty, has a significant positj.ve
effect upon student retention along with other educatjonal
outcomes.
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Not only does the mere fact of living in residence
halls improve persistence and academic achievement (Astin,
1973, 1977; Chickering, 1974), but whom a student lives
with, who the residence hall staff are, and what kind of
environment is promoted are important as well (Upcraft &
Gardner, 1989).

For example, evidence exists that when

students are assigned to residence halls by major,
academic achievement and persistence improve (Davison,
1964; Schroeder & Freesh, 1977; Taylor & Hanson, 1971).
Similarly, Upcraft, Peterson, and Moore (1981) found that
students who get along well with their resident assistant
received significantly higher grades.

More recently,

living-learning residence halls, in which the educational
program is brought into the hall, has been found to
improve retention (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1980; Whiteley,
1982) .
Student participation with extracurricular activities
(student activities, co-curricular activities) is also
positively associated with persistence (Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1991).

Specific activities which enhance

persistence include belonging to student organizations
(Billson & Terry, 1982), involvement in social activities
(Jeanotte, 1982; Terenzini, Pascarella, & Lorang, 1982),
involvement in cultural activities (Winter, McClelland, &
Stewart, 1981) and using campus facilities (Churchill &
Iwai, 1981).

Pascarella and Smart (1990) also found that
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males who participate in intercollegiate athletics were
slightly more likely to finish a bachelor's degree than
non-athletes.
But not all students can participate so readily in
campus programs.

students who commute to campus

participate less in extracurricular activities and are
generally less involved with the campus than
non-commuters, and therefore have a greater tendency to
dropout than non-commuters (Astin, 1973; Chickering,
1974).

According to Chickering and others (Harrington,

1972; Schuchman, 1974) this lack of involvement is due, in
a great degree, to the many roles (family, horne, work,
community) which involve commuter students in addition to
their roles as students.

Understanding this, some

institutions have created activities for commuters which
integrate their social networks with those of the
institution.

Wilmes and Quade (1986) described a model

for developing programming for commuter students in which
"integration of outside support systems and significant
others" is one of the most important goals for helping to
establish links for commuter students.

Though not as

easily accommodated, commuters experience higher rates of
persistence and educational achievement for many of the
same reasons as non-commuters.

According to Knefelkamp

and Stewart (1983),
Commuter students have a need for opportunities
often associated with residence on campus, more
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time with faculty, more intensive peer
interaction time, and :closer ~tltegration of
living and learni~g experiences.
(p. 66)
Mentoring Programs
Another category qf

p~ograms

which is designed to
I

increase student contaqt with institutional
representatives and

re~uce

lisolation are those programs
I

which have been

descri~ed

mentor~ng

as

programs.

While

I

ne~

the notion of mentoring is :not a

concept, it has

I

gained much recent attention in business and education as
a formal means by

whic~

I

individuals learn from, and

receive guidance from, one
older than themselves.

I

~more

experienced, and usually

According

~~o

Daloz (1986) "mentors

I

have become a hot item"

(p. 17).

Mentor, who appeared in

th~

Beginning with the first
I

Odyssey 'as a trusted guide alnd
I

friend to Odysseus's son Telemakkos,1 Daloz described
I

mentors as guides who lead us on the journey of our lives.
I

Mentors, and the concept of mentoring have been
I

further described and popularized by Levinson (1978) and
I

Sheehy (1976).

Both described

mento~s

and mentoring as an

I

important relationship, the existence or absence of which,
may have an important

i~pact

upon an individual's
I

development.

Levinson described the role of the mentor as

host, guide, counsel,

e~emplar,

and facilitator of the
I
,

"Dream," the individual's vision of the future.

Both

I

Levinson and Sheehy believe that mentors, when they are
I
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available, play an important role in an individual's
transition from one life stage to another.
The transition into college, to a new environment and
culture, is the type of significant life transition, which
Levinson (1978) and Sheehy (1976) described.

A review of

the literature on mentoring students· in higher education
is rich with the description of mentoring programs and
reflects the understanding of the importance of this role.
There are faculty mentoring programs; peer mentoring
programs that target women, minorities, freshmen, graduate
students and returning adults; programs that use community
members; and programs that utilize the telephone for
communication with mentees (Boyd, 1990).
mentoring are equally varied and include:

The purposes of
improving

student retention, increasing self esteem, increasing
student involvement, educational experience, and
decreasing isolation (Johnson, 1989).

Without commenting

on the success of the programs, Johnson cited six examples
of typical mentoring programs:
1.

Bowling Green State University:

A mentor team of

faculty, staff and peers co-teach a seminar designed to
enhance students' relationship with the college, assist
the transition from home to college, and to provide a
contact for students both inside and outside of class.
2.

Colorado State University:

Minority freshmen are

matched with ethnic minority faCUlty or staff, or faculty
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in their major, who interact with students in both
structured and unstructured activities including dining
out together, recreational activities, or participation in
other campus activities.
3.

University of California, Irvine:

students

attend a pass/no pass general information course which
includes topics like study skills, relationship skills,
and substance abuse.

In addition mentor/mentee

relationships are fostered with faculty and staff
(including the police chief, student affairs staff, and
other non-teaching staff).
4.

Notre Dame College of Ohio:

students meet as

individuals or in groups with mentors who help them set
goals for social and intellectual growth and development.
Students are selected in their freshman year, pick a
faculty or staff mentor, and are encouraged to continue in
the program for the duration of their college experience.
5.

Rensselar Polytechnic Institute:

Students with

low grade points during their first semester are assigned
to a faculty member who is responsible for creating a
relationship with the student and helping him or her to
get involved in college.

Mentors and students meet on a

once a week basis.
6.

Canisius College:

Faculty and student aides act

as mentors for freshmen and transfer students in order to:
(a) improve their transition to college; (b) teach them
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new

social~

personal, and academic skills to enhance

academic success; (c) enhance relationships between
students, faculty and administration; and (d) develop a
positive image of the college by students.
Each of these examples describes a different model of
mentoring, but each is similar in its core purpose--to
provide opportunities for student contact with
institutional members.

Tinto (1987) explained that the

value of mentors is that they:
shepherd newcomers through the period of
separation and transition to the life of the
college, and assist in their eventual
incorporation as participating members in the
community of the college.
(p. 147)
In the same vein, Johnson (1989) concluded that mere
contact is important, but "the key to mentoring is caring"
(p. 128).

Finally, Johnson (1989) suggested that there are
several basic concepts that should be considered about
mentoring programs:
1.

Mentors are more than just teachers, they provide

assistance through times of transition and individual
development.
2.

Mentors need not be exclusively faculty, but may

include staff and mature peers.
3.

Intrinsic rewards for mentors are most important,

but extrinsic rewards should be developed as well.
4.

Mentor programs must include training.
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5.

Goals and structure for mentoring

~rograms

must

fit the individual culture of the campus and its students.
6.

Systematic evaluation for mentoring programs is

essential.
7.

Mentoring programs seem to be of special benefit

to women and minorities.
8.

Mentoring provides an opportunity to :enhance

freshman success, and to maximize the use

ot nhe skills

and abilities of faculty and staff.
Another framework for mentoring

progra~s

had been

provided by Murray (1991), a management

con~ultant

specializing in mentoring programs.

des~ribing

In

a

mentor, she stated that while the role might include being
a sponsor (a booster or advocate) and a

rol~

model (an

individual inspiring emulation), being a mentor includes
several other functions:
1.

Providing information about the mi,sicn and goals

of the organization.
2.

Providing understanding of the

org~ni~ation's

human resource philosophy.
3.

Tutoring specific skills and

behav~ors

related to

effective organizational functioning.
4.

Giving feedback on performance.

5.

Being a coach for adding to skills and ability.

6.

Being a confidant in times of

cris~s.1
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7.

Assisting the person being mentored in career

development.
8.

Meeting at planned intervals to provide feedback

and planning.
9.

Agreeing to a conclusion of the relationship at

the appropriate time.
10.

Maintaining the relationship between the person

being mentored and their natural boss.
Murray suggested that there is the potential for positive
and negative impacts upon the organization, the mentor,
and the mentee as a result of a facilitated mentoring
program.
For the organization, potential positive impacts
include increased productivity, better communication,
reduced costs, and motivation for senior personnel who act
as mentors.

Negative impacts might include frustration on

the part of individuals who are mentored and for whom
there is no organizational payoff, or who perceive there
to be no organizational commitment for the program, lack
of coordination with other personnel programs, and the
cost of administering the program.
For the individual being mentored positive outcomes
might include increased productivity, increased awareness
and

undE~rstanding

of the organization, and ultimately

increased success within the organization.

Negative

aspects for the person being mentored might include
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unrealistic expectations for promotion, damage to the
relationship with a boss, and having a mentor who does not
maintain commitments.
Murray (1991) pointed out that the positive aspects
of mentoring for the mentor include increased self-esteem
as a result of being chosen to mentor, a fresh perspective
and revitalized interest in work, the potential for
financial reward, and the opportunity to fulfill
individual developmental goals by helping others.

Mentors

might find the experience to be negative if they feel
pressured to participate, lack the necessary skills
particularly in terms of coaching and feedback, lack time
and/or institutional commitment to work with the mentee,
no perceived reward, either intrinsic or extrinsic, and
being

mismatc~ed

with the mentee.

Like Murray (1991), Boston University professor Kramm
(1988) defined the functions of mentors in the work
setting.

Sheldivided these into two categories:

(a)

career functions (llthose aspects of the relationship which
involve learning the ropes and preparing for advancement
in an organization l' [po 22]) and (b) psychosocial
functions ("those aspects of the relationship that enhance
a sense of competence, clarity of identity, and
effectiveness :in a professional role" [po 22]).

Like the

notion of student integration and its importance to
retention cited in the models described earlier (Bean,
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1982; Pascarella, 1980; Spady, 1971; Tinto, 1975), Kramm
stated that "psychosocial functions affect the
individual's relationship with self and significant others
both within and outside of the organization" (p. 32).

It

is this potential for individual integration with the
institution or organization which hold promise for
mentoring programs designed to affect student satisfaction
and persistence.
While mentoring and mentor programs in higher
education have been thoroughly described (Johnson, 1989;
National Clearinghouse for Commuter Programs, 1985),
support for the link between mentoring and academic
success and persistence has not been well established.

In

a recent review of the literature on mentoring, Jacobi
(1991) concluded that "empirical studies of the
association between mentoring and academic outcomes are in
short supply" (p. 515).
Jacobi (1991) examined literature which described the
relationship between academic success, and both informal/
naturally occurring mentoring, and formal mentoring
programs.

In her examination she found only one study of

natural mentoring which directly assessed its relationship
to academic success.

In this study (Erkut & Mokros,

1984), the authors reported that all of the respondents
could identify a professor who had an impact on them.
However, the differences in student outcomes could not be
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attribut:ed to the mentor relationship.

Jacobi noted also

that the definition of mentoring used in this study
emphasized role modeling, almost to the exclusion of
direct assistance with professional development or
emotional support.

She pointed to other related areas of

research, especially those which described the impact of
student contact with faculty (Astin, 1977; Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1977; Wilson et al., 1975) as providing
indirect support for the hypothesis that mentoring
promotes academic success.
According to Jacobi (1991), formal mentoring
programs, designed specifically to promote academic
success, are well described, but systematic evaluations of
these programs are more rare.

She cited Noe's (1988)

study of a teacher/administrator program and Cosgrove's
(1986) s1:udy of a mentoring transcript program, as

possessing the methodological rigor which others lacked.
Noe (1988) examined a professional development
program in which administrators were assigned to teachers
as mentors.
~entoringr
~areer

The results of this study indicated that the

relationship provided psychosocial, but not

or vocational benefits.

While Jacobi (1991) found

Noe's study to be noteworthy, she noted that it is unknown
to what degree it could be generalized to the university
~etting.
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While Noe (1991) focused upon the outcomes of
teachers being mentored by administrators, Cosgrove (1986)
focused more specifically upon undergraduates.

In this

study Cosgrove looked at a program in which undergraduates
were assigned to a mentor for the purpose of providing
more information about university life, and assistance in
choosing opportunities for extracurricular involvement.
This study found that students who participated in the
program were more satisfied with the university
environment, and showed greater developmental gains than
the control group.

In discussion of the results, Cosgrove

noted that overall satisfaction with the institution is
thought to be positively associated with student retention
(Astin, 1977).

While this study provided some support for

the value of mentoring programs, it did not attempt to
measure the effect of the program upon academic success or
retention.
In addition to the need for more methodological rigor
in relationship to the study of the impact of mentoring in
higher education settings, Jacobi (1991) suggested that
there is also a need for more standardization in the
definition of these programs, and more theoretical support
to explain the proposed links between mentoring and
academic success.

She suggested four theoretical

perspectives that might guide the development of the
program and related research:

(a)

involvement in learning
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(Astin, 1977, 1984, 1993); (b) academic and social
integration (Tinto, 1$75, 1987); (c) social support (Cobb,
1976; House, 1981); and (d) developmental support

(Chickering, 1969; Perry, 1970).

In conclusion, Jacobi

noted that while the belief in the value of mentoring
programs is widespreadl, as exemplified by the
implementation of menboring programs over the last 10 to
15 years, "there is a Icritical need for more research

about mentoring, especially as it applies to undergraduate
academic success" (p. 1526).
Given this rich description, if not evaluation, of
mentoring programs in

~he

literature, it is somewhat

surprising that there are no examples which utilize
classified staff.

This lack of attention may be an

expression of the perception that these employees are
already overburdened, and are increasingly being asked to
do more, as higher education institutions cut bUdgets and
downsize all across the country.

Another explanation

might be that these employees are not perceived to be
sufficiently educated or competent to play this role.
At the same time, i it could be said that individuals
who work in classified positions act as mentors every day.
In many aspects of their daily work they advise, guide,
and care about

student~

with whom they come in contact, as

do the mentors in the 3xamples cited earlier.
typical roles for

clas~ified

These

staff, combined with aspects
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of the mentoring models described, provide the framework
for the mentoring model to be tested in this study.

The

characteristics of the model instituted include Johnson's
(1989) perspective that mentors in higher education
settings need not only be teaching faculty, and that
rewards for mentoring include intrinsic payback, but must
include extrinsic rewards as well.

It also includes the

functions of interpreter, tutor, and guide for
understanding the organization which Murray (1991)
described as a function of mentor (what Kramm [1988)
described as career functions).

Finally, this mentoring

model depends heavily on those mentor functions which
Kramm described as psychosocial (role modeling, acceptance
and confirmation, counseling, and friendship).
While it is intended that these roles of the mentor
will have positive effects on the mentee, as Kramm (1988)
suggested in her discussion of the functions of a mentor,
there may be reciprocal benefits for the mentor as well.
Students may not be the only beneficiaries of this
relationship.

Indeed a review of the literature of job

satisfaction and service quality suggests an interactive
linkage between job satisfaction of classified service
employees who work with students and the quality of their
service and interaction with students.
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Job satisfaction
As the earlier reviewed literature indicates, there
is substantial evidence to support the belieflthat student
interaction and involvement with other campus community
I

members (faculty, staff and peers) leads to
satisfaction and student persistence.

g~eater

This outcome in

itself would seem to be sUfficient to stimulate
institutions to promote these relationships.

:But in fact,

other positive outcomes may result from these :
interactions.

There is much to suggest that Uhe reverse

of the equation may be true:

that staff

inte~action

and

involvement with students may result in increased
satisfaction on the part of these individuals las well.
The literature reviewed hereafter attempts to ,uncover this
symbiotic relationship, focusing especially on job
satisfaction and how it interacts with the role of staff
on campus and quality of service.
Theories of Job satisfaction
Theories of job satisfaction have evolved I along with,
and in relation to, general theories of management.

As

managers and theorists sought to improve organizational
productivity their focus was frequently upon
workers happy (Lawler, 1973).

This

productive workers" theme focusing

"h~ppy

upo~

satisfaction has played on productivit ,

m~king

workers are

the role which
absen~e

and
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turnover, has evolved more recently into an examination of
the "meaning" of work for individuals and how that affects
satisfaction.
Miles (1975) suggested a convenient framework for
looking at this evolution of management theory.
suggested that there are three categories:

He

traditional

theory, human relations theory, and human resources theory
(Table 1).

within this framework each category has a set

of assumptions based upon human attitudes and beliefs, the
policies that a manager might utilize, and the expected
outcomes in relationship to worker satisfaction.

Using

this framework we can follow the progression of
satisfaction theory from the belief that fair pay is
sufficient to motivate productivity (with no thought to
worker satisfaction), to the notion that work may satisfy
the social, psychological, and physical needs of workers
including motivating productivity, stimulating personal
development, and increasing satisfaction.
The Traditional Model
Perhaps most illustrative of the Traditional Model,
particularly in relationship to its focus on process
rather than people, is Taylor's (1911) theory of
scientific Management.
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Table 1
The Evolution of

Mana~ement

Theory

Traditional Modd

Human Relations Modlll

Human Resources Model

Assumptions
1. Work is inherently
distasteful to most people

Assumptions
1. People want to feel IJseful
and important

2. What workers do is less
important than what they earn
for doing it

2. People desire to belqng and
to be recognized as
individuals

Assumptions
1. Work is not inherently
distasteful. People want to
contribute to meaningful goals
which they have helped
esta,blish

3. Few want or can handle
work which requires
creativity. self-direction, or
self-control

3. These needs are more
important than money ift
motivating people to work

2. Most people can exercise
for more creative, responsible
self'-direction and self-control
than their present jobs
demand

Policies
1. The manager's basic task is
to closely supervise and
control his subordinates

Policies
1. The manager's basic task is
to make each worker fe,el
useful and important

Poliicies
1. The manager's basic task
is to make use of his
"untapped" human resources

2. He must break tasks down
into simple, repetitive easily
learned operations

2. He should keep his
subordinates informed lind
listen to their objection~ to his
plans

2. Me must create an
environment in which all
members may contribute to
the limits of their ability

3. The manager should allow
his subordinates to exer~ise
some self-direction and
self-control on routine rnatlers

3. He must encourage full
partlicipation on important
matlters, continually
broadening subordinate
self··direction and control

Expectations
1. Sharing information with
subordinates and involving
them in routine decisiol"\s will
satisfy their basic needs to
belong and to feel important

~ectations

3. He must establish detailed
work if the pay is decent and
the boss is fair

Expectations
1. People can tolerate work if
the pay is decent and the boss
is fair
2. If tasks are simple enough
and people are closely
controlled, they will produce
up to standard

2. Satisfying these need\" will
improve morale and reduce
resistance to formal
authority--subordinates 'f'Jill
"willingly cooperate"

1. Expanding subordinate
inflwence, self-direction, and
self-lcontrol will lead to direct
improvements in operating
efficiency

2. Work satisfaction may
improve as a "by-product" of
subordinates making full use
of their resources
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For Taylor (1911), management of an organization and
people was best delivered through scientific analysis of
the process, and mechanistic assignment of people to
produce the output.

His concept \.,as to achieve ".

. . the

maximum prosperity for the employer, coupled with the
maximum prosperity for each employee" (p. 9).

Central to

his theory was the principle that management's role was to
direct and prepare the work, and for workers to accomplish
the work at 100% of their output.

In Taylor's model,

workers had no natural tendency to wish to achieve.
Rather, worker initiative could only be stimulated through
the provision of "special incentives," including higher
wages and promotions.
Locke (1976), a prolific researcher and industrial/
organizational psychologist, characterized the era of
Taylor and others as the "Physical Economic School" with
primary focus on the physical arrangements of the work,
physical working conditions, and pay.

The work of Weber

(1947) was also characteristic of this school.

Seeing the

limitation of practical organization typical early in the
century, Weber developed the bureaucratic model of
organizations which had the following six dimensions
(Bolman & Deal, 1987):
participants,

(a) fixed division of labor among

(b) hierarchy of offices,

general rules that govern performance,

(c) a set of
(d) separation of

personal property from official property and rights,

(e)
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selection of perspnnel based on technical qualifications,
and (f) employment v'iewed as a career by organizational
participants.
As in Taylor's '(1911) work, Weber's (1947)
bureaucracy focus,s upon the structure of work and
minimizes the
theoretical

hum~n

syste~s

dynamic.

In both Taylor's and Weber's

authority and responsibility are

rooted in positions and structures created through
systematic

analys~s-+the
in~ofar

only important

role of individual workers is

as they do, or do not, accomplish

the tasks assigneq tID the position (Bolman & Deal, 1987;
Miles, 1975).
Human Relations MQdet
Despite pervqsive support for the traditional model,
there were theorists :and managers who argued that while
you might treat the drganization like a machine "its human
parts, along with

it~

equipment, needed regular

lubrication" (Miles, 11975, p. 40).
Central to this ,shift in thought concerning the
relationship of management to employee satisfaction and
production, were tne Hawthorne Studies initiated in the
early 1920s.

Begun as a study of rest pauses, incentives

on productivity

an~

other working conditions, the focus of

the study soon shitted to the attitudes of workers.
researchers

discov~red

work group,

intera~ting

What

was that employees in a congenial
with supportive managers,
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maintained or increased work productivity despite changes
in working conditions.

This research interpreted by Mayo

(1933) and Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939), helped to
shape research on job satisfaction.
Supported and stimulated by the Hawthorne Studies,
the Human Relations theory of management, the idea that
employees would be satisfied in their work if they had
benevolent supervisors and liked their fellow workers,
would remain popular among managers and organizational
theorists until the 1960s.
Human Resources Model
While the Human Relations movement did much to add to
the understanding of people's needs for acceptance, status
and recognition, the notion that people need more than
praise and congenial relationships at work began to
develop in conjunction with psycho/social constructs
initially developed in the 1930s and 1940s.

Most

prominent among these was Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs.
Maslow (1943) argued that human beings have innate wants
and needs which affect an individual's behavior and
development and that these occurred in ascending order
from the basic needs of food, shelter, and clothing, to
safety, love and self esteem needs, and finally to the
highest and most intangible needs of self actualization or
fulfillment (Figure 4).

An individual's ascendancy in the

hierarchy is developmental in that each level must be
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Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs

Higher Order

Self-Actualization
Needs

t
Esteem
Needs

t
Love
Needs

t
Safety
Needs

t
Physiological
Needs
Lower Order

Figure 4.

Maslow's hierarchy of needs.
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minimally satisfied before rising to the next level.
While

f~w

ascend to the level of self-actualization, there

is a natural inclination for individuals to strive for
that level and to be productive in that pursuit.

Put in

the context of work, Maslow's hierarchy argued that job
satisfaction mi9ht be stimulated by providing individuals
opportunities to grow and develop in their job.
Maslow's (1943) theory opened the door for many other
theories of management which argued that the content
(rather than the output) of the job, and an individual's
opportunity to Gontrol that content, has a significant
effect upon job satisfaction.
of

theor~tical

Resourcep

The following are examples

constructs which fall within the Human

model~

Lawler's Model of Facet
satisfac~ion
Law~er

I

(1913), an industrial and organizational

psycholo~ist,

tHeorized that emotions, including

satisfaction and dissatisfaction, result from an
individu~l's
(persona~

perlceptions of various facets of work

inputs, inputs of others, job characteristics,

outcomes of worM, of self, and others).

For example, if

equity i$ perceived between input to a job, the
characte~istics :of

the job, and ultimate reward for the

job, an

is likely to experience satisfaction.

If

~ndividual

equit~

between different facets of work is missing
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(e.g., the relationship of an individual's experience and
education to the requirements of the job, and/or pay) an
individual might experience dissatisfaction, or even guilt
and discomfort.

While Lawler's model looks at the

satisfaction derived from particular facets of the job, he
theorized that the combined feelings a worker has about
all aspects of the job define overall job satisfaction,
and that this will vary according to the importance of the
factor to a particular individual.
Locke's Value Theory
Another industrial and organizational psychologist,
Locke (1976), contrasted needs (objective elements which
insure survival) from values (which are subjective and
represent a person's desires).

Locke summarized his

theory as follows:
Job satisfaction results from the perception
that one's job fulfills or allows the
fulfillment of one's important job values,
providing and to the degree that those values
are congruent with one's needs.
(p. 1,307)
He argued that job satisfaction (or any emotional
response) is a product of a dual value judgement:

the

discrepancy between what an individual wants and what he
or she is getting, and the importance of what is wanted to
the individual.

Importance of a particular element of the

job also plays an important role in job satisfaction.
an element is unimportant, one's feeling about it will
have little effect upon overall job satisfaction.

If
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Conversely, satisfaction with a particular job element of
high importance may have a significant effect upon overall
satisfaction.
Opponent-Process Theory
Landy (1978), a professor of psychology at
Pennsylvania state University, theorized that an
individual's experience of satisfaction will change over
time as a result of a mechanism (which he names an
opponent process) which acts to provide equilibrium for an
individual's emotional state.

This mechanism acts as a

damper to extreme emotional states (positive or negative)
which might be damaging to the individual.

It is this

protection function which causes job satisfaction to vary
between individuals.

The theory has three components

(primary emotion, opponent process, and stimulus) which
interact as follows.

A positive or negative stimulus is

introduced, which causes an emotional response.

After

some threshold of time has passed, an opponent process is
activated to bring the primary response under control.
When the stimulus disappears the emotional response stops
immediately, the opponent process continues and disappears
more gradually.

The theory also assumes that the strength

of the opponent process increases each time it is
activated.

In this way, the same stimulus could have a

different effect on individuals depending upon whether
they had experienced it in the past.
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The theory implies that satisfaction may have a
longitudinal perspective (dependent on whether it is
measured during the stimulus or the opponent process), and
that work itself may not be dissatisfying for employees.
Rather, the opponent process may have become stronger,
implying that any work-related stimulus can become boring.
The vitamin Model
Another psychologist, Warr (1987), developed a model
patterned after the way in which vitamins affect physical
well being.

Like various vitamins affect health, he

identified nine elements of work which can affect
satisfaction:

money, physical security, valued social

position, externally generated goals, variety, clarity,
control, skill use, and interpersonal control.

A minimum

daily "dosage" of these elements will promote
satisfaction, he suggested.

However, too much of certain

variables may have adverse effects including overload,
stress, low concentration, achievement, lack of personal
control, and overcrowding.
satisfaction as Attribution
While not a formal theory, Landy (1989) described
what he called an emerging position:
attribution.

satisfaction as

Landy argued that satisfaction/

dissatisfaction is a feeling and therefore more attention
should be paid to theories of emotion.

He highlighted the
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theory of Schaqhter and Singer (1962) which suggested that
an event in the environment causes arousal in the
individual, and the individual in turn looks for cues in
the environment to explain the arousal.

The resulting

emotion is dependent upon the person interpreting the
clues.

In this way the outcome (feeling of satisfaction

or dissatisfacbion) could be different for different
individualsl, despite the same circumstances of arousal.
For example!, job enrichment, an increase in the scope or
breadth of job :duties, is frequently a method for creating
an

individual'~

development and satisfaction.

However,

given the circumstances of the individual or the work
group, the emotional outcome of job enrichment might be
dissatisfaction (in an environment in which enrichment is
seen as getting more work for the same pay).
In this way, Landy (1989) argued satisfaction and
dissatisfaction "become social and cognitive construction"
(p. 22).

He noted that the relationship of job enrichment

to satisfaction from a cognitive perspective is
particularly puzzling.

Several studies (Caldwell &

o'Reilly, 1982; Marks, Mirvis, Hackett, & Grady, 1986;
Rafaeli, 1985) found that there was not a relationship
between job

enr~chment

and satisfaction.

However a

meta-analysis by Loher, Noe, Moeller, and Fitzgerald
(1985) of 27 studies of the effects of enrichment upon
satisfactio

indicated that there was a substantial
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pqsitive relationship between efforts to enrich jobs and
wqrker satisfaction.
}llong with

cogn~tidn,

Landy (1989) argued that

satisfaction may welJ be attributed through personal
dispos'oition.

He stai,:ed,1 lISome people are simply more

satisf'ied with all

a~pects

of their lives" (p. 466).

Landy cited the work of Bandura (1986, 1987), O'Reilly and
Caldwell (1981), and Pulakos and Schmidt (1983) in support
of this notion.
pr~viously

uppn

All of these studies indicate that

held persqnal beliefs or traits had more effect

satisfaction/di~satisfactionthan

conditions of the joQ.

did the objective

Of special interest in this

re9ard, was the study by Arvey, Bouchard, Segal, and
Ab~aham

(1987) in which 30% of the variance in job

satisfaction of identical twins reared apart, could be
attributed to genetic
po~iti(Jn

fa~tors.

Landy argued that the

of satisfactionlthrough attribution (cognitive or

di~positional)

is an

further study, which

imp~rtant
fur~her

emerging trend worth

adds to the richness and

complexity of theoretical frameworks for understanding job
sat,isfClction.
In addition to

t~ess

theoretical perspectives,

ind.ividual studies have r:evealed much of what we know
about the sources of

~ob

Isatisfaction.

Three significant

reviews of this liter,ture have been undertaken by
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Herzperg, Mausner, Peterson, and capwell (1957), Vroom
(1964), and Locke (1976).

In the most recent of these, Locke (1976) estimated
that more than 3,300 articles or dissertations had been
publ~shed
sour~e,

on job satisfaction.

categorized by their

Locke divided these studies by:

cond~tions

(a) events and

(which cause happiness/unhappiness or

sati~faction/dissatisfactionand

(b) agents (who are

resp~nsible

tor events and conditions).

synt~esized

the results of these studies and Locke's

conc+usions as described in Table 2.
disp~rity

Landy (1989)

Because of the

oflthese studies, Landy concluded that they

"tel:/. us little about the nature of satisfaction" (p.
470)

but

~

mana~er

"t~1ey

might represent a point of departure for a

who would like to set about improving the

sati~factionlof

his workforce" (p. 471).

Job satisfaction and
Prodllctivi ty :
A belief which is generally a fundamental corollary
to

t~e

work~r

discussion of satisfaction in the workplace is that
satisfaction promotes productivity.

According to

Iaffqldano and Muchinsky (1985), this assumption is
impli,.ci t in d>Ur "organizational programs and policies, our
reseqrch endeavors, and even in the expectations of those
who review the satisfaction-performance literature"
271) .

(p.
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Table 2
synthesis of Job satisfaction Research
Source

Effect

Events or Conditions
~ork

itself challenge

~ork

itself: physical demand

~ork

itself: personal interest

Hentally challenging work that the individual
can successfully accomplish is satisfying.
Tiring work is dissatisfying.

Reward Structure
~orking

conditions: physical

~orking

conditions: goal attainment

Personally interesting work is satisfying.
Just and informative rewards for performance
are satisfying.
Satisfaction depends on the match between
working conditions and physical needs.
conditions that facilitate goal
attainment are satisfying.

~orking

Self

High self-esteem is conducive to job
satisfaction.

Supervisors, coworkers, subordinates

Individuals will be satisfied with colleagues
who help them attain rewards.
Individuals will be satisfied with colleagues
who see things the same way they do.

Company and management

Individuals will be satisfied with companies
that have policies and procedures designed to
help the individual attain rewards.
Individuals will be dissatisfied with
conflicting roles or ambiguous roles imposed
by company, management, or both.

Fringe benefits

Benefits of not have a strong influence on
job satisfaction for most workers.

Despite this firm belief, until recently the
connection between satisfaction and productivity
(inclUding quality service) has not been born out by an
analysis of the literature.

similar to earlier reviews

(Brayfield & Crockett, 1955; HerZberg et al., 1957; Vroom,
1964), Iaffaldano and Muchinsky's (1985) meta-analysis of
the related literature found that "satisfaction and
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~lightly

performance are only

related to each other" (p.

271) despite our intuitive notion that there should be a
connection between

th~se

tiwo variables.

While they found

no connection, they cQnclUde that the importance of high
satisfaction and high productivity in our society, and the
belief that we may be able to design work which links the
two, will continue to

dri~e

research which examines the

satisfaction-performance rink.
service Quality: A Prgduct
of Staff satisfaction, and,
a Tool for Student Retention
While the intuitive link between job satisfaction and
productivity seems to be elusive, recent studies in the
literature of service quality seem to hold some promise
that there is a link between the attitudes of employees
and the perception of productivity defined as service
quality.
Ulrich, Halbrook, Meder, Stuchlik, and Thorpe (1991)
described this approacp tolmanagement of organizations as
the merging of three streams of management thought:

the

quality movement (Demipg, 1986), an awareness and
dedication to

customer~

1987), and a focus
secure increasingly

upo~

(Albrecht & Zemke, 1985; Peters,
employees and strategies which

sc~rcelhuman

resources (Schein, 1985).

They stated that:
The merging of th~se streams has begun.
Managers are beginning to recognize that
employee attachment--~ndicators of employee
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dedication, commitment, productivity and
affective response to a company--may be a
predictor of customer attachment--indicators of
customer dedication, commitment, productivity,
and affective response to a company.
(p. 89)
According to Ulrich et ale (1991) there are three
rationales for connecting employee and customer
satisfaction:
1.

The competitive rationale:

As traditional

sources of competition between organizations evolve toward
parity (equal access to capital and technology, and common
process features) managers must find new ways to
differentiate their firms.

organizational practices which

increase customer service, and meet customer expectations,
increase the customer's perception of value in the
organization and thereby, organizational competitiveness.
2.

The psychological rationale:

Where employees

share mindsets or cognition about the goals and processes
of an organization their attachment to the organization is
likely to be high.

customers who come into contact with

these shared mindsets are likely to be affected favorably
by what they see.

In this way, employee attachment may

increase customer attachment.
3.

The human resources rationale:

If the shared

mindset of employees increases their attachment, which in
turn increases customer attachment and increased
competitiveness, then practices (including HR practices)
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m~y

which influence shared mindset

play an important role.

For examplca,
employees may be recruited, hired, and promoted
on the basis of shared valu~s and wo~k habits
• . . and trained, appraiseq, and rewarded for
performing critical tasks in ways that meet
customer values.
(p. 91)
Figure 5 highlights Ulrich

~t

al.'s (1991) basic
cu~tomer

premise that employee attachment may resUlt in

attachment and increased competitiveness and the rationale
for creating systems and
attachment.

process~s whichl~ay

p~emise U~~ich

lIn support of his

three case studies "which

sugges~:

customer a1:tachment are two

increase that

side~

pre$ents

that employee and
of a coin and that

increasing employee commitment mqy lead to increased
customer c()mmi tment" (p. 102).
a~so

other recent studies have
this premise.1

li~:erature

citing earlier

strong relationships between

suggepted support for

emp~oyee an~

which found
customer

perceptions and attitudes in relqtion to pervice practices
and quality among bank branches, Turnow and Wiley (1991)
found strong, I posi tive

relationst~ips

satisfaction, employee

perceptio~s/attitupes of

practice (overall satisfaction

w~th

betwlgen customer
managerial

the cpmpany, and

attitudes regarding organizationql culturl9 and climate)
and organizational performance.
that

empl~ees'

perceptions of

Further, this study found
t~e organi~ation'slculture

for succeSB correlated highly wi ~:h managelTIent practices,
and that this in turn showed a s4bstantial relati<Dnship to
customer s<1tisfaction with serviqe.
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Premise and Rationale for Employee and Customer Attachment
Basic Premise of Employee/Customer Attachment:

EMPLOYEE
AITACHMENf

-

LEADS
TO - . .

CUSTOMER
AITACHMENf

WHICH
RESULTS IN - . .

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

Rationale for Employee/Customer Attachment:

HR
I-RACTICES

-..- EMPLOYEE SHARED -..
MIND SET

CUSTOMER
MIND SET

...

COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

Figure 5. Premise and rationale for employee
and customer attachment.
Wiley (1991) found similar results in a study which
examined employee opinions and customer satisfaction in
more than 200 comparable retail stores.

This study found

a strong positive relationship between customer
satisfaction and how employees describe key aspects of the
store's work conditions and processes.

In short,

the environment that management creates and
reinforces for its employees is directly related
to both the within-store experience of the
customers, as well as their stated intention to
return.
(p. 123)
Further support for this link between customer
satisfaction and employee job satisfaction was found in a
study of employees and customers of an insurance
organization.

Looking at the relationship between

customer satisfaction, job satisfaction and employees'
self-perceived service capability, Schlesinger and
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Zornitsky (1991) found that if employees feel good about
the service they are delivering, they are satisfied in
their jobs and their capability to provide good service,
and that effort successfully, directed at enhancing service
capability also improves job satisfaction.

They found

also that this relationspip increases as the tenure of
employees increases.

They stated that these findings

imply that "focusing on activities that enable employees
to better serve customerp is' generally the most
significant service-related initiative an organization can
make" (p. 149).
As this literature puggests, there is some reason to
believe that job

satisfa~tioh

might promote better

service, which in turn mightlpromote increased customer
satisfaction.

Translatep into higher educational terms,

job satisfaction in front-line classified employees might
improve service quality, which could improve the
satisfaction of students (customers) being served, which
could ultimately improve
satisfaction.

In this

student satisfaction.
are grounded in the

stu~ent

w~y,
T~e

(customer) retention and

job satisfaction may lead to
f0undations for these beliefs

conc~pt

()f quality management or TQM,

which has as its center the concept of quality customer
service.
Higher education

ha~

only more recently begun to

embrace the concept of t9tal quality management (TQM) that
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has so engaged business and industry for several years now
(Carothers, 1992; Coate, 1991; Seymour, 1991, 1993).

And

though higher education has lagged behind the business
sector, the involvement has been no less valuable.

What

colleges and universities are finding is that they can
improve the manner in which their product (educational
services) is delivered, and that the means for
accomplishing this is through continued improvement of the
product facilitated by the involvement and empowerment of
the individuals who most directly provide the product.
Sherr and Lozier (1991) summarized the foundation of
this theoretical approach, now dubbed TQM, developed by
Deming (1986), Juran (1988, 1989), and Crosby (1979) in
five focused areas:
1.

Mission and customer focus; Everyone in the

organization is both a supplier and a customer of
services.

Service is provided to both external and

internal customers.

Having a focus on our customers

requires that we know their needs and know whether they
are being satisfied, so we can continue to satisfy them.
2.

systematic approach to operations; TQM requires

systematic, not random, continuous improvement of the
dimensions of quality.

Any aspect of higher education,

from the curriculum and advising, to payroll, purchasing
and travel reimbursement, can benefit from predictable
input.

For example, consider teaching course B that has a
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prerequisite of course A.

If the instructor can count on

students knowing material from course A, it will be much
easier to teach course B, and educational quality will be
improved.
3.

Vigorous development of human resources;

continuous quality improvement requires continuous
personal improvement.

Development of human resources,

therefore, is at the heart of improvement of
organizations.

Part of that development comes as a

product of empowerment.

Individual employees closest to

the impact of a decision must be prepared and capable to
make critical decisions and to take action.
4.

Long-term thinking; Quality requires long-term

thinking and foregoing short-term benefits for long-term
well being.
overnight.

Organizational improvement does not occur
The goals of continuous improvement and

development of human resources are not achieved
immediately require systematic and ongoing attention.
5.

commitment; Every employee must be involved and

committed in order for a culture of quality to be created.
It is not enough for a leader to demand that it will
occur.

Employees at all levels, especially where the

service is provided, must support the effort to
continuously improve.
These elements of TQM theory have profound
implications for the notion that classified staff may
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affect the satisfaction and retention of students
(customer satisfaction).

As noted earlier, front-line

classified staff have frequent interaction with students.
If we agree with Tinto (1987) that every interaction has
an effect on student retention, then frontline staff may
be both suppliers and consumers of services designed to
deliver the product--student satisfaction and retention.
TQM theory argues that as suppliers they should:

(a)

participate in a systematic analysis of the effect of
their interaction; (b) be empowered to act on the ideas
and strategies they develop, and attempt to continuously
improve their product; (c) focus on their customer and
recognize that satisfying students is their job, not
merely answering phones or processing paper; and (d) be
provided with training to support and develop their
service to customers.
TQM theory argues that the result of this style of
management can improve customer service.

Indeed, at least

one educational consulting firm (Noel/Levitz) has
developed a training program for staff members which links
student retention to staff customer orientation (Tschohl,
1989).

But it also supports the proposition that there

are parallel positive effects upon the employees who
participate in such a management framework.

Juran (1988)

argued that the methods of TQM (e.g., more self control,
quality circles, consensus decision making, and job
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enrichment), are ways of managing employees which promote
motivation, satisfaction, and growth as described by
Maslow (1943) (Hierarchy of Needs), Herzberg (1966)
(Motivation Hygiene Theory), and McGregor (1960) (Theory
X/Theory Y).

In the same vein, Seymour (1993) argued that

the methods of TQM (training, empowerment) create
Hawthorne-type effects which benefit both the employee and
the organization.
Summary
This review has spanned a broad spectrum of
literature which describes both how organizations
(especially colleges and universities) function and how
people function within them.
As described earlier, student retention and success
occur as a consequence of a complex interaction between
the individual and the college, and are affected by even
the simplest of day-to-day interactions with staff members
(though this interaction has been studied the least).
This literature review has also encompassed the theory of
job satisfaction and motivation which suggests that these
outcomes occur most often when employees have significant
and fUlfilling jobs, within which they have some control
and responsibility for the outcome.

And finally this

review has examined a theory, or really a group of
theories, TQM, which provides a method for pursuing
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quality outcomes, which acknowledges the importance of
individual employees in accomplishing those outcomes, and
which maintains that customer satisfaction cannot be fUlly
attained without that input.

Figure 6 attempts to portray

how these theories may relate to support the general
hypothesis that student interaction with staff members may
produce and improve student satisfaction and retention,
and staff satisfaction and motivation.

HIGH QUALITY INTERACTION
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student, staff, institutional
outcomes, and related literature.
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As shown in Figure 6, the literature suggests that
moving toward high quality interactions of students and
staff, has

th~

potential for positive outcomes for

students, staff and the institution.

Conversely, low

quality interactions may result in negative outcomes.
The literature has clearly shown the potential for
the interaction of staff and students, but can we enhance
the benefits by understanding the process better, or
through more intentional approaches toward facilitating
interaction in a higher education setting?

The following

chapter descripes the methodology employed in this study
which seeks to answer this question.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was to explore the general
hypothesis suggested by the literature that student
interaction with front-line staff members affects student
retention and satisfaction (Bernotavicz & Clasby, 1984;
Noel et al., 1985; Tinto, 1987), while at the same time
having an effect upon staff job satisfaction (Miles,
1975), service quality (Carothers, 1992; Tschohl, 1989),
and feeling of mattering between staff and students within
the institution (Schlossberg et al., 1989; Vieira, 1991).
The study used a quasi-experimental design, in
addition to personal interviews, to assess the effect of a
planned intervention in which new freshmen, without prior
college credit, are linked with classified staff members
who will act as advisor/mentors during their first year in
the university.

The related research questions which will

provide the focus for this analysis are:
(Student related questions)
1.

Does student interaction with classified staff

members, in a planned intervention, increase persistence
to the second year?
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2.

Within the framework of the experimental

intervention, are there any factors that influence a
student to persist or not to persist?
3.

Does student interaction with classified staff

members in a planned intervention increase the level of
interaction with other members of the campus community
(faculty, clerical staff, other staff, students)?
4.

Does student interaction with classified staff

members in a planned intervention during the first year in
college increase the student's feeling of social
integration or connectedness with the institution?
5.

Does student satisfaction with the experience of

interaction with classified staff members in a planned
intervention increase student persistence to the second
year?
(Staff related questions)
1.

Does staff member interaction with freshman

students as mentor/advisors in a planned intervention have
an effect on their overall job satisfaction?
2.

Does staff member interaction with freshman

students as mentor/advisors in a planned intervention have
an effect on their feeling of contributing to the
educational mission of the institution (that they matter)?
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Subjects
The subjects for this study were freshmen admitted
Fall term of 1991 and front-line classified staff at
Portland State University (PSU).

Portland State

University, located in Portland, OR, is a comprehensive
university with more than 15,000 full- and part-time
students.
Students
Students involved in this study were full-time
freshmen, admitted Fall of 1991 who received no college
credit prior to being admitted at Portland State
University.

This group was chosen because:

(a) the first

year is thought to be the most important in which
institutional action might be effective in increasing
student persistence (Beal & Noel, 1980; Tinto, 1993); (b)
nationally this is the time during which this group
experiences the single highest period of withdrawal (U.S.
Department of Education, 1977); and (c) more is known
about this group's rate of persistence at Portland State
University (1995) (the site for the experimental
intervention) than any other category of student.
Student subjects were initially chosen during Fall
term from a random selection of 150 students provided by
the Portland State University Office of Institutional
Research.

This list was generally representative of the
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total group of
prior

fresh~en,

coll~ge credit~

27% were minorities.

52% were women, 48% were men, and

Each df these students received a

th~ir

letter soliciting

new from high school, without

participation in the study,

promising their ano,nymity, and a return postcard to
indicate their willingness to participate.
first two weeks 31
participate.

s~udents

Within the

returned the card agreeing to

SeventElen more students agreed to

participate as a con£lequence of receiving a follow-up
phone call.
men, 7 or

This grqup of 48 (25 or 52% women, 23 or 48%

1~% minori~ies),

student gropp.
were the

sa~e

constituted the experimental

The numbers of men and women in this group
as in the original random sample for women

(52%) and m\9n (48%), but the experimental group contained

fewer

minor~ties

(15% vs. 27%).

FortY-\9ight more students (26 or 54% women, 22 or 46%
men, 12 or
group of
control

~5%

al~

minorities) were randomly selected from the

freshmen beginning Fall 1991, and assigned to

gro~p

1.

The characteristics of this group were

generally c9mparable to the experimental group with
slightly more women I (54% vs. 152%), fewer men (46% vs.
48%), and m9re minorities (2$% vs. 15%).

The control

group had a higher entering fuigh school grade point
average (GPA) (3.36) than the experimental group (3.19).
Students in both grroups werelsent, and ultimately
returned, informed consent fGrms, which explained
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confidentiality, anonymity, and their rights as subjects
in the study.
A second control group (control group 2) which
comprised all first time freshmen not participating in any
part of the intervention, was created for purposes of
comparison with control group 1 and the experimental
group.
staff
The other group of subjects selected for this study
were front-line classified staff at Portland state
University.

Classified staff are employees whose jobs are

among those classifications contained within the state of
Oregon classified system.

Those classifications include,

clerical, skilled trade, and fiscal positions.

Front-line

classified staff are those who work in positions which
provide direct service to students on a daily basis.

For

purposes of this study, front-line classified staff were
defined as those within the secretarial/clerical
classifications.
because:

This group of employees was chosen

(a) among all classified employees they are most

likely to have direct interaction with students on a daily
basis; (b) interacting with students may be part of their
specific job responsibility; and (c) many of these
individuals have significant knowledge of the university
either by virtue of their job responsibilities, or through
knowledge obtained on the job.

Also, as explained
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litera~ure

earlier, while the
impact of student

interac~ion

is clear regarding the
withl faculty, and even with

professional staff (e.g., counselors, advisors), there is
little acknowledgment of any effect on the part of
classified staff.
Among all classified staff within the university, 379
were in the secretarial/clerical category as of Fall 1990.
Each of these individuals received a letter soliciting
their participation in the study.

IOf this group, 52

agreed to participate in tne experimental group (five were
asked to be backups).

Thepe individuals were screened

using personal knowledge of the researcher to ensure that
all staff members working with students had the ability to
Qua~ities

be an advisor/mentor.

which were considered

were communication skills, employee attitude, and
knowledge of the institutipn.
screen~ng.

consequence of this
staff members were

No one was excluded as a

selecte~

An analysis of the two
they were reasonably

In 'addition, another 48

to become the control group.

gro~ps

match~d

was conducted to insure that

in

te~ms

of the type of

positions held and number pf years in service.
experimental and control groups
toward women, in keeping

w~th

we~e

Both the

heavily weighted

the natios existing among

clerical/secretarial staff (approxfmately 10:1).

Among

the volunteer experimental group only one male
participated, while four

m~les

wers in the control group.
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Beyond their indication of a willingness to participate,
and their membership in the defined employee category,
there was no screening of the staff participants.
staff in both groups were sent and ultimately
returned informed consent forms, which explained
confidentiality, anonymity, and their rights as

~ubjects

in the study.
The Experimental Intervention
An experimental intervention (named

Staff-L~nk)1

conducted in order to attempt to assess the

was

gene~al

question of whether student interaction with

cla~sified

staff has an effect on their persistence and

sat~sfaction,

and a commensurate effect on staff's job satisfaptioh and
feeling of contributing to the educational missipn of the
university.

The intent of this intervention was to create

a formal connection for students with staff

memb~rs,

through a structured opportunity for student and staff
interaction which could be measured and studied.
The conceptual foundation for this

interven~ionlwas

based in the theory and literature of the
variables which were investigated:
staff job satisfaction.

centra~

student

rete~tioln

and

with the goal of affecting

student retention, the intervention was designed to
increase student integration with the academic and social
systems of the institutions as proposed by Tinto (1915).
Tinto specifically suggested that mentor program9, like
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other early contact programs, be established during the
first year in order to establish "the conditions which
foster the integration of students" (p. 155).

Unlike

earlier investigations, this intervention tests this
theory using classified staff.
Similarly, this intervention was supported by the
theory of job satisfaction and the quality movement.
Along with having a positive effect upon student
retention, the literature of job satisfaction and service
quality suggests that empowering staff to serve students
(in this instance through a formal mentoring
relationship), may result in increased job satisfaction
and increasingly greater service quality (Albrecht &
Zemke, 1985; Schlesinger & Zornitsky, 1991; Seymour, 1993;
Ulrich et al., 1991).
Final program coordination took place during Fall
term 1991.

Review and approval of the study by the PSU

Human Subjects Committee was among the final arrangements
necessary to conduct the intervention.

Final approval for

the study was received from the committee chair on
December 20, 1991.
Next, selection was made and participation by
students and staff in the experimental groups was
confirmed.

In addition, all participants were asked to

complete informed consent forms.

Upon receipt of these,

students and staff in the experimental groups received
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notification of the name of their advisor/advisee and a
time frame in which to begin meeting.

Prior to meeting

with advisees, all staff members in the experimental group
received training for their roles as advisor/mentors.
Training was conducted by the researcher who is a long
time university administrator, and two colleagues whose
jobs involve academic advising and personal counseling,
respectively.
In keeping with Tinto's (1975) theory, this training
focused upon skills and information which would tend to
foster the feeling of social and academic integration.
Schlossberg's (1989) concept of mattering for adult
learners also provided guidance for training staff members
for being facilitator of integration.

Originally

conceived by sociologist Rosenberg (cited in Schlossberg
et al., 1989), mattering is:
the beliefs people have, whether right or wrong,
that they matter to someone else, that they are
the object of someone else's attention, and that
others care about them and appreciate them.
(p.
21)

This concept was integrated into all aspects of the
training.

Guided by these theoretical frameworks, they

were informed that their role was:

(a) to be a link to

the university community, (b) to establish a helping
relationship, (c) to be knowledgeable about campus
resources, (d) to refer appropriately, and (e) to assist
in general problem solving.

They were also informed that
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they should not undertake:

(a) academic advising, (b)

career counseling, (c) psychological counseling, or (d)
personal problem solving intervention for the student.
In addition to this information, training included a
brief description of the study, an overview of national
and PSU retention statistics, and requisite skills
training.

The skills component included personal

connection and interaction skills, problem solving skills,
the "art of referral," and an opportunity to role-play
interaction with their advisee.

Advisor/mentors were

provided with resource and referral sources across the
campus for their use in assisting their advisee.

Finally,

advisor/mentors were provided with copies of advisor
meeting log forms.

They were asked to use these forms to

record each meeting with their students.

Information

requested by these forms included the advisor name, date,
length of meeting, sUbjects discussed, assistance and
referral given, and a statement of comments, reflections
or feelings that they had about their meeting.
The intervention began in Winter term 1992 and
continued through spring term 1992.

While this timeframe

did not allow the intervention to address those students
who would dropout the first term (approximately one third
of the total fall-to-fall dropout rate according to
lO-year institutional averages), almost two thirds of
those students who might be expected to dropout before the
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next fall continued their enrollment through winter term.
t~e

It was determined that the numbers in
dropout pool which remained, and the

ti~e

the intervention, were sufficient for

potential
for conducting

t~sting

the effects

of the intervention.
staff members and their assigned student advisees
began meeting the first week of winter term.

staff

members were asked to meet with their a9visees at least a
minimum of three times per term, and told that they could
meet more often if they wished.

In

ord~r

tb stimulate the

process of interaction and integration, each staff member
was provided with tickets which would a],lowl him or her and
the student to have lunch together in
service facility three times per term.

t~e

University food

staff members were

asked to complete and return an advisor meeting log
reflecting the experience of each meeting with their
students.
The staff control group and student control groups 1
and 2 did not participate in any formal activity which
linked them with other campus personnel or students.
Data Collection and Analypis
Data resulting from this intervention was collected
and analyzed through both quantitative and qualitative
means.

This strategy for collecting the daba results both

from the phenomena being examined and frpm the perspective
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that using mUltiple methods is a means for strengthening
the research design (Denzin, 1978; Patton, 1990).

Patton

described this strategy as triangulation and identified
four basic types:

(a) data triangulation--using different

data resources, (b) investigator triangulation--using
different investigators or researchers, (c) theory
triangulation--using mUltiple viewpoints for interpreting
data, and d) methodological triangulation--using multiple
methodological approaches.

For this study the approach

was to use multiple methodological approaches, qualitative
and quantitative, in order to more thoroughly collect the
data which relate to the research questions.
Data Collection: Quantitative
Methods
One of the primary questions being asked in this
study was:

"Does student interaction with classified

staff members in a planned intervention increase their
persistence to the second year?"

The effect of this

interaction upon student persistence was measured by
comparing the number of persisters vs. non-persisters of
the experimental student group to enrollment in Fall term
1992, with the number persisters vs. non-persisters in the
control student group to enrollment in Fall term 1992.

A

chi-square analysis was used to determine if there was a
significant difference between the groups.

These results

were also compared in the same way to the persistence
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rates of all other freshmen enrolled in Fall 1992 (control
group 2).
In addition to this measurement, both the
experimental and control

stud~nt

groups completed surveys

at the beginning and at the end of the intervention (see
AppEmdix A).:

Along with d,emog'raphic data, these surveys

included items designed to mealsure the students' feelings
of connectedness to the university, the quantity of their
interaction :with campus commundty members, their
attendance in precollege preparation programs, their
intention to continue to the next year, and their
intention to obtain a degree at Portland state University.
For the experimental group, the post intervention survey
also included items which
with the intervention.
also

correl~ted

asse~sed

student satisfaction

Responses to survey items were

with student persistence.

similar to the data collection concerning students,
staff members in both the experimental and control groups
completed surveys before and after the intervention (see
Appendix B).'

The staff surveys items which measured the

quality and nature of their interaction with students in
general, their opportunity

for~

and the personal reward

experienced by working with students.

Additionally, the

experimental , staff were as}:ed to respond to items which
described their experience of working with their advisees,
and how this affected thei

feelings about their jobs.
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staff surveys also included the Work subsea Ie of the
Job Descriptive Index (JDI)

(see Appendix C).

The JOI

(smith et al., 1969) is perhaps one of the most well known
and extensively used measurement of job satisfaction
(Cook, Hepworth, Wall, & Warr, 1981).

Among its five

subscales, the work subsea Ie has been found to be "most
closely associated with other measures of overall job
satisfaction" (Cook, Hepworth, Wall, & Warr, 1981, p. 52),
and is the only subscale among the five which measures
intrinsic rather than extrinsic job satisfaction (p. 58).
The scale is composed of 18 items designed to measure
satisfaction with work on the present job.
the scale are Yes, Uncertain, and No.

Responses to

Because the authors

suggest that Undecided is more likely an indication of
dissatisfaction than satisfaction, they suggest that the
scale be scored 3 (yes), 1 (uncertain) and 0 (no) rather
than the traditional 3, 2, 1 scoring (Smith et al., 1969).
Data Collection: Qualitative
Methods
As described in the previous section, quantitative
methods and measures were used to attempt to establish a
relationship between the experimental intervention and
student persistence, and the intervention and staff job
satisfaction.

While that data may give us some indication

as to whether such relationships exist, it provides no
guidance regarding the effect of the quality, and the
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~nteraction.

experience of that

qU~litative

may be achieved thr9ugh
research methods

an~i

This richer description
methods.

Blending

data in this way may strengthen the

research design and the

va~idity

of

(Denzin, 1978;

r~sults

Goetz & LeCompte, 1'84; Patton, 1990).

Glaser and strauss

(1967) argued that

in many instanges, both forms ar~ necessary--not
quantitative u~ed to test qualit~tive, but both
used as supple~ents, as mutual v~rification
. . . as diffe~ent forms of data on the same
subject, which, when compared wi~l each generate
theory.
(po 1~1)
Taylor and Bogqlan (1984) stated ;:hat "no method is
equally suited for

~ll

purposes"

(po 43).

For this study,

it was determined tijat qualitative interviews I were the
most appropriate
experience and

me~hod

feel~ngs

th~

participating in

to gain

P~tton

intervention.
~o

qualitative

conver~ationall interview,

guide, and (c)

concerning the

of the students and staff

described three approaches
(a) informal

infor~ation

(1990)
int~rviewing:

(b) interview

stan~ardizedlopen-endeq interview.

This study

uti~ized

the interview guide approach in

order to achieve

ma~imum fl~xibility

particular topic

ar~as

were Icovered.

while ins;uring that
Patton 1:1990)

described the interview guime approacq as providing more
structure through

preparati~n

topical areas to be

covered~

of a
The

gu~de

consisting of

int~rviewer:is

free then

to fully explore a particular sUbject in a spontaneous
manner, but is provided witn the struqture to Iinsure that
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important subjects are covered.

This approach can

increase the comprehensiveness of the interview, but can
also reduce the comparability of responses because of
fle~ibility

provided to the interviewer.

Also the

"creative interviewing" advice of Douglas (1985), Goetz
and LeCompte (1984), and Patton (1990) was essential in
planning for, and actually conducting, the interviews-particularly in relationship to phrasing questions and
est~blishing

rapport with interviewees.

Topic categories for the experimental staff group
inc~uded:

(a) general feelings about work, (b) role of

staff in working with students, (c) role of staff in the
edu9ational mission of the university, and (d) experience
of vorking with an advisee in intervention.
Topic categories for the student experimental group
included:

(a) initial experiences of the university, (b)

exp~riencing

(c) expectations of the campus climate, (d)

mat~ering,

exp~ctation
exp~rience

community and a feeling of connectedness and

and experience with classified staff, and (e)

in the intervention.

Eight individuals from each group (student:
exp~rimental
con~rol)

experimental and

were selected to be interviewed.

int~rview;

1, female-:
4), Staff

and control; staff:

conducted was:

Students:

control

3); experimental = 6 (males:
control

= 5 (males:

The number of

= 4 (males:

2, females:

1, females 4);
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experimental

=

9 (males;

interviewees were

0, females:

infor~ed

Al~

9).

t~e

of the purpose of

interview

and the research, provi~ed assurance of anonym~ty,1 and
were informed of the ne,d to tape record the s,ssion.
transc~ibed.

Each interview was tape recorded and later

The results of the.e interviews and other qualitative
adv~sor

data, including the

meetiing logs described

~sing

earlier, were analyzed

developed by Glaser and strauss 1(1967).
the strategies of

theor~tical

Gla~er

According ,to

~heory

~ethod

as

uses

con~tant

directly from the

and strauss the

co~bines

comparative analysis

This

sampling and

comparative analysis to develop
data.

theo~y ~ethod

the grounded

con~tant

the process of coding of

qualitative data, with ongoing analysis of the data and
theory generation.

coding and comparing incidents or data;
categories created

(~)

This occurs in four stages:

thoug~

(b) integrating

the first stage by continued

comparison of incident and refinement of the properties of
categories; (c) delimiting the theory through tne :
discovery and reduction to more qeneralized

ter~in~logy,

and fewer and more generpl categrories; and (d)
theory as a result of

th~

constant comparison and

~riting

the

themes I which emerge from I

~innowing

of

categories~

Glaser and strauss (1967) combined this with tihe
process of theoretical
data collection for

s~mpling,

gene~ating

Iwhich they des9ribe as

theory "whereby the lanalyst
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jointly

colle~ts,

what data to
to develop
grounded
prove

codes, and analyzes his data and decides

~ollect

hi~

them~in

theory as it emerges" (p. 45).
I

theo~y

theorie~

next and where to find

order

Through the

method, researchers do not set out to

but to create theories that: "fit" land
I

"work":
By "fit" we mean that the categories must be
readily (not forcibly) applicable to and
indicateql by the data under study; by "work" we
mean that they must be meaningfully relevant to
and able to explain the behavior under stud~.
I

I

(p. 3).

If conducted properly, this method will yield a theory
with four impqrtant
in which it

i~

p~operties:

(a) it will fit the area

to be used, (b) it will be understandable

by laymen work;ing in t.he area, (c) it will be general
enough to

app~y

to many different types of situations, and

(d) it will al,low the luser to have suffici.ent control to
manage change in

thei~

environment as the theory is

applied.
Data Analysis
using these data collection methods, the following
analyses were conducted, and the resulting data utilized
to answer the primary research questions.
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student Related Analyses
Research Quest!on #1:
classified staff
increase

me~bers

persistenc~

in la

pl~nned

intervention

to the Isecolid Yelar of college?

an~lyses.

Question #1
1a.

iDoes student interaction with

St~dent P~rsistence
~nd

experimental group

the chi-square test.

and non~persistence of the

control group 1 were compared using

This comparison was conducted to

determine whether aliY significance may be attributed to
the observed differances between the persistence of the
experimental and cOlitrol groups.
lb.

Student Persistence and

non~persistence

of the

experimental group and control grpup 2 (the cohort of all
other freshmen, Fall 1991 without prior college credit)
were compared using the chi-squarfF! te$t.

This comparison

was conducted to det~rmine wfuether any significance may be
attributed to the

ob~erved differ~nces

between the

e~perimental g~oupland

persistence of the

all other

students not partici~ating im the intervention, in order
to further investigate the effect of
1c.

~he

intervention.

student Persistence and non4persistence of the

control group 1 and

~ontrol

the chi-square test.
order to validate
investigate the

th~

This

group 2 were compared using

compar~son

was conducted in

control groqp and to further

effe~t

of the

int~rvention.
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Research Question #2:

Are there any other factors

that affected persistence or non-persistence among all
students participating in the study?
Question #2 analyses.
2a.

A chi-square was used to examine the

relationship of several variables to persistence.

These

variables included demographic data (gender, high school
GPA, race), attendance at New student orientation and/or
the university survival course (IST 199), intention to
enroll, and intention to obtain a degree.

Qther variables

which were examined included student interaction with
other community members (Research Question #3), and
student response to items which identify their feeling of
connectedness or integration with the university (Research
Question #4).
2b.

Those variables found to be significantly

related to persistence were then included in a Multiple
Regression analysis to determine their contribution to the
prediction of variance in persistence, and their rank
order.
2c.

A chi-square analysis was conducted to determine

whether there are significant differences between the
groups in those variables found to predict variance in
persistence.
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2d.

Interviews with students in both groups were

qualitatively analyzed to identify factors which
contribute to persistence.
Research Question #3:

Does student interaction with

classified staff members in a planned intervention
increase the level of interaction with other members of
the campus community (faculty, clerical staff, other
staff, students)?
Question #3 analyses.
3a.

Chi-square and ANOVA were employed to examine

responses to post test survey items relating to
interactions with community members (2a-2h) in order to
determine whether there was a difference between the
groups in whether they interacted, and to what degree.
3b.

Qualitative interviews with students were also

analyzed in order to examine student interaction with
other community members.
Research Question #4:

Does student interaction with

classified staff members in a planned intervention during
the first year in college increase the feeling of social
integration or connectedness with the institution?
Question #4 analyses.
ANOVA was employed to determine whether there were
significant differences between the groups in responses to
several post intervention survey items (Post Survey
Question 1, a-k) related to student feeling of connection
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and integration with the university.

This analysis was

conducted to compare the differences in interaction
between the groups.
4b.

The effect of student interaction with

classified staff members on students feeling of social
integration or connectedness with the institution, was
also assessed through the qualitative analysis of
interviews conducted with a sample of individuals from the
experimental and control student groups.
Research Question #5:

Does student satisfaction with

the experience of participating in a planned intervention
increase student persistence to the second year?
Question #5 analyses.
5a.

ANOVA was employed to examine the differences in

response to items related to satisfaction with the
experimental intervention (post survey question 8,
experimental groups only)between those students who
persisted and those who did not.
5b.

Qualitative interviews of students who

participated in the experimental intervention were
analyzed to examine the satisfaction of sUbjects who
participated in the intervention.
staff Related Analyses
Research Question #6:

Does staff member interaction

with freshman students as mentor advisors in a planned
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intervention have an effect upon their overall job
satisfaction?
Question #6 analyses.
6a.

ANQVA was lemployed to analyze staff responses to

survey items related to job satisfaction (staff post
intervention survey:questions 8 and 14).

This analysis

was conducted to determine whether there was any
significance difference in job satisfaction between the
experimental and control groups.
6b.

The effect of the experimental intervention upon

job satisfaction was also assessed through the qualitative
analysis of interviews conducted with a sample of
individuals from staff experimental and control groups.
Research

Quest~on

#7:

Does staff member interaction

with freshman students as a mentor/advisor in a planned
intervention have an effect on their feeling of
contributing to the leducational mission of a college (that
they matter)'?
Question #7 analyses.
7a.

AN()VA was ,employed to examine responses to

survey items (staff post intervention survey question 8,
a-d) which identified staff feeling of mattering and
feeling of contributing to the university mission.

This

analysis was conducted to determine whether there is any
significance difference between the response of the
experimental and control groups.
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7b.

The effect of the experimental intervention upon

staff members' feeling of contributing to the university
mission (that they matter) was also assessed through the
qualitative analysis of interviews conducted with a sample
of individuals from the staff experimental and control
groups.
Summary
This chapter has outlined the methodology used in
this study.

This included a description of the

experimental intervention, its subjects, and procedures.
The procedures by which data concerning this intervention
were collected and analyzed have also been described.
Chapter IV describes the results of that analysis.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE STUDY
Introduction
This study explores the general hypothesis suggested
by the literature that student interaction with front-line
staff members affects satisfaction, the feeling of
mattering and ultimately student persistence, while
simultaneously having an effect upon staff job
satisfaction, service quality, and feeling of mattering
among staff.

This hypothetical relationship between

students and staff was investigated through the creation
and analysis of a quasi-experimental intervention linking
staff and students, and through interviews which sought to
better understand the experience which students and staff
had in the intervention, and in their regular day-to-day
interactions.
This chapter first presents descriptive data
concerning the subjects of this study.

Second, this

chapter presents analyses of both quantitative data
derived from subjects before and after the intervention
and qualitative data from sUbsequent interviews.

Analyses

are organized by the research questions posed earlier and
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are divided between questions relating to students and
questions relating to staff.
Characteristic~

of Subjects

Subjects for the study were freshmen, new from high
school, and classified staff w9rking in a variety of
administrative, academic, and
institution.

~ervice

departments at the

Students and staf.f were selected from

randomly generated lists.

SUbjects from both the student

and staff experimental groups qgreed tel participate as
part of the intervention.

sUbjects in :the control groups

received and returned surveys qnly.
Students
The gender and race of st4dents in both groups were
generally representative of
institution (Table 3).
men, reflecting the

al~

students in the

Both groups had more women than

institutio~al dist~ibution

Female and 48.7% Males.

of 51.3%

However, the cbntrol group had a

slightly higher percentage of females and lower percentage
of males.
Like gender, the race of students in both groups
closely

r~flected

the institutional distribution among

undergraduates for the same time period=
Asian (8.2%), Hispanic (2.7%),
White (68.5%).

The main

~ative

differ~nces

Black (2.7%),

American (1.7%), and

were the larger

percentage of Asian students, tpe absence of Native
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American

student~

in both groups, and the absence of

Hispanic

student~

in the :control group.

Here again,

relatively small numbers ,in the groups account for
seemingly large

~ifferences

in the distribution.

Table 3
Gen~er,

Race of Student SUbjects

,-,

Experimental Group

Control Group

,-,
,-,

N

%

N

%

23

57.5

29

63

17

42.5

17

37

40

46.5

46

53.5

3

8.1

1

2.3

4

10.8

11

25.6

1

2.7

0

0

29

78.4

31

72.1

37

46.3

43

53.8

!Gender
,,",

Female
,-,

Male
rrotal

-

Race
,-,

Black
,-,

Asian
,-,

Hispanic
,-,

White
,-,

Total
,-,

Similarly,
in both groups

~ne
Wq~

entering high school GPA for students
reflective of the mean for all new

entering freshmen during the same year (M
higher for both

~+oups

(s¢e Table 4).

=

3.08) though
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Table 4
Stu~ient

High School GPA of

Subjlects

Experimental

High School GPA

Control

I

M

sd

N

M

sd

N

3.19

0.53

:;3 9

3.36

0.42

46

Staff
Demographic data related to staff sUbjects included
e~ucation~

years worked in the institution,
degree, the primary function of
their primary work.

th~ir

Most of the

highest

depantment, and

s~bjects

within the staff

groups were females, though one ma+e partioipated in each
group.

predomin~nce

This reflects the

relative absence of men, in

front-~ine

of women, and the
classified service

positions in the institution.
Staff sUbjects had

significan~

the institution as shown in

Table~.

experience working in
For both groups, the

mean number of years worked was more than eight.
Table 5
Years of Work and

Educa~ion

Experimental

M
Years Worked at
IUniversity

8.7

Years of School
iAttended

14.9

sd

of Staff

Control

N

M

6.5 42

8.4

sdl N

Total

M

sd

N

6.51 39 8.6 6.5 81

2.4 43 14.5 2.5 40 14.7 2.5 83
1
,
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The educational levels and Idegrees earned were
similarly high.

The mean numbeD of years of education for

both groups was more than 14, mas·t. sUbjeots having pursued
some level of education beyond high school (Table 5).
This is reflected in the degree lattainment among staff
(Table 6).

More than 40% of both groups reported that

they held a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
degree.

When associate, master's, and doctoral degrees

were included, more than 60% of the experimental group,
and more than 57% of the control group had received a
degree beyond the high school diploma or GED.
Table 6
Degree Attainment of Staff
ICl::>ntrol

Experimental

I

Total

N

%

!i[

%

N

%

HS/GED

13

30.2

17

41.5

30

35.7

AA

8

18.6

1:'
wi

12.2

13

15.5

BA/BS

20

46.5

1'7

41.5

37

44

Master's

1

2.3

1.

2.4

2

2.4

Doctorate

a

a

1.

2.4

1

1.2

Other

1

2.3

Qi

a

1

1.2

Total

43

51.2

48.8

84

100

G

The primary functions of the departments in which
staff worked reflected the d:.versi ty of institutional
classifications and the sett"ngs in which staff encounter
students:

academic, student serv'ce, administrative
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support, and other support (Table 7).

The distribution of

primary departmental functions of staff was generally
representative of all institutional units, though the
experimental group was composed of more individuals
working in student service settings (33.3%), while the
control group had more individuals working in
administrative and academic support (36.8%).
Table 7
Primary Functions of Staff SUbjects'
Departments
Experimental

Control

Total

N

9-,
0

N

%

N

%

f\cademic

5

11. 9

9

23.7

14

17.5

Student Service

26

61. 9

8

21.1

34

42.5

11

26.2

14

36.8

25

31.3

pther Support

a

a

7

100

7

8.8

rrotal

42

52.5

38

47.5

80

100

~dministrative

Support

The primary type of work of the sUbjects reflects the
high numbers of classified employees involved in clerical
and administrative positions within the institution (Table
8).

The majority of both groups indicated that their work

was clerical or administrative.

More than 70% classified

staff in the institution fall into this category.
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Table 8
staff Subjects' Description of Work:
Experimental

Control

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

31

72.1

39

95.1

70

83.3

Managerial

5

11. 6

0

0

5

6

Professional/
Technical

7

16.3

1

2.4

8

9.5

Other

0

0

1

2.4

1

1.2

rrotal

43

51. 2

41

48.8

84

100

Clerical/
~dministrative

Presentation of the Results
Results of the analyses are organized
with the research questions posed for this

~n

accordance

~tudy

and are

presented in two parts:

(a) student

staff analyses.

all probabilities have I been

rounded to R

~

(Note:

analys~s

and (b)

.001.)

student Analyses
Research Question 1:

Does student interaction with

classified staff members in a planned interyention
increase persistence to the second year of

~ollege?

In order to attempt to assess the effeqt of student
interaction with front-line staff members

o~

persistence, an experimental intervention

w~s

This intervention was developed both to

tes~

student
conducted.
a specific

method for affecting student retention, and to act as an
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experimental setting through which to gain insight into an
activity that occurs naturally as students and staff
interact on a daily basis.

The effect of the intervention

on the persistence of subjects to the second year is
analyzed through the use of chi-square to compare the
rates of persistence between the experimental group (who
participated in the intervention), control group 1 (who
filled out surveys only), and control group 2 (all other
freshmen admitted the same Fall term).
The results of these analyses (Table 9), indicate
that students in the experimental group persisted at the
rate of 82.9%.

This rate was slightly higher, but not

significantly higher than the rate of control group 1
(78.3%).

There was a significant difference (£

~

.05),

however, between the experimental group and control group
2 (65.3%).

Finally, control group 1 also persisted at a

higher rate (78.3%) than did students in control group 2
(65.3%) though the difference was not significant.
The differences found here are particularly notable
in that the rate of control group 2 (65.3%) is higher than
the mean rate of fall-to-fall persistence (58.5%) for all
freshmen from 1986 to 1991 [Portland state University
(PsU) , 1995).

Thus, despite a persistence rate for all

other freshmen (control group 2) above what might be
expected, the persistence of control group 1 was higher,
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~romp

and the persistence of the experimental

was

significantly higher.
Table 9
Comparison of Group
Persistence Rates
Experimental
Persisters

N
34

Non-persisters
Total

%

Control 1

Control 2

I

%

82.9

N
36

7~L

7

14.1

41

%

3:

N
352

65.3

10

2;1. 71

187

34.7

100

46

1,00 I

539

100

Chi-sq

R

Experimental--Control 1

0.3

n.s.

Experimental--Control 2

5.31

~.05

control 1--Control 2

3.18

n.s.

I

I

These differences suggest that the intervention did
have an effect on the experimental group, especially when
compared to control group 2 (students who were not
involved in the intervention at all).

While control group

1 received no intervention other than a
complete surveys about their experience,
this act alone contributed to their
of persistence.

r~quest
~t

to

may be that

relat~vely

high rate

This may suggest that any attention paid

to students by the institution or its staff may have"a
positive effect upon persistence.
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Research Question 2:

Are there any other factors

that affected persistence or non-persistence among all
students participating in the study?
Research Question 2 was posed for the purpose of
better understanding the factors which contribute to
persistence and the degree to which these factors
contributed to the differences in persistence between the
experimental group and control group 1.
Quantitative analysis: Research question 2.

The

quantitative analysis conducted for Research Question 2
examined several factors related to the intervention and a
student's first year experience to determine whether any
of these factors seemed to influence student persistence.
Control variables were included in this analysis to
determine whether any significant factors were unevenly
distributed between the groups.

Several dependent

variables were included to determine whether the
intervention had any effect upon factors deemed to
contribute to persistence.
The control variables included demographic variables
(gender, high school GPA, race), attendance at new student
orientation, and enrollment in the university survival
course (1ST 199).

The dependent variables included

intention to enroll, intention to obtain a degree, student
interaction with other community members (Research
Question 3), and student responses to items which identify
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their feeling of connectedness or integration with the
university (Research Question 4).
Among these variables, five were found to be
significantly related to persistence (Table 10).

The

significant variables included one control variable
(Gender), and four dependent variables (intention to
enroll next fall, intention to get a degree at PSU, it is
easy to meet people at PSU, and feels attached to a
teaching faculty member).

These factors were then

included in a mUltiple regression analysis to determine
their contribution to the prediction of variance in
persistence. and their rank order (Table 11).
As indicated, two variables ("intention to get a
degree from PSU," and "it is easy to meet people") were
excluded from the regression analysis for lack of
contribution to the variance.

However, three variables

did contribute almost 30% (B-Square = .2908) to the
variance in persistence:

gender, "feels attached to a

teaching faculty member," and "intend to continue
enrollment during fall."

It is especially notable that

"feels attached to a teaching faculty member" was first
and contributed 14% of the variance by itself.

Gender

contributed .0750%, and "intend to enroll in the fall"
.0715%, respectively.
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Table 10
Factors Relating to

Persist~nce
,

Persist

Not Persisl

I

~

%

~

%

,Chi-Sq

I!

Female

37

71.2

15

28,8

9.11

0.003

Male

33

28.8

1

2.9

Yes

63

87.5

9

12,5

9.86

0.002

No

6

50

6

5q

Yes

56

88.9

7

11.1

6.83

0.009

No

12

63.2

7

36.8

Sex

ntend to enroll next fall

~ntend to get PSU degree

Do~s

Persist
M

sd

~

M

,

Not Persist

sd

;~

F-'~alue I!

It is easy to meet
!people at PSU

2.68 0.65 69

2.31 0·70 1.6

4.02

.048

Feel attached to faculty
Imember

2.71 0.79 69

0.93 \).77 16

12..58

.001

Table 11
Factors Which contribute to 'Persistence
Multiple Regression Apalysis
Step Entered

Mult R

R-Squared

R-Sq Chilnge Variable

1

.3800

0.1444

0.1444

2

.4683

0.2192

0.07~

3

.5395

0.2908

0.071:5

feels alta ~hed to a teaching faculty
nember
c:ender
'Intends te) continue enrollment

~uring fa,II term
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All of

th~se

variables were then analyzed to

determine whether I there were significant differences
between the experimental and control groups.

The result

of that analysts indicated that there were no signifioant
differences in gender between the groups, suggesting
this, along

wi~h

other control variables, did not

~heldifference

contribute to

in persistence noted between

the experimentql and control groups.
significant

~hat

diffe~ences

There were also no

between the groups in the variable

"intend to enroll :next fall."

Finally, the variable

'lfeels attached, to a teaching faculty member" was found to
be significant at

~£ ~

.05.

This outcome suggests thatl not

only was this variable identified as a factor affecting
persistence among lall sUbjects, the tendency to "fe,el
attached to a teaching faculty member" seemed to be
enhanced for those students in the experimental group.
Qualitative analysis: Research question 2.
analysis of

int~rviews

I

The

with students from both groups also

provides some insight into factors which relate to
persistence.

Mpst, notable was the difference between

student expectation, and their ultimate realization of Ithe
campus

environm~nt~

differential

ca~sed.

and the dissonance which that
In this regard, Tinto (1993)

not~d

that integration with the social and academic life of t.he
insti tution is

~n

important contributor to persistence.'

He also stated that integration may not occur where there
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is a mismatch or lack of congruence between the
intellectual and social orientation of the student and the
institution.

The degree of student congruence was

explored through a discussion of student expectation of
the institutional environment.
When asked what they expected when they carne to the
university, students in both groups unanimously agreed
that they expected the institution to be large and
impersonal.

For most students, the first term experience

exceeded their expectation, and indeed, was more than they
had bargained for.

This feeling was best exemplified by

the experience of one woman.

Having begun the Fall term

after her senior year in high school, she stated "I had a
real hard time with just being one of the crowd and not
being known for me anymore."
lonely," she said.

"I felt real lost and

"It's really hard to meet people here

because a lot of the Freshman classes are very large and
it is real hard to get to know people in those kinds of
settings."

Another student said "I expected to be like a

name, instead of a number."

Yet another student felt

"isolated" when commuting back and forth from home.

"That

really doesn't build any sense of community • . . what I
thought college would be partly about."
This impression of the institution as an impersonal
environment was not differentiated by student attendance
at new student orientation.

While all students had
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attended orientation, none indicated that attendance had
prepared them for their first term experience or served to
connect them to the institution in any way.
noted that for

he~

One student

it had the opposite affect by raising

expectations of a more connecting environment than what
she experienced during the first term.

When asked about

her experience she replied:
Yeah, I thought it (orientation) was great.
Somebody is going to help me • . . all these
people coming to talk about student government
and the bookstore and helping you get through
your first term at least. They approach you
really helpfUl and excited about starting a new
school year. Getting all these freshmen in and
advising them, showing them how to fit in, then
(when the term began) it was kind of like "OK"
that was your two hours.
Perhaps the largest gap in students' feelings of
integration with the institution (at least academically)
related to their expectation of direction.

simply put,

most students were accustomed to, and had come from an
environment in which they were told how to register, what
to take, and what to stUdy.

Conversely, they were now

moving into an environment in which personal choice and
direction was more the norm, and in which little external
direction or advice was offered or available.

Students

were surprised and somewhat confused by this difference.
One woman said:
I came onto campus . . . I was like what do I
do? I said "OK" who is going to help me get my
classes? When I was in high school, we always
met with our counselor whenever we wanted to
meet with them. And they would say we need to
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do thiSi, this,1 and this. Well,:my personal
experi~nce I never ever \.lIP to maybe last month,
had anyone si~ down with me and plan my class
schedul.. e.
I
JI.nother

wom~n

stated, "I really did think that somebody

would say 'you need to do this and this.'
c:ase."

That wasn't the

Yet another student sa.id "I think we should hook

everybody up with some kind of advisor that is trained and
can give yoq the information you need.

So at least you

have one connection."
This

e~pectation

and perceived need for assistance

was cornmon among students interviewed I.

At the same time,

while they perceived this need, they did not have
preconceived notions as to who shouldlprovide this
assistance.

Students indicated that they had no

preference regarding who should provide this information
(faculty, staff or students) as long as, in the words of
one woman, "it was professional."
Expectation ofl the institutional I experience was
clearly influenced by input from both I peers and parents.
While most students generally agreed that they expected
the institution to be large and impersonal, some students
also said

th~t

the

~uantity

less than

wh~t

friends and family had) or were

and

quali~y

of connection was

experiencing on other campuses (usually private and
liberal arts institw.tions).

Ole studemt remarked upon

"'the different programs [at an ther institution] where you
could make cpnnection with sta f members on campus, and
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also

~tudents."

liber~l

like

Another talked about a friend at a small

arts institution who "talked about the instructors

~:hey

were best friends," and how "some of the

instrq.ctors invite him over for dinner."
the

t~achiers

Anoth~r

on campus will do that here," he said.

student lamented missing the experience of living

on carqpus1and "away at school."
leagu~

"There is no way

school" she said.

"My dad went to an ivy

"We just can't afford it . . . I

guess it wasn't [for] me."
TheSE~

qualitative data suggest that the expectations

which students bring with them, and the way in which the
institutiGn meets, or does not meet that expectation may
influepcelpersistence.

Experience comparable to

expectption seems to contribute to satisfaction and
connection.

If a student expects an environment which is

supportive and service oriented, realizing that type of
environment will likely enhance persistence.

Conversely,

if a student expects a supportive environment, or comes
from

t~at

unmatc~ed

!type of environment, and experiences instead,
lexpectations and unmet needs, this will likely

contri~ut~

which

vor~

to dissatisfaction and confusion--conditions
against persistence.

Research Question 3:
classi~ied'

Does student interaction

w~th

staff members in a planned intervention

increase the level of interaction with other members of
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the campus community
staff,

(fa~ulty,

clerical staff, other

~tudents)?

Oupntitative analysis: Research question 3.

Here

again, the lite:rature sU9gests that student commitment and
ultimat~ly

t~e

which
that

persistence mqy be affected by the degree to

student feels

th~ instit~tion

~nvolved

in the institution, and

is qommittedlto them, as exemplified

by their experience interacting with community members
(Astin, 1993; Cabrerra, Nora, & castaneda, 1992; Tinto,
In order to examine the differences in interaction

1993).

with other commllnity memQers between the experimental and
the control group 1, chi-square was used to compare the
respons~s

of subjects on the post intervention survey to

r~lated

items

Th~

to interaction with Icommunity members.

results of this analysis (Table 12) indicate that

signifi~antly

more sUbjects among:the experimental group

than amQng the control group had interactions with
teachin~

facult1 (R 5 .001), clerical staff (25.001),

"other" staff
Wh~ther

(i~

5 .001) and with students (R 5 .017).

this increased interaction came about as a

part of the activities of the intervention, or resulted
from

th~

effect 'of the intervention, is unclear and is

probably not as I important as the fact that there was more.
What

se~ms

notion

to be suggestep is the Isimple but powerful

~hat

involve~ent

involvement and integnation, may foster more
andlintegratipn.
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Table 12
student Interaction with other
Community Members
Experimental

Control

N

%

N

%

Chi-Sq

12

40

100

28

62.2

18.99

0.001

0

0

17

37.8

39

97.5

7

15.6

52.3

0.001

1

2.5

38

84.4

Yes

39

91.7

8

17.8

54.45

0.001

No

1

2.5

37

82.2

Yes

40

100

39

86.7

5.74

0.017

No

0

0

6

13.3

Faculty
Yes
No
Clerical
Yes
No
Other Staff

Students

To further test this question and the

im~act

of the

intervention, an ANOVA was performed in order to examine
differences in the quantity of interactions

a~ong

who indicated that they had interactions with
members.

This analysis did not show any

co~munity

signifi~ant

differences between the experimental and the
group.

those

~ontrol

If students interacted with community members,

they seemed to do so at about the same rate.
Qualitative analysis: Research guestion

~.

of interviews with students who participated

~n

I

Analysis

the

intervention provides some information relateq to why
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lik~ly

these students werelmore

to have interactions as

indicated by the qu~ntitativ~ analysis.
Those most satisfied with the relationship seemed to
focus upon the
gave them.

senSE~

of connE:ction which the relationship

In describing this relationship one student

said that being dir.ctly inv6lved with a staff member at
PSU was a very

posi~ive expe~ience

for her.

It was extremely helpful to know her when I got
started. I didn't know1what to do. You
naturally feel Imore comflortable and have more
connection bec~use you Hnow that person.
For this student, kriowing

person made her feel

on~

"comfortable" enough to make ,connections with others.
This necessary IcomfiCtrt" level was echoed by others, and
may help to reinforce

interaction with other

studen~

community members, ilf not to Icause it.

It may be that

interacting with one person allows a student to reach a
threshold comfort level, after which it is easier to
interact with others' on

campu~.

This response helps to

e~plain

the finding that

interacting with one community member (in this case staff)
may stimulate interabtions with other community members.
Research Questibn 4:

Do~s

student interaction with

classified st:aff meml2f-rs in a planned intervention during
I

the first ye2lr in colleae inctease the feeling of social
integration (lr connec':edness \Iv! th the institution?
Quantit-tive ana,Lvsis: Research guestion 4.

Several

items in the survey aiministet.ed to students after the
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intervention w,re Idesigned Ito identify their feeling of
social integration and connectedness as a consequence of
o~

experiencing

ndt

experi~ncing

Analysis of

Vali~iance

differences

be~ween thE~

the intervention.

(J\NOVA.) was used to examine the
experimental group, and control

group 1 in response to these items (Table 13).
The

resul~s

of these analyses indicate that for eight

of the items th,e experi.mental group was significantly more
in agreement with

~hese

~ore

Significantly

statements than control group 1.

students in the experimental group felt

"personally connec'ted t,o PS1U, II felt IIcomfortable at the
institution,1I thoUt:;Jht that it was lIeasy to meet people, II
felt lIattached to staff,1I that IIstaff cared,1I and that
they knew "wher,e tc:> go for help. II

Conversely, for three

of the items the differences did not reach the level of
significance.
how students
cared about

There were
fe~t

the~

n~

significant differences in

about whether faculty or other staff
or whether I they felt attached to a

faculty member thoUgh the m.an score for each of these
items was higher for the experimental group than for the
control group.
These

resu~ts

Isuggest tihat the experimental group had

more positive f,elings abouti their relationship with the
institution and

institution~l

members.

But despite being

higher, the mean sdores for Ithe experimental group left
some room for iT\lpro,vemellt.

While the mean response of the

experimental grqup Iwas above: lIagree ll for all items which
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were significantly different from the control group 1
response, in ndne of the responses did the mean scores
rise to the lev:el of "strongly agree."
respons~s

Moreover, in those

wherel the differences were not significant, the

mean scpre did Inot reach the level of "agree" for the
control or the 'experimental group.
Qualitative analysis: Research question 4.

Analysis

of interviews both with students who did experience the
intervention, and those who did not, provides insight into
the progess by which the feeling of connectedness or
integration may, be stimulated or retarded through
interaction with classified staff.
As indicated earlier, students who participated in
the

int~rventioh

sense
that

o~

generally responded that they felt a

connectedness with their staff link advisors and

th~ir

experience was generally very positive.

They

comment€;!d that they were "nice," that they "enjoyed"
meeting with th¢m, and that they appreciated that someone
cared ellough abmut students to "volunteer" for such an
effort.

Those most satisfied with the relationship seemed

to focus upon the sense of connection that the
relationship

ga~e

them.

In describing this relationship,

one student desdribed her experience of working with her
staff link advisor:

Table 13
student Feeling of Connectedness
Control Group

Experimental Group

M

sd

!i

M

sd

N

F-value

I!

I feel personally connected to PSU

3.15

0.36

40

2.47

0.59

45

40.43

.001

I feel comfortable

3.18

0.45

40

2.69

0.67

45

15.15

.001

It's easy to meet people

2.78

0.48

40

2.47

0.79

45

4.62

.035

Teaching faculty members care about students

2.74

0.59

39

2.67

0.57

43

0.29

.591

Clerical staff members care about students

3.13

0.33

40

2.51

0.63

45

30.64

.001

Other staff members care about students

2.58

0.55

38

2.55

0.66

44

0.06

.806

There are many opportunities for me to be
involved

3.03

0.48

40

2.62

0.72

45

9.04

.004

I feel attached to at least one teaching facuIty
member

2.75

0.74

40

2.40

0.89

45

3.82

.054

I feel attached to at least one clerical staff member

3.10

0.38

40

1.89

0.71

45

91.93

.001

I feel attached to at least one "other" staff member

2.70

0.61

40

1.89

0.72

44

30.88

.001

I feel that I know where to go for help when I
have a problem

3.33

0.53

40

2.42

0.82

45

36.04

.001

....
f\J
C'\
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It was extremely h~lpful to know her when I got
started. I didn't know what to do.
She kind of
directed me along to someone I could talk to and
I would go into th~ [institutional] office.
I
could connect with them because I know somebody
there and a friend~y face. And that is always
helpful wherever yqu gb if you recognize someone
in that place or e~vironment. You naturally
feel more comfortaQle and have more connections
in there because yqu know that person.
Echoing this sentiment, another student said it was nice
to "have a face that you, rectognize, someone to say hello
to."
The potential for both increasing and decreasing the
feeling of connectedness

th~ough

interacting with front-

line staff is also exemplified by the experience of those
students who did not experience the intervention, but who
interacted with staff on a daily basis.

Students

generally had strong opinions related to this subject.
For many students the

exper~ence

of interacting with

classified staff was higply Ipositive.
experience one woman

Regarding her

sai~:

They [secretaries] pave always been the ones
that I have met witp and [they] have always been
helpful.
I know th~ secretary in
[institutional] off~ce . . . I am always talking
with her. She is r~ally great. And the
secretary in the [institutional] office. They
will direct you whe+e you need to go or can give
you any inside info+mation about what is
happening, just little things.
I have never had
any problems!
Another student
place.

sta~:ed

"They can make or break the

If they feel go04 about the institution then the
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students will feel good ab9ut it too.

Especially if they

are interacting positively,"
In this same vein, an9ther student noted that the
attitudes of classified
his attitude.

st~ff

members had an effect upon

He said:

I would'get lost in the hallways, and I would
say I am looking for this person or that
department. They would say "Qh you have corne to
the right place and i~:'s right down the hall."
To have a smile on yo~r face in the afternoon
because of the secret~ries is Ipretty nice.
other students found their relationship with
classified staff members tQ be less positive.

"They can

be very intimidating," sai<l one student.
When I was going into the [institutional] office
and working on my app~ication; It was very
intimidating.
I remember thinking I would never
let myself feel this way.
I am always thinking
they are not going to make me:feel bad. They
are not going to make me feel Ilike I have done
something wrong.
Another student indicqted that her experience with
interacting with staff memqers was Ilimited after a
negative experience.

She

~aid:

The only people I had to deal Iwith are at the
School of [school name:] and I Ihave actually had
some trouble there. The one individual was not
very helpful, but she didn't seem to be helpful
to anyone.
I felt li~e they thought it was a
burden to point someo~e in the right direction.
No one asked if there were an~ questions or
anything they could do for you!.
It was "here is
your ID, see you later." I haven't been there
since.
It has kind of turned Ime around from
seeking advisors from the School of [school
name]. Which is kind of hard Ibecause that is
where I want to go.
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Another student said she felt like "sorted mail .
You go to this office and fill this out.

They say you

have to fill this out then send you to another office."
No one office, she felt, treated her in an integrated way,
as "one person."
At least one student saw both the positive and
negative aspects of interactions with staff members.

In

describing her experience she stated that they can act
like "gatekeepers" limiting students' access to
information.

Or, they can help to facilitate a student's

"understanding of the organization structure of the
institution."

She also suggested that students would

appreciate and perhaps better utilize the service of staff
if they perceived that the institution did.

She stated

that "when students understand the University appreciated
those people, then they will appreciate them a lot more."
These responses support the survey responses of
students who participated in the intervention--that
students who have positive interactions with staff feel
more connected.

They also suggest that the reverse may be

true, that negative relationships may contribute to
reducing a student's feeling of connection with the
institution.

This analysis also suggests that feeling

connected may be a result of a multitude of student
interac~ions

with staff, faculty, with other students, and

sometimes with external communities.

None of these
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interactions may by themselves cause persistence, but each
contributes to a web of connection embracing individual
students.
Beyond the specific effect of the intervention on
students' feelings of integration and connection, it is
important to better understand what made a difference in
terms of their feeling connected, and what the source of
these feelings was.

At the time of these interviews, as

students began their second year, most felt as if they
were connected to the institution in ways which began to
give them a sense of being in a community.

At the

beginning of their experience at the institution, however,
their feeling of connectedness was much different.

For

most, there was no feeling of community, of connectedness,
of joining with others in a common endeavor.
students generally attributed this lack of a
community feeling to the lack of interaction with other
students.

One woman described the environment as

"antisocial."

She said:

I guess I expected more interaction with people,
basically the people in my classes. People come
in, during a class I don't talk either, but if
you get there 15 to 20 minutes before hand and I
would say "hi" to the person sitting next to me
and they would look at me like I was some kind
of possessed person. Like it was awful; like I
was going to attack them or something. I just
wanted to get to meet some people. Not just
coming and going. It's really hard to get used
to because nobody will have anything to do with
anybody else.
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One student said she felt isolated because she still
lived at home:
commuting to and from school everyday and then
just going to your classes and going home. That
really doesn't build any sense of community,
what I thought college would be partly about.
Another student similarly attributed her lack of
feeling of community to living off

ca~pus

When asked if there was a sense of

co~munity

and, commuting.
at the

institution she said "not for me • . • I could see how it
could be for other people that get involved in clubs.

A

lot of my problem is that I do leave campus pretty much at
noon."

Another student agreed with

t~is

sentiment.

said, "I pretty much come here and th\9n go home.

He

So there

isn't a lot of time for that [interacting with other
students]."
institut~on

One woman said that the
"friendly and unfriendly."

was both

She said:

In class among the people you kn~w, the friends,
the teacher, it feels friendly.
But then you go
outside of that and around to th~ other places
and you're dealing with other pe~ple, maybe it
doesn't feel quite as friendly.
When asked about their sense of

~ommunity

on campus,

none of the students among the control group 1 suggested
that either faculty or staff made any signifiqant
contribution to that feeling.

1nstea4 when they conceived

of community it was in relationship tq association with
other students.

This was best

exempl~fied

by Ithe reaction
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of one student who explained her conception of community
on campus.

She said:

I think the faculty and staff have a lot to do
with it, but I think that students have even
more. You are going to react with the people
that are in you classes a heck of a lot more
than you would professors or secretaries in the
office. Because I am surrounded by students all
the time and very rarely, have there been times
when I see my political science teacher in the
hall. I will stop and talk to him or whatever,
but year-around you see students so much more
and their attitude and their experiences affect
you a lot more than the faculty would.
While most students sensed a lack of community on
campus, by the beginning of their second academic year
almost all of them had made connections with some
individual or group which they described as contributing
to their feeling more comfortable, and more closely
associated with the institution.

While the outcome of

these connections was similar (they make students feel
more satisfied with their university experience) the
variety of ways in which students indicate that they make
this connection is striking.
The most common form of connection mentioned by
students was establishing significant relationships with a
group of other students.

One student felt connected once

she had established a group of friends who were not her
high school friends.

Dissatisfied at first associating

with only people whom she knew, she felt more connected
after meeting new people.

She said:
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I happened to meet a girl in my math class and
there was another guy that was in another one of
my classes that knew her from another class.
And that was like, oh, three people. Not bad.
Some of her friends that she went to high school
wi t,h I met them. We got about ten people.
Som.ehow or another \-le would go out after school
and bowling was a ritual on Thursday afternoons.
But we got to be good friends and that was the
best part.
I guess it is still important to me
because I have met other people outside of high
school • • • I have a base.
Conversely, another student felt connected through
~is

old friends.

He said:

I have my two best friends here so we are always
able to help each other out. We plan our
classes at the same time so we can find a
parking space and car pool together down here.
We usually meet and have lunch together. We
live within two blocks of each other so it's
easy for us to plan.
I have met and made new
frhmds through my friends from high school.
Anot.her student established her "base" of friends
tnrough a class they were taking which was designed to
introduce them to the university.

She explained:

Yeah, I think really in the first year where I
really got to know people the best.
It was in
[course name] because we were all in the same
boat, we were all beginning college. We were
experiencing the same type of things and in some
cases people were living on campus. They were
experiencing life away from home for the first
time and being in college for the first time.
It was through this beginning that she gained the
s~ills
a~

which allowed her to make friends in other classes

well.
While connecting with other students was common, it

d~d

not always happen naturally or easily for the students
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interviewed.

One student explained the process of her

connecting with people:
Oh, I think it was last summer when all of my
friends were coming horne from school and they
would say "0h, I am going to miss this person or
that person." I thought "mmh, there is really
not that many people at [institution name] I
would miss." I said "that is not right. I am
going to be here for four years, I should make
some connections." So in September I thought I
was going to say "hi" to people and meet people.
I made it my purpose to find friends and meet
people and go out of my way to say "hi." And
now everybody says "hi, hi, hi" and you know
everybody and it makes you feel like "yeah
somebody really knows me here."
While connecting with peers was most common for
students, some also found connection with faculty, and
staff.

One student who described her experience as

otherwise lacking in connection, remarked that her
connection was through a campus faculty organization which
gave her a scholarship.
I have a scholarship from the [institutional]
association and their members are related to the
School of [school name]. I talk to them and
they are really nice people and they are giving
me advice and stuff. It was just that one
experience.
Another student significantly constrained by time, found
the institution to be "very isolating socially."

She

said:
I found the teaching staff to be remarkable; I
would say in all sincerity I have never had an
instructor that didn't feel like they had a
personal investment in my success. I have had
just wonderful experiences. I have never had an
instructor even in incredibly large classes that
didn't know my name and that didn't make an
effort if I indicated I needed help or something
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like that • • . that didn't make an effort to
make sure that everything was fine.
Another student said that her staff link advisor
provided the same kind of close connection for her.

She

said:
It was extremely helpful to know her when I got I
started.
I didn't know what to do. She kind ofl
directed me along to someone I could talk to and
I would go into the [institutional] office.
I
could connect with them because I know somebody I
there and a friendly face.
And that is always
helpful wherever you go if you recognize someone,
in that place or environment. You naturally
feel more comfortable and have more connections
in there because you know that person.
Another student found his connection through student
organizations.

One said,

I don't know how to say it but working in
[student organization name] I learned a lot and
it was a great experience and that is why I a~
coming back into it.
You meet a lot of people
and that sort of thing.
While most students found a sense of connection oncampus, at least one student found her sense of connection
off-campus.

When commenting on her close connections I in

her apartment and at work, she said:
I did that on purpose.
I didn't want to be
entirely involved in school.
I wanted to hav~
my own realm, because I wasn't sure what I
I
wanted to experience here in a sense.
So I j~stl
kept everything open. The building I live in
nobody goes to school in that building. Really
young kids with purple hair.
I enjoy that
I
because I like to have people around me that pre
different.
Finally, another student found that she not
not miss the feeling of connection, she believed

o~ly

did

t~atl

she
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may have benefitted from that experience.

When asked if

she missed the feeling, she said:
A little bit, but my personality is such that I
don't miss it that much. When I started here, I
learned a lot of independence because of that
and I think that is good.
I am able to go
places by myself and be able to function by
myself which I had never done before.
It was
always you had four friends with you or your
teacher was telling you what to do or whatever.
So I don't know that I missed it . . . I missed
it in the first place but it helped me gain
something else. But now that I know I can do
things by myself, I want to do things with other
people too.
These data suggest that there is no one single mode
of feeling connected for students.

Some students find

this feeling in relationship to their experience with
faculty.

Some students who participated in the

intervention found this feeling with their staff link
advisor.

Many students related the feeling of connection

to their interaction with peers.

One student's feeling of

connection was supported by their interactions with their
external community.

None of these connections seem to

promote persistence in and of themselves.

Rather, they

suggest a web of connection which each student weaves for
themselves, each strand supporting the other and enhancing
persistence.

Similarly, a weak or missing strand (lack of

connection or negative interactions with community
members) may inhibit persistence.
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Research Question 5:

Does student satisfaction with

the experience of participating in a planned intervention
increase student persistence to the second year?
Quantitative analysis: Research question 5.

An ANOVA

was used to examine items on the post test which asked
those participating in the experimental intervention to
rate their experience.

In general, the responses of the

persisters were more positive, though the differences
between groups did not rise to the level of significance
on any of the items (Table 14).
Students who persisted agreed that "their advisor was
well informed," that their advisor "referred them to
others when appropriate," that their "staff link advisor
cared about them as a person," and that they "would
recommend that other students have a staff link advisor."
In contrast non-persisters agreed only with the statement
"my staff link advisor was helpful" and "my staff link
advisor cared about me as a person."
While lacking statistical significance, the generally
positive nature of these responses provides some evidence
that there is a relationship between satisfaction with the
experience of the intervention and persistence.

This is

especially true when viewed from the perspective of the
significant difference in persistence between students who
participated in the intervention and those who did not
participate at all (control group 2).
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Table 14
Persistence and Satisfaction with
Experimental Intervention
Persisted

Did Not Persist

M

sd

N

M

sd

N

F-value

12 '

iMy staff link advisor
Iwas well informed

3.06

0.35

33

2.83

0.41

6

2.06

.160

iMy staff link advisor
Iwas helpful

2.97

0.59

33

3.00

0.58

7

0.02

.902

iMy staff link advisor
Ihelped me to solve
!problems related to my
lattendance

2.94

0.70

33

2.43

0.53

7

3.25

.079

lMy staff link advisor
eferred me to others at
PSU when appropriate

3.03

0.47

32

2.71

0.49

7

2.54

.119

!Meeting with my staff
link advisor was a
!valuable use of my time

2.85

0.57

33

2.86

0.38

7

0.00

.970

iMy staff link advisor
ared about me as a
!person

3.18

0.64

33

3.00

0.58

7

0.49

.490

II would like to continue
!my relationship with my
~taff link advisor

2.55

0.67

33

2.29

0.76

7

0.84

.365

1 would recommend that
lather students have a
~taff link advisor

3.03

0.53

33

2.71

0.49

7

2.11

.1551

Qualitative analysis: Research guestion 5.

That the

intervention was a positive experience for students is
supported both by what students experienced and what they
wished more of in their interactions with their staff
advisors.

l~nk

As expressed by qualitative analysis the

experience of students with their staff link

advisor~ w~s
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deemed to be generally positive.

They commented that they

were "nice," that they "enjoyed" meeting with them, and
that they appreciated that someone cared enough about
students to "volunteer" for such an effort.
Those most satisfied with the relationship seemed to
focus upon the sense of connection that the relationship
gave them.

As noted earlier one student said of this

relationship that knowing a staff member at PSU directly
was a very positive experience for her.

"It was extremely

helpful to know her when I got started.

I didn't know

what to do.

You naturally feel more comfortable and have

more connections because you know that person."

Another

student said it was nice to "have a face that you
recognize, someone to say hello to."
In terms of the substantive assistance which students
experienced as a consequence of their relationship, the
response from students participating in the intervention
mirrored that of students interaction with staff in
general .

for some it was very helpful, and yet for

others it could have been even more helpful.

A few

students were assisted by their advisor cutting red tape
or providing general assistance.

Many wanted more.

student summed up that sentiment in this way:

One

"It was

very pleasant and I enjoyed it, but I can't really say
that it is, as I look back on it, that it really made a
difference."

While this individual felt a connection to
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her advisor, she felt that they should have had more of an
agenda "about things they wanted to tell you," or "where
you should go if you need help."
This sentiment was echoed by other people
participating in the intervention.

One student said "it's

good that people talk, but it should be more, it should be
more lucrative."

By "lucrative" he explained he meant

more information, especially academic information.

"It

would have been nice to have more information . . . if she
would have been a psychology major (his major) it would
have been different."
These data suggest two important points.

First,

though they felt the relationship could have been improved
or "been more," students clearly expressed some level of
satisfaction with this intervention.

In fact the

perspective that the intervention could have been more is
itself a positive response.

Students did not indicate

that the relationship was bad, or negative, or not
worthwhile.

Rather, they focused upon its value to them

if it were made better.

In this way these qualitative

data support the results of the quantitative data.
Second, though these data do not suggest a clear link
between satisfaction with the intervention and
persistence, they do suggest that the manner in which
students and staff interact and the relationships which
result from that interaction, contribute to an environment
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which enhances the conditions for persistence, or erode
that environment.

As suggested by the quantitative

analyses, this relationship does seem to make a
difference.
staff Analyses
Research Question 6:

Does staff member interaction

with freshman students as mentor advisors in a planned
intervention have an effect upon their overall job
satisfaction?
Quantitative analysis: Research question 6. The
effect of the intervention upon job satisfaction of staff
was assessed through the employment of an ANQVA.

This

analysis examined the response of sUbjects to two items in
the survey of experimental and control staff groups.
First, both groups were asked to respond to the statement,
"Overall, I am very satisfied with my job."

For the

experimental group this rating included their experience
as a staff link advisor in the intervention.

The control

group did not have this experience.
The response of sUbjects to the statement suggests
that the intervention had a positive effect upon job
satisfaction (Table 15).

The mean score of the

experimental group (m = 3.95) reflected their strong
agreement with this statement and was significantly higher
than the mean score (m
.001) •

=

3.0) for the control group (p

~
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Table 15
Mean Scores of Overall Job
Satisfaction
Post Surveys Only

Experiment~l

Control
To

Group

Gr~up

~o

sd

N

F-value

~

3.95

0.21

43

78.6

0.001

3

0.67

41

1

fu~thet

conducted

M

examine this question, an ANOVA was:

compare pre and post survey

sc~res

of Iboth

groups relqtedlto the statement "overall I 9m very.
satisfied with !my job.
relationsh~p

interventiqn.

I

'

This comparison al.o suggested a

between job satisfaction and the
IFor the control group there was no

difference between the pre and post ratings of overall job
satisfactiqn.
control grqup
agreement (m
the post

!Prior to beginning of the
~ndicated

= 13.0)

T~~ir res~onse

survey was unchanged

(m =

3.0).

Conversely, for the experimental group the rating of
overall

sa~isfaction

significantly

increase~ (~ ~

from a mean of 13.38 in the pre intervention survey

.C01)
~o

mean of 3.95 in the post intervention survey.
The second part of the survey which
satisfaction

wa~

as~essed

job

the Work Scale of the Job Descriptive

Index (JDI), a scale composed of 18 items designed to
measure overall job satisfaction.

the

g~neral

that they were in

with the statement.

inter~ention

in~ervention,

Responses to these

a

in
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items yielded an overall mean score f9r the scale for
comparison of the experimental and control group (Table
16), and comparison to national norms (Table 17).
ANOVA was conducted to make this

comp~rison.

the mean score of the exper imental
significantly higher (9
group (m

=

~

gr~up I (m

An

Here again,

=

43.9) was

.001) than that of the control

31.1), indicating a higher level of job

satisfaction among experimental group subjects than among
the control group.
Table 16
Pre and Post Survey Me~n Job
satisfaction Score,s I
Pre Survey

~xperimental Group
~ontrol Group

Post S\lrvey

M

sd

!i

M

sd
,.-.

3.38

0.63

39

3.95

0.21

3

0.67

41

3

0.67

I

!i

F-value

n

43

30.89

0.001

41

0

1.00

Table 17
Mean Scores of the JDI
Work Scale
I
I

M

sd

~

IExperimental Group

43.9

7.16

42,

~ontrol Group

31.1

10.34

41

I

F-value

n

43.23

0.001

I

An ANOVA was also employed to compare the differences
between pre and post JDI scores for
control groups.

t~e

experimental and

The results of this analysis also

supported the finding of a higher level of job
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satisfaction among experimental subjects.

The scores of

the experimental group significantly increased

(~ ~

.0001)

from a mean of 36.0 on the pre survey to a mean of 43.9 on
the post survey.

At the same time, control group scores

on the JDI actually decreased from a pre survey mean of
31.6 to a post survey mean score of 31.1 (Table 18).
Table 18
Pre and Post JDI Scores
Post Survey

Pre Survey

Experimental Group
Control Group

M

sd

N

M

sd

N

F-value

12

36

9.27

41

43.9

7.16

42

18.63

0.001

31.6

10.24

36

31.1

10.34

41

0.05

0.8197

Finally, the mean JDI scores of the experimental and
control groups were compared to national JDI norm scores
(Table 19).

Here again, the data provides a strong

indication that the intervention had a positive effect
upon staff job satisfaction.
At every level, the experimental group's post survey
score was above national norms, having begun below the
norms in the pre intervention survey.

For the control

group, the post survey scores of satisfaction rose above
the national norms only in the 1st percentile (Table 19).
It is also interesting to note that the pre intervention
scores for the experimental group were much higher than
the pre intervention scores of the control group.

This
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difference prior to the intervention suggests that merely
being chosen to participate in the study exerts some
positive influence upon job satisfaction.
Table 19
comparison of Mean Scores to JDI
National Norms
Percentile

1985 Norms

Experimental
Pre

Control

Post

Pre

Post

99

52

52

95

51

52

53.7

46

45

90

49

47

51

43.6

43

85

46

45

51

42

43

80

45

44

51

41.6

42

75

45

44

51

40

41. 5

70

43

42

49

37.9

37.4

65

42

41

48.9

37

36

60

42

40

46

36.2

34

55

41

39

45

34

33

50

39

38

44

33.5

33

45

37

36

43

33

30

40

37

35

43

31.6

30

35

34

34

43

30

30

30

33

31

42

19.1

26.2

25

31

28

39.75

23

23.5

20

29

27

37

19.4

21.4

15

26

23

36

17.55

16.3

10

23

22

34.6

14.7

14.2

5

18

17

28

11. 85

12.1

1

9
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This strong evidence for a

between staff

rel~tiortship

interaction with students and Staff joblsatisfactiion is
supported by the qualitative analys~s orl intervisws with
staff members.
Qualitative

analy~is:

stanf

re~eardh

might be expected, the experience
staff-link advisee was different
some it was the one

o~ wOD~ing

fo~ eve~y

mo~t fulfi~ling wor~

had ever had in a work setting.:

~n

the

others felt like their student 'did Qot
Most were anxious to cQntinue with
Only one person said
to participate in a

s~e

would

si~ilar

person.

For

experiences they

So~e

experi~nce

As

witH their

For otHers it

different from their d,ily routiine.
made a big difference

guestidn 6.

felt

w~s

no

t~ey

had

pf their student.

n~ed

much help.
of

p~ogram.

prob~bly ~ecline

if asked

~his ~ype

activity.

Overall, none of

the staff members indiqated that this

wa~

a negative

experience for them, aDd most of them

sa~d

it was very

positive.
For those individ4als most

satisfie~

experience, the feeling of connection

an~

their student made the most difference.
having an opportunity

~o

with this
mattering to

They enjoyed

get to know stugents on

a deeper

level, and to provide t,hem with' support Which had' value.
One staff member said:
I felt like I really made a con~ect~on with her
and really got to know some of ~er (ears. I
like to connect because when yo~ le~rn more
about an individual's personal ~onc~rns, then
I
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you can go a step further. If you don't go
beyond, you don't learn the fears beyond what
that person is talking about. When you are able
to do that, when you are able to go beyond, you
can address the whole issue.
Another staff member explained that it was like:
the same feeling that you get from volunteer
work • • • it's like you're being able to give
something of value of yourself to someone else,
and in turn you are getting that same thing back
from the other person, hopefully.
Enjoying this feeling of mattering, several

staf~

members said that they appreciated the opportunity to have
personal responsibility for "one person . . . their
student."

One staff member said "it was formal and

tr~ere

I

was one person that I would call or talk to, my person."
Echoing this sentiment another staff member said, "thqt's
right, that was mine, my person.
and what I do here."

Not connected to my job:

Another staff member said she

enjoyed the opportunity to get to know her student on a
"one-to-one" basis.
support for the finding that the intervention haq an
effect upon job satisfaction is substantiated by the
description of staff members' day-to-day interaction with
students, and what role that plays in job satisfaction.
In addition to their experience in the intervention,
staff members were asked to describe whether the ways in
which they provided service to students on a daily basis
were satisfying, and how it was satisfying.

with one

exception, those interviewed characterized service to

I
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studen~s

as their most satisfying job-related activity and

their rE:!ason for working in the institution.

"There are

times," one woman said, "that the only sense of
accomplishment I feel in my job is when I do help
students;." : "Helping students" was not a one dimensional
activity for those interviewed.

Satisfaction with their

interaction with students seem to fall into three
categories:

(a) through the provision of direct service

within t:he framework of their specific responsibilities,
(b) genl"!ral> assistance and referral, and (c) academic
advisingr.

'Whatever the category, "helping students was,"

said on\5! st,aff member, "the bottom line."
For most staff members serving students through their

specifip job responsibilities was most satisfying.
individ~al

One

stated simply that she loved her job because it

allowed her: to "inspire and connect ...

Another staff

member was more detailed in describing her satisfaction.
She

sai~:l:

I feally think the biggest satisfaction comes
fr~m dealing with the students especially in our
office. It takes some students a lot, of
co~rse~ to walk in the door and being, at least
in the afternoon, the first person they talk to
can be extremely important because I can make or
br,ak their day with our office. If I happen to
be a smooty wench they can walk out that door
. , . Jaut I feel for every student that comes in
th,re that they came for a reason and they
wo~ldnrt be coming into [office name] if they
di4n't want something. So my satisfaction comes
frQffi making them feel as comfortable as I can.
An4 seE:!ing lots of times a physical reaction to
me~ they either smile or they calm down a little
bit if they are agitated. Some people come in
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with tears. I kind of just work with them on an
individual basis. I tell them "It looks like
you are not feeling real well" and offer some
Kleenex. And when I see that person kind of
feels a little bit better, that gives me
satisfaction over the long term. Sometimes a
person comes in crisis, big heavy stuff is
happening to them. And then over the course of
time you see a person who has just blossomed
into a healthy happy student, and it is strange
not to see this child if she was not crying.
Now every time I see this student she would
smile and give a greeting. And that makes it
worthwhile. I really enjoy that. I love being
there for that contact. You know, to be that
person that makes a difference.
In addition to providing direct service related to
their job, other staff members noted that their
satisfaction came from those opportunities to help outside
of their specific job responsibilities.

This usually took

the form of the evolution of naturally developing mentor/
advisor roles by which they provided general assistance
and referral.

Noting that it was "the fun part of the

job," one staff member said,
oftentimes I form a bond with them [students].
It is true if you talk to someone more than
three times you get to know them, they start
calling you rather than anyone else on campus.
Several staff members indicated that this role of
providing general assistance and being a mentor
contributed greatly to their job satisfaction.

One person

explained in this way.
Oh, sure I feel special. They come and they ask
me questions. I feel special. Or they show me
a picture of their niece or nephew. They give a
lot to me. That makes a difference on days when
I can't get anything done and [supervisor's
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name] gets pesky about something we should have
taken care of weeks ago.
Even though this interaction was most satisfactory for her
personally, she also saw how this relationship might
benefit the university.
I don't think of them as being long-term
friendships, but I think of them as being long
term friendships for (the institution). They
are people who will go on and really do
something besides being career students • • . or
miserable or struggling.
A third category of service to students mentioned by
staff was academic advising.

Several individuals,

especially those who worked in academic departments,
indicated that academic advising was an informal (if not
underground) role of departmental secretaries in academic
departments.

Though very satisfying, it was frequently

undertaken with some reluctance for fear of being caught
doing something outside of their role, or worse, giving
bad information to a student.

This concern however was

counterbalanced by the pressure which staff felt to
provide assistance for students who could not find it
elsewhere and the fact that they "they are on the firing
line right there in front."

"You get tired of saying no,"

said one staff member.
They [secretaries] are there to help students.
I feel students deserve it. You feel guilty
sending them off. I know at least five
departments where the secretaries just pitched
in and did it. When I am really sure, and they
are general questions I will answer those
questions, but other secretaries actually have
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the student sit down and go over
transcripts.

th~

Another staff member was less reticent about
undertaking advising.

I

He said:

I do a lot of advising. I mean all of the
secretaries told me when I first started her~.
You are not supposed to be advising. You are
not supposed to work registration. You are not
supposed to give tests. And if you do all of
these things they (the faculty and
administration) will be allover you like a ,
blanket. And you will be doing all of these
things that are busy work that you snouldn'tlbe
doing. This is the faculty's respon~ibility;,
Well, but that erodes as you get involved with
the students and you get involved with your
faculty and if there is give and take in the
staff situations. The faculty knows that.
I

I
I

In the same vein another staff membe;r said, "What are
you going to do?

When a student wants information about a

program . . . are you going to kick them put and say go
talk to your advisors?"
In all of these ways staff members fpund satIsfaction
in their work and their interaction with

~tudents.

They

felt like they were not just doing a job, but making a
contribution to the mission of the

instit~tion.

~his

data

suggests that staff members found that satisfaction
through the intervention, and also that the same elements
which promoted satisfaction in the

interv~ntion,

promoted

satisfaction through their daily work.
Overall, these data were highly suppqrtive of,
quantitative findings which suggested

tha~

there was a

relationship between the intervention and staff job
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satisfaction.

None of those interviewed found lit to be a

negative experience.

Most of those interviewed found it

to be empowering and inspiring, and an acknowledgment of
the importance of their work.

Finally, all of 'the

subjects interviewed felt that with further

~eDinement,

program like"the intervention could be made

~ven

a

more

valuable for staff and students.
Research Question 7:

Does staff member interaction

with freshman students as a mentor/advisor ip

planned

~

intervention have an effect on their feeling of
contributing to the educational mission of a college (that
they matter)?
Quantitative analysis: Research

guestio~

7:.

Staff

members' feeling of contributing to the educ,tional
mission of the institution, and that they matter, was
assessed through the analysis of response to several items
on the survey.

These items examined their s9tisfaction

with opportunities to interact with

students~

their

ability to see consequences of their helping student, and
their perception of contributing to the educqtional
process.

Table 20 summarizes this analysis.

First, it should be noted, that all of

~he:subjects,

experimental and control alike, were in general agreement
I

with most of these items.

Except for the

it~msl

work provides me with opportunities to help
2.95), and "I am able to clearly see the

limy daily

~tudents"

con~equences

(m =

of
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my helping students"

Cm =

2.97), the mean responses of the

control group were above the 3.0 mean level, indicating
their agreement.

But despite this general agreement, the

mean scores of the experimental group were significantly
higher for each item, as indicated by an ANOVA conducted
to compare the scores.
Table 20
comparison of Mean Feeling of Contributing
Scores by Group
Experimental
M

sd

~

Control
M

sd

Ii F-Value

n

My daily interaction with students in my work
ole is very satisfying.

3.77 0.48 43 3.02 0.69 41

33.17

0.001

My daily work provides me with opportunities
o help students.

3.49 0.7

43 2.95 0.63 41

13.55

0.001

I am able to clearly see the consl:{)uences of my
,helping students.

3.7

0.6 43 2.97 0.82 41

24.89

0.001

!My daily work is an important part of the
~ucational process.

3.67 1.57 43

3.1 0.66 41

18.44

0.001

I am satisfied with the opportunities to help
which my job provides.

3.65 0.61 43

3.0 0.69 41

17.95

0.001

~tudents

Like previous analyses, this data suggests that the
intervention had a positive impact upon the experimental
group.

At the same time, it once again seems to suggest

that any acknowledgment of the importance of staff in this
role, has a positive effect upon their self perception and
satisfaction.
To further examine the effect of the intervention, an
ANOVA was conducted to compare the pre and post
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intervention mean scores of the experimental and control
groups (Table 21).

This analysis provided further

substantiation of the effect of the intervention.

For all

items accept for "My daily work is an important part to
the educational process," the post survey mean scores of
the experimental group significantly exceeded the pre
survey scores.
Table 21
comparison of Pre and Post Intervention Mean
Satisfaction Scores: Experimental Group
Post Survey

Pre Survey
M

sd

N

M

sd

n

N F-Value

My daily interaction with students in my
work role is very satisfying.

3.29

0.68 41

3.77

0.48 43

3.77

0.001

My daily work provides me with
opportunities to help students.

3.3

0.78 43

3.49

0.7

43

1.36

0.246

am able to clearly see the consequences
of my helping students.

3.09

0.81 43

3.7

0.6

43

15.46

0.001

My daily work is an important part of the
educational process.

3.67

1.64 43 3.67

0.57 43

0

1.00

am satisfied with the opportunities to
pelp students which my job provides.

3.12

0.76 43

0.61

12.86

0.001

3.65

43

For the control group the reverse was true (Table
22).

Post survey mean scores were lower for every item.

These data suggest that in addition to being more
satisfied with their jobs, the experimental subjects who
participated in the intervention were more likely to be
satisfied with their role and opportunities for
interaction with students, to see the consequences of that
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interaction, and to feel that their work was an important
part of the educational process.
Table 22
comparison of Pre and Post Intervention Mean
Satisfaction Scores: Control Group
Pre Survey

Post Survey

M

sd

~

M

sd

~

F-Value

12

My daily interaction with students in
my work role is very satisfying.

3.16

0.64

38

3.02

0.69

41

0.8

0.3753

My daily work provides me with
opportunities to help students.

3.39

0.67

41

2.95

0.63

41

9.39

0.003

am able to clearly see the
{'onsequences of my helping students.

3.15

0.71

39

2.97

0.72

41

1.24

0.2696

My daily work is an important part

3.38

0.63

40

3.1

0.66

41

3.73

0.0569

3.23

0.62

40

3.1

0.58

41

0.91

0.3433

pf the educational process.
am satisfied with the opportunities
o help students which my job
provides.

Qualitative analysis of interviews conducted with
staff members from both groups provides additional insight
into this phenomenon.
Qualitative analysis: Research guestion 7.

As

strongly suggested by the quantitative data, staff members
who participated in the intervention, seemed to experience
job satisfaction as a consequence of the interaction.
Analysis of interviews with participants suggests that the
roots of that satisfaction grow largely from the
intervention's facilitation of staff members feeling of
empowerment, of their ability to make a difference for
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students, and of their opportunity to contribute in this
way to the educational mission of

th~

institution.

The words of one staff member epcapsulated the
feelings of many:
It made me feel great. Because this student
came to me. She wasn't going apywhere else.
She was coming to me. It was e~powering for me
because I had to do some homework and I had to
know what to do. So that made ~e feel good
about the fact that I had to stretch a little
bit, it is a stretch to make ti~e, it is a
stretch to find out that maybe there are a lot
of things you don't know, and ypu have to find
out because this person needs tp know this. And
I think that what really made m, feel good is
knowing that I played a part in hopefully making
this process just a little bit ,asier for this
student.
For her, job satisfaction

resul~ed

from making it

"easier" for the student, for making a difference in that
students experience in the instituti9n.
Though most staff members involved in the
intervention echoed this sentiment,
noted that they could have made a

~omel

la~ger

staff members
contribution

through the intervention had their aQvisee needed more
assistance.

For them the concept of thel intervention was

a good one.

What needed to be

chang~d

way in which students were selected
These individuals wanted to make

mor~

Therefore, they wanted to work with
significant help, not just

~or

or refined was the
the relationship.

ofla difference.

~ndividuals

occasiona~

who needed

adwice.

The experience of participating in the intervention
also had some important and related

~ideleffects

which
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contributed to their feeling of mattering within the
institution.

For some staff members the experience of

cc)nnecting with their student promoted and stimu+ated more
connection with other staff members and the

inst~tution.i

One staff person described this phenomenon in

th~s

way:

Everybody that did it in our office was really
thrilled. We would all get together and say
"what's yours like, what yours like. 11 It did
give us more of a feeling of community beca~se
we were doing something different. And I f~lt
that was a real connection to the land outs~de
of us. It gave staff members a real boost ~or a
while.
staff also noted that through the

intervent~on

they

had an opportunity to connect with, and be in contact with
people from allover campus on an ongoing
experience they did not always have.

This

basis-~an
incre~sed

connection occurred through the training provide4 before i
the intervention which brought people together from across
th.e institution who do not normally work together, but who
sh.are common responsibilities.

It also promoted an

ongoing relationship across organizational units as
advisors consulted and made referrals to each
they assisted their advisees.

ot~er

as

This connection with others

in a common endeavor linked to the core goal of the
institution also helped to contribute to the feeling that
they made a difference.
Here again, staff experience of interaction with
students outside of the intervention corroborated and
supported the experience of the subjects who participated
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in the

interventio~.

students strongly

Analysis of routine interaction with

~uggests

I

that staff job satisfaction may
I

be at least partly connected to the opportunity to serve
I
I

students well, and make a difference for them
educationally.
As note~ earl~er, Ulrich et al.

(1991) suggested that

I

I

there is a psychological ra1:ionale for the notion of
I

sati~faction

linking employees with customer

and quality

I
I

service.

Where employees

about the goals anq

s~are

processE~s

mind$ets or cognitions

of thel organization, their

I

attachment to the organization is likely to be high and in
I

turn, customer attachment will be high.

In order to

I

better understand that

mind~et

on

th~

part of staff,

I

individuals (experimental and control) were asked how they
thought their regular role contributed to the mission of
,

the institution, and conversely, hOWl they felt others
I

perceived their contribution.
From their response itlis clear I that staff feel they
are not just here to do a

j~b,

but

r~ther

to be part of

I
I

the educational process.

Tbis sentiment was stated
I

directly and forcefully by

~ne

stafflmember:

I

I am an education secr.tary. I Ihave worked
grade school, ~igh schqol, nursing residency
training progrpms, and II [the inst.itution]. And
the few times ~ have worked in other settings, I
have not been ~appy. ~ have job hunted [as a
consequence of layoffs) a long iime and some of
those places, ~ don't know what I would have
done if they hpd asked ~:me to come. Because I
couldn't have ~tood that. They are selling
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insurance or they are selling farm machinery or
something that seems so totally unrelated to me.
similarly, another staff member said that she could
work no where other than an institution of higher
education.
You have learning; you have lots of information
being passed on. The whole atmosphere of thlE!
institution of higher education is completely ;
different than private business. I would rather
be here or at another University or college then
any place else.
sounding more like a faculty member than staff

I

member, another individual felt that the university
environment and mission were conducive to her need to
"inspire and connect."

She said:

I think as human beings, our nature is to
connect with individuals and to nurture, and wei
need an environment that allows us to do that.
And I don't think you can get a better place
then the University. You need a place that
provides growth and development. I think that ,
is why people corne to an institution like this
in the first place to apply for a job. Instead
of applying at an insurance company, I applied
where I felt my values existed and think peoplel
do that automatically when they corne to [the
institution].
I

I

Another staff member corroborated this feeling.
think that is why people work here.

"I

We like that stimulus

[of the educational environment] and the opportuni.tYlto be
exposed to new knowledge or to take classes."
As strongly as staff felt about being contributors to
the educational mission, they felt that this was a

r~le

that was not acknowledged by the university.

asked

Whe

if the institution valued or acknowledged the contribution
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of classified staff members to the educational mission one
staff member said "I don't think they do that.
don't think they think about it.

I mean I

For them to understand

the value of why we are in that institution, I don,·t think
that they recognize that."

When asked what the

institution would be like if the institution knew the
contribution of staff, one person interviewed thought that
things would "change immensely."

She said:

People who respect each other's values respect
each other. And they may not always recognize
it in that in that person until it is shoved
into their faces. And I don't think that as an
institution we can take the time, or do take the
time to recognize other people's values.
This sentiment was echoed by all individuals
interviewed, each describing this status in slightly
different terms.

One individual said that classified

staff members were considered "throwaways . . . disposable
people."

Other terms which those interviewed used to

describe their perception of how they were viewed by the
university included "second class citizens," "peons,"
"unimportant," "invisible," "ghost people" and finally as
"slaves."

One staff member even likened the university to

"a prison, or an army or any other socially structured
institution.

The students are the prisoners, the faculty

are the overseers and the classified are trustees" who, he
said, have power by virtue of their relationship be 1 :ween
faculty and students, but who are never wholly trus"ed by
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the faculty.

th~

One individual explained

t~ese

result of

feelings:
Sure, if the person behind the desk poesn't feel
that their role is important I cannot imagine
them treating a person that comes up to them
with respect and dignity and the courtesy they
deserve, because they are not getting it. Real
easy! If it is not recognized as be~ng of
importance then what kind if enthusi~sm am I
going to bring to that? Hey, the person whol
signs my check doesn't give a rip of what I am
doing out here. Somehow work harder? Yeah,: why
work harder at being service oriente~ when they
don't care.
Acknowledging this lack of

congruenc~

they viewed their contribution to the

between how

edu~ationall misston

of the institution and how it was viewed

~y

I

faculty an4

administration, some staff were angry, SOme were

I

philosophical about it, but most were just resigned to thel
condition.
These data strongly support the finding

thatlstaf~

member interaction with students in the intervention hqd al
positive effect upon their feeling of maktng a
contribution to the university.

Both the experiemce of

staff in the intervention and staff in
interaction with students provide clear
existence of this relationship.

th~ir

daily

e~idence

mf

th~

At the Sqme time} it is

equally clear that the positive effects
relationship may be eroded if they are

o~
no~

that
acknowledged.

For individuals in the intervention, the qttention paid to
them as part of the activity, seemed to

b~

sufficient to

promote satisfaction as a consequence of Qontribut:ion.
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For individuals not in the intervention, who felt
unacknowledged for their contribution, satisfaction was
not automatically forthcoming.
other findin9s:IStaff.

Along with supporting the

findings that staff interaction and service to students
increase job sati?fattion and a feeling of contributing to
p~ocess,

the educational

interviews with staff members

provided significpntiinsight into what contributed to, and
what detracted frpm the promotion of quality service and
interactions.

In this regard, Ulrich et ale

(1991)

suggested that anpther rationale for connecting employee
satisfaction to cpstomer satisfaction is the human
resources rationaAe.

I

polic~es,

conditions,

and procedures that playa role in

v~lues

creating shared

th~

achievement of

Within this framework, improving the

and goals, is central to the

outcome of creating an environment for

service and satisfaction for employees and customers.
Staff members

int~rviewed,

control groups,

h~d

both from the intervention and

very specific suggestions as to what

improved the envi+onment for service and what spoiled that
environment.
Perhaps the

~osu

mentioned contributor to the service

environment was the notion of empowerment.
expressed

empower~enn

Staff members

as the ability and authority to take

significant action on one's own as a product of support
from their

superv~son

or the institution.

Most often this
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feeling of empowerment ,manated from, or was a productlof
what occurJ:,ed in the
organized by the
members, having a

de~)artment,

uJniver~ity

rather than aQtivities

in general.

SuppOl~tive

For many staff

boss who conferreq a feeling

of respect and trust, and who valued staff members, helped
to empower staff to provide Ibetter service.
member explained tJn.is

f~eliJltg

One staff:

this way:

Yeah, you are,doing it,because you like it and
you want to make t~at ~ift you are sharing. You
want to put yourse~f out. You are contributing
to the learnihg prqces~ by what you contribute
to the learning at~osphere in your realm.
The concept of
idea of teamwork amd

empqwer~ent

th~

was closely linked to the

fe*ling that staff, faculty arid

administration each, no matter what their title,
educational degrees or pay level, make an important
contribution to th4 team.
support in the

followin~

~ne

individual described this

way:

I feel that I Ihave a ldt of respect from a~l the
people. You ~sked me ~bout the university in
general. I feel l~ke my department people
appreciated my wor~ and respect my work. ~ can
see that and that ~s r~flected in my
evalua.tions. IHe [l'~er supervisor) is really
happy with what I qo. lAnd that is a good '
feeling. He irusta me la lot and gives me ~ll of
these things uo do and II think that is a gpod
experience for me. If :someone isn't happy at
the place where theY a~e, they are not going to
be friendly. :You Qan go to some departmen1:s and
some of them alre very helpful, very kind, ~nd
some are awful. They s.ay "you have to go 1:0
this place or that place." I think it mak,s a
big difference when you walk into an off ie, and
you find a frfendly atmosphere where peopl, are
willing to help. In m~ department we are ~ll
treated equal~y. I don't feel that facult¥ feel
like they are better. We get information ~bout
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everything, and we Iknow exactly what is going
on.
Another staff

memb~r

described his conception of

teamwork:
After six years I began actually to relax and
function as a member of the team instead of
thinking of myself las an outsider. I am sure it
had more to do with my attitude than theirs but
I began to participate a little more willingly.
It's a tigh't little band and it's nice to be
part of that group. We party together and go on
the field trips and they encourage me to go.
Over the years the sharing of students has
formed bonds. They don't tell me often to my
face but I am a functioning part, and they need
me and are scared that I might ever get laid
off.
staff who felt empowered and part of a team were also
more likely to mention that service to students was a
formal part of their job description.

In turn, they were

more often evaluated, and ultimately rewarded, on that
basis, among others.
While empowerment was identified as a condition which
supported

servicE~,

a lack of individual empowerment was

also identified as something that worked against service
to students.

Talking about this gap, one staff member

said:
I don't think the staff have power. I don't
think they are given the power and because of
that, because they are powerless, they react
toward students requests in a manner that puts
them off. Because they know they can't do it.
I think if ,e empower those people to have the
capability 1.0 do it" they will go beyond that
power. I den't think staff people are given
that power. Can we, empower people to go to the
edge of lim'tationsl . • • to step out of that
nice comfor able zome to make the institution
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one that allows them to do that?
from the top.

It has to come

Explaining how it made her feel, another staff member
said, "it's hard to be [age] and powerless."

When asked

if she felt empowered to make change on campus she
explained that she felt she had to hide her efforts to
make change.

She said:

I have to sneak it in. I have to sneak in
change because I like to problem solve. I am
working with people who have been at their jobs
an average of 30 years. They have tried what
they could think of at that time and in almost
anything I bring up as a possible solution, they
shoot down. So the only way to do that is to
have them ignore the problem and me sneak in a
solution. So that is very frustrating. I am
not normally manipulative. So it makes me feel
bad if I do get success. Because I didn't do it
directly and the adult way.
Reward was also mentioned as an element which
affected service.

While for many individuals student

appreciation was sUfficient reward, for others monetary
rewards were important.

Expressing this sentiment, one

staff member said:
It wouldn't have to be a whole lot more money.
It could take just a little bit of money to be
shown that you are recognized as being, as
having more responsibility and having
capabilities of handling those responsibilities,
and that this is valuable to us. We are going
to pay you more.
In addition to empowerment and rewards, training
stood out as institutional activity which supported
service.

In fact staff members indicated that increased

customer service demanded more training.

One staff
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member's words reflect the feeling of most staff members
interviewed:
Having the credentials is what people need to do
a good job. If you are asking classified staff
members to do more, they need to be trained to
do it. They need to be told here is how we want
to reach out. The student comes to the counter
and says I know what to do and you say, "oh,
that is too bad," or can we train them to say
"here are the resources that are available to
you. II
Another staff member suggested that cross training
would support service by allowing staff members to learn
about each others areas, and thereby provide better
service in their own job, and to be available to fill in
other areas if this would help to serve students better.
Several other staff members suggested that a profitable
strategy would be to concentrate service training, and
service specialists, in those departments where there is
high student contact, and where the quality of that
contact is particularly important for students.

Others

suggested that service to students needed to be stressed
during orientation for new classified employees as a form
of training for staff.
Finally another element of support for service
mentioned by staff was informal assistance networks
created by the staff themselves.

While each was slightly

different, staff members described these networks as
having the common patterns of good communication, quick
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response, accuracy, and a breadth of information.

Said

one staff member:
the department secretaries talk to each other.
Then you become friends with other departments
like [department name] and [department name] and
you use those contacts to serve students.
Another staff member said:
Well, I just call until I get the right answer.
You know, there are certain people that I know I
can talk to. I know I can talk to [name]
in [departmental office], or [name] in
[departmental office]. I can talk to [name] in
the [institutional] department. I can call
[name] in [institutional department]. And if I
don't know the answer I will call (name). After
being here a little while you begin to feel
things out and you know there are a few people
who will share with another staff member that
they wouldn't share with a student. There are a
few faculty that are a little more giving and
bending and pliable then others.
While many aspects of the institution were supportive
of service to students, there were also significant
conditions within the institution which worked against
support for service.
This lack of feeling of support for service and
service providers was most often attributed to the sense
that the institution was very hierarchical, and that staff
were on the bottom of that hierarchy.

This affected staff

members' perceptions of themselves, their jobs, and
ultimately how they treated students.

One staff member

said:
Oh yeah, that hit me like a ton of bricks when I
first started working here at [the institution]
over seven years ago. There is definitely a
hierarchy. They [faculty and staff] are totally
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separate in fact. And it is still that way. It
is still there. For example, some of the
faculty in the other departments, it might take
years before they would even speak to me.
This perception of hierarchy extended beyond faculty
and staff relations to staff to staff relations as well.
For example, service staff felt lower on the hierarchy
than academic staff.

Also, individuals who worked in

upper level administrators offices (Dean, Vice Provost,
Vice Presidents, Provost) were perceived to be higher in
the hierarchy and have more clout than those who did not.
Closely related to this notion of a hierarchy was the
feeling of segregation which staff felt, especially from
faculty and administration.

One staff member noted that

there was a "caste system," citing benefits which accrued
only to faculty and administrators, and events which staff
did not enjoy.

In the same vein, another staff member

noted that she felt segregated in terms of her ability to
participate in institutional events.

She said:

The Christmas sing-along is a big one for me. I
am angry for a week before it happens and angry
a week after . . . because I am never allowed to
go. The staff are there to cover the office and
the management just goes. And I have been on
the committee to plan it several years!
Out of this separation came the feeling of low selfworth and in turn the perception of low worth to the
institution--the feeling of being "invisible," "a robot,"
and "second class."

As one staff member put it:

There is the front [office] staff and the back
[office] staff. And the back staff is called
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the professional staff. Well I am just as
professional aslanybody. That causes some grie~
sometimes for the people up front who have to
take a lot. If somebody wants to holler at them
(the pr,ofessional staff) I get it. I smooth it
over. ~hen if there is a staff retreat or
something only ihose folks go. It means you're
not impprtant. ,You're not an important part of
the org~nizatio~.
I

Not only did

th~y

feel segregated from faculty

~nd

I

staff, some staff members felt that staff members were
I

isolated from one another and that isolation was an
I

inhibitor of good

se~vice.

One staff member said:

The way classifted people are managed on this
campus is largely by isolating them in their own
units. ISo that if the [institutional
departmE!l1t] wantis to put on a program in the
School qf [school name] auditorium, they are
told "nq" because they are not part of the
School qf [school name]. That kind of isolation
cuts do~n this cooperative feeling. They don't
feel a part of epch other, they feel a part of
their u~it and so they don't extend themselves
to the ~est of the campus.
Said another staff member, "it is difficult with as
I

many people as we have and as many problems as there
now.

~re

I think one of the biggest problems we have is the

lack of communication I just between departments."
This same staff member pointed out that isolation
I

breeds another condition which works against a

servic~

environment, .a condition she called "territoriality" qf
I

information.

This was confirmed by several staff memQers.'

Expanding on the lack of communication between staff, one
I

person said:
There are people :over here in the [department
name] department,1 they are not going to share
I
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information with anyone else. And you have the
School of [school name] and they are not going
to share any information. There should be a way
of sharing information. Rather than "this is
mine, why do you want to know about it." As
long as I am the only one that knows it, I have
a job. I hear that all the time.
Another staff member described how this phenomenon
works:
They ask key questions; we all do it. Well,
that is what happens when a person walks up to a
desk in an office. They ask key questions.
They are not generally known questions. They
are questions the person sitting there uses to
exclude everyone except those they feel they are
there to serve. "If you are not a [major name]
major don't ask me that question . • . If you
are not a graduate student seeking more classes
in [graduate program] you are talking to the
wrong secretary." People feel that they are
gatekeepers for their areas. They react like
bUlldogs at the front door and that is where the
whole campus gets broken up into little
segments. It just stops every thing, students
and everyone else on the campus.
In this way, territoriality was perceived to reduce
service, both by constricting the flow of information, and
by eroding relationships between service providers.
Finally, it was also suggested that budgetary
resources also had an effect upon a department's and an
individual's ability to serve.

It was noted that recent

funding cuts, and staffing cuts had strained staff
members' abilities to provide good service.

One staff

member said:
I think most staff members, myself included,
really want to help the students in the best way
they can, but we are also being pUlled in other
directions.
[We are] overworked primarily,
because of the cutbacks, not being able to add
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to our staff to really do a good job, the best
job that we could.
These findings have significant bearing upon the
results of analyses presented earlier.

Earlier findings

suggest that student interaction with staff may have
positive effects upon persistence, and staff interaction
with students may have positive effects upon satisfaction.
These results indicate that those positive potential
outcomes may be enhanced or diminished as a consequence of
institutional culture and human resources policy and
practice.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS FOR
RESEARCH, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR PRACTICE
Introduction
This study examined the general hypothesis that
student interaction with front-line staff members in
higher education settings has an impact upon the student
experience, and ultimately, their persistence in colleges
and universities.

This study also examined the reciprocal

hypothetical premise that this same interaction has an
impact upon staff job satisfaction, and service quality.
In order to provide a framework for the examination
of these questions, this study reviewed several bodies of
literature.

First, in order to better understand why

students stay and why students dropout, the literature and
theory of student persistence were reviewed.

This

included a review of the research related to specific
factors which are suggested to be theoretically linked to
student persistence, including student integration,
isolation, the effect of personal contact upon student
persistence, and programmatic facilitation of student
contact.
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The literature review also examined the other half of
this relationship--the effect upon staff.

Beginning with

the theoretical frameworks of job satisfaction, this
review included the linkage between satisfaction,
productivity, and service quality, and the theoretical
perspectives of Total Quality Management, and service
quality, applied to the higher education setting.
Taken as a whole, there is much in this literature to
suggest that there is a potentially symbiotic relationship
between staff and students which could result in positive
outcomes for students, staff and higher education
institutions themselves.
In order to test the

hypoth~sis

that such a

relationship exists, a quasi-experimental intervention was
instituted which linked staff and students in an advising/
mentoring relationship.

The outcome of this intervention

was analyzed through the administration of pre and post
surveys which examined the general experience of the
interaction of students with staff, along with the
specific experience of the intervention.

Surveys were

also administered to staff and student control groups in
order to better examine the effect of the intervention.
In addition to this data, qualitative data were developed
through interviews of staff and student sUbjects from both
the experimental and the control groups.
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These data sources were then analyzed using
quantitative and qualitative methods in order to assess
the specific effect of this intervention, along with the
more general effect of the day-to-day interaction between
staff and students.

The following conclusions have been

drawn from those analyses.
Conclusions
Conclusion #1
Formally linking students with staff in a mentoringl
advising relationship has a positive effect upon student
persistence to the second year.
This conclusion was supported by both quantitative
and qualitative data which resulted from the study.
Though the experimental group persisted at a slightly
higher rate (82.9%), than control group 1 (78.3%), their
persistence rate was significantly higher (p

~

0.05) than

control group 2 (65.3%) which was not involved in the
intervention at all.

It is also important to emphasize

that this difference was achieved within the context of
the mean persistence rate of freshmen who were not
involved in such activities (control group 2) being much
higher than normal.

By comparison, the mean rate of

freshmen for the six years prior to the intervention was
58.5%.

While it could be argued that the high retention

rates of all groups were related to the unusually high
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stude~ts

retention rates of freshman

thislyear, this does

not explain the significant diffe+ences between control
group 2 and the experimental

grou~.
wa~

The conclusion that there

persistence is also supported by
suggested that the intervention

a positive effect upon

~ther
h~lped

data which
to 'create

conditions which enhance persistence for students.
students who participated in the

~ntervent:ion

com~unity

likely to interact with other

First,

were more

members.

The

experimental group's response to

~urvey

it:ems related to

student interaction with faculty

~taff,

other staff and

peers, were significantly higher (R
control group 1.

~

0.05i) than that of

Second, signifiqantly more students in

the experimental group felt "persqnally connected to PSU,"
felt "comfortable at the

institut~.on,"

thought that it was

"easy to meet people," or felt "at,.tached 'bo staff."
Both of these results

sugges~

the es'bablishment of

conditions which have been well dqcumented as contributors
to persistence.

These conditions, the reduction of

isolation and the increase of contact with peers (Carrol,
1988; Dukes & Gaither, 1984; Mallinckrodt, 1988), staff
(Beal & Noel, 1980; Bernotavicz & Clasby, 1984; Miller &
Brickman, 1982) and faculty (Gurin & Epps, 1975; Hearn,
1987; Pascarella, Ethington,

&

Smart, 19881; Pascarella,

Smart, & Ethington, 1986; Pascarella & Wolfle, 1985) have
been attributed to persistence in all types of
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institutions, including commuter and two-year institutic)ns
(Neumann, 1985; Pascarella, Smart, & Ethington, 1986).
Another condition for persistence which seemed to be
positively addressed by the intervention was students'
feeling of "fit" or congruence with the institution.
Qualitative data from the interviews suggested that
students felt a significant lack of fit as they began
their institutional experience.

This feeling was

especially characterized by students expression of a lack
of support by the institution, particularly in contrast to
environments which they were just leaving.

The feeling of

mismatch or incongruence resulted from leaving an
environment in which there was an expectation for
significant guidance from others, and entering an
environment in which the individual is expected to guidEa
and be responsible for themselves.

This same incongruence

was expressed regarding students feeling of leaving a
community of peers and teachers in which they felt
important and well known, and entering a community in
which they were relatively unknown.
Arguably, students should have understood the nature
of the institution they were entering.
suggest that they did not.

However, data

To the extent that the

intervention provided some assistance and attention and a
sense of community, this incongruence was diminished.
Tinto (1987) suggested that almost any institutional

I
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action has an effect upon persistence, whether you plan it
or not.

In this instance a planned and purposeful

activity had a positive effect upon students.
In concluding that the intervention had a positive
effect upon persistence, it is not assumed that the
intervention was the sole cause of student persistence.
Tinto (1993) suggested that persistence results from a
complex interaction of institutional and personal actions
which act upon student intentions and commitments and
Ultimately upon departure decisions.

Along with other

factors, this activity involved the process of students
establishing a sense of integration with the institution
during the critical first year.

Like other possible

institutional actions (Upcraft & Gardner, 1989) this
strategy seemed to help ease the transition for students
and to help ensure their persistence at least to the
second year.
Conclusion #2
certain factors related to the student experience
seem to contribute to persistence more than others.
Along with other findings, this study validated
previous research in the identification of certain
variables as having a particular impact upon persistence.
These variables included sex, intention to enroll the
following term, and interaction with a faculty member.
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That gender was significantly related to persistence
was at first puzzling.

Men and women were not treated

differently in the study, and the ratio of men to women
reflected the slightly larger number of women in the
population in general.

If anything, one might have

expected women to persist at a higher rate then men,
instead of the reverse.

However, related literature

(Tinto, 1993) seems to suggest that the effect of gender
is probably not so much related to the intervention as it
was to the difference in the experience of women during
their first year in general as compared to men.
Studies by Stage (1989a, 1989b) provide particular
insight into this difference.

In a study looking at

student motivation and commitment to attend college, Stage
(1989a) found that gender and social integration were
linked to academic integration.

Specifically, women who

were socially integrated were significantly more likely to
be academically integrated and ultimately more likely to
persist (1989a).

In another study, Stage (1989b) found

that there was a reciprocal effect between social
integration and academic integration.

For women the more

socially integrated they were, the more academically
integrated they were after one year.

Given this evidence,

the setting of this study in an urban institution where
there may be less social integration, may alone account
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for the effect of gender upon persistence of students in
the intervention.
student intention has also been found to be
predictive of persistence and degree completion.

Rodgers

and Pratt (1989) found a significant relationship between
intention to continue at an institution and persistence.
Like Tinto (1987), they noted that intention does not
explain persistence by itself, but rather that other
factors (e.g., academic integration, social integration)
tend to work in concert with student commitment.
While intention was significant in explaining
persistence of all students, the intervention did not seem
to playa role in changing a student's intention to
persist or not to persist to the second year as there was
no significant difference between the groups.

It may be

that the time period of the intervention was too short to
show such a relationship.
A more likely explanation is that institutions have
little ability to actively manipulate student intention by
itself.

Moreover, and as Tinto (1987) argued, student

intention is a variable to be served rather than changed
by institutions.

students may corne to an institution

initially with the intent to depart or their goals and
intentions may change.

For Tinto it is the "paradox of

institutional commitment" that institutions which are
truly committed to the educational success of their
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students will be as equally committed to encouraging
students to leave if their intents or needs cannot be
fully served, as they are committed to having them stay.
Tinto (1987) described this institutional commitment as
the "sum effect of personal commitments which link the
individual to representatives of the institution-students, faculty and staff" (p. 184).
Finally, among all variables found to be related to
student persistence, student contact with faculty may have
received the most attention.

Generally speaking, the more

students have an opportunity for positive contacts with
faculty outside of the classroom, the greater their
persistence (Gurin & Epps, 1975; Hearn, 1987; Pascarella,
Ethington, & Smart, 1988; Pascarella, Smart, & Ethington,
1986; Pascarella, & Terenzini, 1977; Pascarella & Wolfle,
1985).

Conversely, the absence of faculty contacts has

been found to be related to student voluntary withdrawal,
as well (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1977).
Not only did contact with faculty seem to have an
effect upon persistence, students in the experimental
group seemed to have more of it.

significantly more

sUbjects among the experimental group than among the
control group indicated that they had interactions with
teaching faculty during the year (R

~

.001).

This

occurred even though these interactions were not the
primary purpose for the intervention.
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There are at least two possible explanations for this
result.

First, staff members who participated in the

intervention were trained to refer students to other
appropriate community members, including faculty, for
assistance and information.
be due to this referral.

The difference in contact may

A more likely explanation is

that contact stimulates more contact.

As students worked

with their staff advisors they gained competence (they
knew where to go) and confidence (they felt more
comfortable going there).

As students learned from, and

felt comfortable with a staff member, this helped them to
feel less isolated and more confident about interacting
with other community members.
Conclusion 3
The positive effect of students interaction with
staff in the intervention did not stem from social
integration or intellectual integration themselves, but in
helping to create the conditions for integration.
Theoretical propositions (Bean, 1982; Pascarella &
Terenzini, 1980; Spady, 1970; Tinto, 1993) have suggested
--and a significant body of research (Munro, 1981;
Pascarella, 1980; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1977, 1983,
1991; Stoecker, Pascarella, & Wolfle, 1988; Terenzini &
Pascarella, 1977) has demonstrated--that social
integration (student interaction with other members of the
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educational community) is a critical element in the
process of student persistence.
The importance of social and intellectual integration
was supported by this study.

Qualitative findings

suggested that at the beginning of the second year
students who expressed a feeling of integration and a
sense of community responded that the feeling resulted
from the experience of interaction with peers.
Quantitative results suggested that interaction with
faculty made a significant difference in student
persistence.

What role then did student interaction with

staff play?
It was expected that the social components of this
intervention would be at least equally important as the
service role (information, assistance, administrative
support) which students experience with staff.
not prove to be true.

This did

Quantitative and qualitative

findings suggested that students in the experimental group
felt more "connected to the institution" and had more
contact with community members, but staff were not seen as
the primary objects for that connection and communication.
Rather, staff involved in the intervention tended to play
the role of facilitators of those conditions.
students felt that their advisors were "nice" and
they "liked" their interaction, but what they expected was
help.

This help took the form of referral to both
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academic information and resources, and to social and
extracurricular resources.

Staff were not necessarily

viewed as participants in these activities as much as
guides for students.

In this way, this study seemed to

support other research which identified faculty and peers
as primary actors upon student persistence.

However, it

also suggested that integration may be facilitated by the
action and interaction of staff.
While persistence may be more directly related to the
interaction between students and peers and students and
faculty, these may be less frequent or may be of lesser
value without the effective and efficient facilitation of
the interaction by staff.

If faculty and peers are the

engine which drive the persistence vehicle, staff may be
regarded as the lubricant.
Conclusion #4
The day-to-day service interaction between staff and
students contributes to conditions which affect student
persistence both positively and negatively.
Along with focusing upon the experience of students
and staff in the intervention, this study looked at the
daily interaction between students and staff and how that
affected the experience of students.

A student's

experience of service through interaction with staff
members was either very good or very bad, but never
neutral.

Students did have a perspective on the value of
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this interaction and it did have an impact, both
positively and negatively.
Probably the most obvious benefit of this interaction
was the substantive assistance and service that staff
provide.

Especially in an urban setting where students

are involved in mUltiple roles, time is a particularly
important and finite quantity.

In this context

especially, staff are perceived as important service
providers.

That service includes information and

assistance related to the office they represent, referral
to other offices and campus resources, and not
infrequently academic advising, especially in academic
departments.
Data indicate that some staff view providing academic
assistance (advising) as an important responsibility of
their job while others are uncomfortable providing any
information which might be construed as academic advising.
Students, however, often do not differentiate between
staff and faculty in their expectation of who can provide
them with basic assistance.

If they cannot have immediate

access to a faculty member to answer a question, they
expect the staff member to be able to assist them, at
least with the provision of simple information.

This

expectation varies across departments.
In the best of these interactions students receive
timely and direct service.

Staff are knowledgeable
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experts in their service area and provide current
information related to their area of expertise.

When

outside of that sphere of expertise, staff refer
accurately and follow up to ensure that the student was
served.
Along with these substantive contributions, staff
contribute to students' experience simply by their
demeanor.

Positive, pleasant, supportive, service

oriented staff, contribute to what Noel, Levitz, and
Saluri (1985) described as a "staying environment."
Again, when time is a finite resource, especially in urban
institutions, positive service interactions support and
contribute to a student's experience.
This student/staff interaction can also have the
opposite effect of eroding a student's relationship with
the institution.

For each student in the study who had a

positive interaction with a staff member, there was one
who had a negative interaction.

Separate from the

intervention, some students perceived some staff as rude,
controlling, and intimidating.

others found some staff

members to be misinformed or lacking in knowledge.

One

student in particular noted that they quit seeking
information from a crucial campus department because of
feeling mistreated by the staff.
In a world in which quality service is rapidly
becoming the standard, inadequate, incompetent and
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unfriendly

servi~e

stands out.

Taken as a part of the

contribution towqrd:the experience of students and
ultimately their persistence, negative experiences cannot
help but
with an

diminis~

tllie social and intellectual integration

institut~onlwhich

a student might otherwise enjoy.

Conclusion #5
Staff participation in formalized activities designed
to promote student success, also promotes job
satisfaction.
Just as the results suggested that the intervention
had an impact upqn student persistence, the results
related to staff strongly support the proposition that
participation in formalized activities in support of
students

promote~

job satisfaction for staff.

Just like

their faculty colleagues, staff in the intervention wanted
to make a difference for students, and when doing so they
were more satisfied Iwith all aspects of their jobs.
This increased ,level of job satisfaction was noted in
every measure of sabisfaction resulting from the study.
First, when asked about their overall job satisfaction at
the conclusion of the intervention, there was a
significant difference (p

~

of the experimental group (m
control group (m

F

31.0).

.05) between the mean scores

=

3.95) and that of the

Moreover when the differences

between the pre and post scores of the same measure were
compared, there Was a significant increase for the
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experimental group (R

~

0.001), and no increase for the

control group.
Along with this general measure, both staff groups
completed survey questions which included the Work
subscale of the Job Descriptive Index.

Here again,

results indicated that individuals in the experimental
group were more satisfied with their jobs then those in
the control group.

The mean satisfaction score of

experimental group (m

=

43.9) was significantly higher

(R

~

0.001) then the mean score of the control group

(m

=

31.1).

And just like the measure of "overall job

satisfaction" there was a significant increase (R

~

0.001)

in the pre to post survey JDI scores of the experimental
group.

This difference was not observed, however for the

control group.
Finally, in order to place these measures of
satisfaction in context with those found elsewhere, the
mean JDI scores of the experimental and control groups
were compared to national norms available for the Work
subscale of the JDI.

Here again, the results indicate

that the experimental group was more satisfied with their
jobs at the conclusion of the intervention than the
control group.

At every level, the experimental group's

post survey score was above national norms, having begun
below the norms in the pre intervention survey.
Conversely, for the control group the post survey scores
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of satisfaction rose above the national norms only in the
1st percentile.
These results validate earlier research in business
organizations which has suggested that the opportunity to
provide quality service has a positive impact upon job
satisfaction (Schlesinger & Zornitsky, 1991; Turnow &
Wiley, 1991; Wiley, 1991).
Other aspects of the intervention seemed to promote
job satisfaction, in addition to the specific effect of
the experience of staff working with their advisee.

For

many of the staff members involved in the intervention,
the opportunity to participate itself was an
acknowledgment by the institution of their importance in
the mission of the institution.

Staff also gained

satisfaction through the opportunity to step out of their
daily work routine, and to learn new skills connected to
this role.

While being somewhat peripheral to the

intervention, these aspects of the staff experience played
an important role in their job satisfaction.
Conclusion #6
Beyond a positive effect upon job satisfaction, the
intervention engendered other positive outcomes for staff
and the institution.
For many staff members the context of the
intervention helped to foster an increase in communication
with co-workers in their department and in other
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departments.

This occurred as staff members in the same

office discussed their experiences and provided assistance
and insight for each other in tfuis endeavor.
This also occurred on a broader institutional level.
First, staff members were provided with the names of
institutional contacts who could provide direct assistance
and referral as they needed fori their advisee.

This

connected staff with individuals with whom they might
otherwise not have had contact.

Second, and perhaps more

important, they were connected with each other.

This

experience connected staff members across institutional
boundaries of administrative structure and hierarchy
unlike almost any other experiemce which staff had.

Many

staff members had the experience of meeting other
colleagues for the first time, 0r interacting with staff
form other departments for the Jcirst time.

In these ways,

both inter-office and intra-office communication and
relationships were improved.
This connection

w~s

designed to assist staff in the

work of the intervention, but more likely had long term
effects of improving ongoing campus relationships, as
well.

As institutions increase in size and complexity, as

tradition and hierarchy

continu~

to separate staff, and as

human resources shrink,

vehicle~

such as this which

increase communication and connection have enormous
potential for improving institutional performance.
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Conclusion #7
Job satisfaction for classified employees in
uni versity settings is enhanced through the opportunity' to
contribute to student success offered by their day t? daY
interaction with students.
The results of this study indicate that the
experience and feelings of staff involved in the
intervention is mirrored by the daily unplanned
interaction of staff with students--opportunities to
contribute to the student experience and the educatiQnal
mission have a positive impact upon staff satisfactiQn.1
Both quantitative and qualitative results support

th~s

I

conclusion.
First, as noted earlier, though the

experimenta~

group was statistically more satisfied, the measures ofl
job satisfaction of staff in the control group did nqt
indicate dissatisfaction.

For example, when asked about

their overall satisfaction, the mean score of the control
group indicated that overall they "agreed" that they were
satisfied (m

=

3.0).

This may be related to the good

feelings engendered simply by the recognition resulting
from the request for participation.

It is more likely

that this general satisfaction is related to the

feel~ngs

which staff associate with the role of helping students
generally.

~
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These feelings are also apparent in the mean scores
of the contral group related to the "feeling of
contributing" to the educational mission (Table 18).
While they did not rise to the high levels of agreement of
the experimental qroup, the mean scores of the control
group were generally in the "agree" range (3.0 or above).
Along with these scores, the qualitative results from
both the

expe~imental

and control groups support the

proposition tnat the opportunity to interact meaningfully
with students hasl a positive impact upon staff job
satisfaction.
These

re~ults

demonstrated, among other things, that

for most staff, working at the University was more than
~anYI

just a job.

chose to work in an educational

b~cause

institution
"educators,"

~nd

they perceived themselves to be

because this experience gave them the

opportunity tp "inspire and connect" with students.

These

o)portunities generally occurred through the following
activities:
their job,

(a)

~irect

service to students related to

(b) naturally developing advisor/mentor

relationships in Which they provided general advising and
referral, and (c) I academic advising.
A highly edu~ated group, staff indicated that they
chose

specifi~ally

because of

th~

to work in educational settings,

environment and mission.

They saw

themselves as specialists who understood educational
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institutions and students.

Their choice of careers and

institutions was not accidental, but rather was based upon
their interests and experience.

The opportunity to have

an impact upon the student experience played an important
role in their choice to continue at the institution and
their feeling of satisfaction.
Conclusion #8
Though a few staff felt differently, overall, staff
did not feel that they were valued or acknowledged for
their contribution to the institutional mission and the
experience of students.
The feelings and experience of staff were fairly
consistent.
citizens."

Generally, they felt like "second class
The terms they used to describe how they felt

they were perceived by faculty and administrators included
"ghost people," "peons," "slaves," "trustees," and
"robots."

Though some individuals did feel valued by

their direct supervisor, they also tended to fell devalued
by faculty and administration outside of their unit.
This feeling of second class citizenship was
contributed to by what staff perceived to be a very
hierarchical organization, with the faculty and
administration clearly on the top, and themselves on the
bottom.

This hierarchical feeling was characterized by a

feeling of disrespect, lack of empowerment, and perception
of segregation.
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This feeling of second class citizenship did not
reduce the personal feeling of satisfaction or
contribution of all staff.

Some individuals seemed to

find this internally, if not receiving it from external
sources.

However, it was clear that various institutional

actions could help to support this feeling, or at least
not contribute to its erosion.
Conclusion #9
certain conditions promote or detract from an
environment in which staff are more likely to provide good
service, thereby promoting student success and their own
satisfaction.
various aspects of institutional action and inaction
in relationship to staff, help or hurt the environment for
service.

While the results of the study suggested that

staff felt the environment for service was more often
being impeded by institutional inaction, the
identification of activities which could improve service
was also made clear.
Staff identified a number of contributors to job
satisfaction and good service including empowerment,
teamwork, personnel policies and connection with other
staff.

This list of contributions is led by the feeling

of empowerment.

Staff felt empowered when their input was

sought concerning significant responsibilities, when they
were entrusted to accomplish meaningful outcomes, and when
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they were delegated appropriate responsibility by
supervisor.

thei~

staff felt especially empowered in

relationship to their ability to have an impact upon the
student experience.
Closely linked to empowerment, another

contributo~

un~t.

was the feeling of teamwork within an institutional
staff fe!lt more satisfied when they felt they were

par~

of

a team i.n which all members, whatever their job
classification (faculty, staff, administration), made
meaningful contributions to the institutional mission.
Another important aspect of teamwork, was mutual
acknowledgment of individuals' contributions.
staff also felt that the way in which human resources
policies were administered had an effect upon service and
satisfaction.

staff felt supported for their work when

service was reflected specifically in their job
descriptions, and when evaluation and reward were based
upon that criteria, along with others.
~atisfaction

Good service

an~

were also stimulated when training

opportunities and other Human Resources initiatives
~eflected

the importance of quality service.

staff

recognition programs were particularly important in thi 9
regard.
Finally, good service was stimulated by staff
themselves through the creation of their own service
networks.

staff who had established a strong network

o~
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other employees of all types--whom they could call upon
for assistance and information--felt more competent to
provide quality service.

The establishment of these

networks had the added side effect of causing staff
members to feel that they were part of a larger team all
working toward a common goal.
But just as these actions could improve the
environment for service, other actions wear away that
environment.

Leading the list of impediments to service

was the feeling of staff that they were considered to be
at the bottom of the institutional hierarchy of important
actors.

This feeling, was reflected by the derogatory

terms which they used to describe how they were perceived
by faculty and administration (e.g., peons, robots,
slaves).

Whatever internal satisfaction staff felt, was

easily eroded by the feelings they got from others.

Even

if a staff member felt their own supervisor was
supportive, most often they felt that they were not
perceived the same way by others outside of their
institutional unit.
Related to hierarchy is the effect of a feeling of
segregation on the part of staff.

This feeling results

from staff's perception that access to benefits and
institutional activities are different for different
employee groups.

Perceived differences between staff and

faculty and administration related to flexibility in terms
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of time off, and access to certain social events were the
most frequent examples given of this segregation.

staff

felt that faculty and administrators could corne and go as
they pleased, while their own schedule was strictly
constrained.

They also felt excluded from some university

events because the expectation was that staff would not
attend because their schedule was not flexible.
In addition to segregation from faculty and
administrators, service was impeded as staff felt isolated
from one another.

size, increasing complexity, and

shrinking resources join to limit interaction among the
staff.

This is true within institutional units, but is

especially notable across administrative structural
boundaries across the university.
Compounding this isolation is the problem of
territoriality of information.

Frequently, staff in

departments limit or make access to information difficult
for students and other staff.

Staff perceived this

phenomenon as a consequence of individuals with little
authority and control, using what limited leverage they
had to make themselves feel more important.
Reciprocal to what stimulates good service, the lack
of a feeling of empowerment also reduces service and
satisfaction.

Lack of trust, lack of authority over

meaningful work and the lack of ability to determine how
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work is accomplished, all contributed to a low feeling of
empowerment.
Finally, reduced resources, human and otherwise,
place a strain on the service system.

At some point, even

the motivated staff members, empowered by the most
enlightened supervisors, reach their limit.

As reductions

in staff and bUdgets occur through downsizing and
limitations on appropriations, service improvement must
ultimately reach a level beyond which continuing advances
cannot occur.
Limitations of the study
There are four main limitations to the study which
must be addressed.

First, it must be noted that though

every attempt was made to randomly assign sUbjects to
groups, given the design of the study it was impossible to
ensure that the final selection was random.

Students and

staff subjects were asked to participate from randomly
drawn lists, but their ultimate participation was
dependent upon agreement to participate in the
intervention (experimental groups), or fill out a survey
(control groups).

It is possible that individuals who

volunteered for participation might have been more
motivated to change in the direction promoted by the
intervention, or might have other characteristics that
affect the results of the study.

In particular for staff,
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part of this motivation could have resulted from the
researcher's institutional status as a senior-level
administrator or a
researcher.

long~term
ext~nt

To the

work relationship with the

possible, this concern was

addressed by attempting to pelect the final groups in a
way that most closely mptched the general populations
being studied.
Second, it is

poss~ble

intervention itself

(on~

that the duration of the

year) was too short to allow for

conclusions to be drawn about the effect of an
intervention upon student persistence.

Additionally,

there was the potential that the design of the
intervention, starting

~n

winter term instead of Fall

term, might not have given adequate time to show any
effects.
Third, it must be

Dote~

that the survey designed for

this study was not fully tested for reliability.
could call into

questio~

This

the results from this instrument.

At the same time, other validated quantitative instruments
along with qualitative research methods were utilized to
su~jects.

gather data from the
of triangulation of
findings and

dat~

conclusion~

It is through this method

sources that reliability of the
is,realized.

Finally, it should be reemphasized that the context
for this study was an
setting and student

u~ban

pro~ile~

institution, with its unique
It is possible that the
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findings may not be generalizable to other types of
s~aff.

institutions and their students and
Implications for
Research

Fut~rel

u~ilizing

This study examined the effect of

staff in

an early intervention designed to affect ;student
persistence.

Looking closely at the experience of

students and staff, this investigation initiated a glimpse
at a relationship which seems to have beneficial effects
for student and staff.

But the need for more study

related to these issues is clearly indicated.
First, the intervention itself beprs additional
examination, especially related to the dimension of time.
This program linked students with staft

a~

mentor/advisors

over the course of two terms, Winter and Spring.
persistence of the student

experimenta~

The

and control groups

was then compared at the beginning of thel following Fall.
r~lationship

It is possible that more time in the
improve the outcome for students.
examine whether persistence is

might

Further study might

affecte~

if the staff/

student relationship is extended to a full year, or two
years, or six years, for example.

In

time during which student and staff
increased to see if that has greater
persistence.

~ddition,

the actual

sp~ntlmeeting
i~pact

upon

might be
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In

a~dition

to the factor of time, this study

suggested tha't not all students benefitted from the
intervent~on

as much as others.

Additional research needs

to examin, whether there is a certain profile or type of
student w).lo m!ight benefit more from such early
intervention.:
programs

This would allow institutions to tailor

~ore:

effectively for students, and to make the

best use 9f their resources.
In a4dition to the intervention, the effect of the
daily

(unplan~ed)

deserves

interaction of staff and students

~orelexamination

surprisin~

as well.

Perhaps the most

aspect of the literature reviewed for this

study was thelabsence of acknowledgment of any effect of
interactiqn between front-line staff and students.

At the

same time, local campus lore and anecdotal reminiscences
are rife with inspirational stories of staff helping
I

students

~n

significant ways--or alarming stories of

services which were poorly provided or intentionally
denied.

~anylof

these interactions may have little

personal Qr educational consequence to students.

But

others report :the opposite; that there is value to these
relations~ips :when

they are good and a cost to students

when they are bad.

Something is happening to students,

which deserves more explicit attention.
Just as the literature seems to ignore the effect of
staff upon students, little is known of the effect of
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stuqents upon staff.
eff~cts

This study also found reciprocal

related to staff which suggest more study.

Further research might explore more thoroughly whether job
sat~sfaction

is related to the ability to provide quality

service in higher education settings, as suggested in
res~arch

re[ated to business settings.

This research also

suggests the need for some attention to whether
eduQationallattainment plays a factor in staff members
feelings oflsatisfaction related to helping students,
given the exceptional level of education possessed by most
of the staff sUbjects.
Finally, related to staff, additional attention needs
to be focused on the environment for good service.
Special attention is this regard, needs to be paid to
institutional hierarchy as exemplified by perception and
policy, the effect of human resources pOlicy and
I

procedures in general, and the institutional role and
expectation;for staff.
Significance to Educational Leadership and
Recommendations for Practice
The results of this study have significance for
educ~tional

Ileadership from two primary perspectives.

First, this

~study

extends knowledge about the freshmen

experience and explores methods for fostering student
pers~stence.'

how

Simultaneously, the study looks closely at

~nstitutiions

use front-line service staff in support
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of efforts to improve the student experience, and how
those efforts may have a reciprocal effect upon positive
outcomes for staff and the institution.
In the field of higher education, student persistence
continues to be an important issue both for individual
students and for institutions.

For students, persistence

is both an achievement issue and a resource issue.

It is

clear that the roots of persistence, social and academic
integration, are also the roots of successful academic
achievement and learning.

This study examined a program

for involving staff in the process of that integration,
both as providers of direct service and as vehicles for
fostering and furthering a "staying" environment in which
students are supported in their learning.
Along with fostering learning, this is a resource
issue for students as well.

As college costs increase,

students cannot afford to involve themselves in programs
which are not organized effectively to promote their
goals.

Institutions which do not undertake every method

to promote persistence cost students money, in addition to
time.
For institutions, the examination of student
persistence is important for the same reasons.

To the

extent that it is the institution's primary mission to do
everything possible to promote student success and
achievement, it continues to be important to explore new
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avenues for serving that goal.

Secondary to this motive,

but equally important in its ultimate consequence, is the
fact that persistence is also a resource issue for
institutions.

student retention means tuition revenue and

other resources for institutions, which must be maintained
in the face of increasing costs and shrinking budgets.
Student achievement may be the best reason for pursuing
all means for fostering student persistence, but keeping
the lights burning in the ivory tower is the "bottom
line."
This study also has much significance for what it
tells us about the use of staff in the achievement of
educational goals in higher education institutions.

Left

alone, staff may have very positive, or very negative
impacts upon the student experience and achievement.

Once

again, both for purposes of student achievement and
because institutions cannot afford to be inefficient or
ineffective in any aspect of how goals are achieved, they
must pay attention to the role in these processes which
staff play.
Closely linked to this, is the institution's goal of
making the best use of its human resources.

As resources

shrink and institutions downsize, an institution must make
efficient use of all employees, including front-line
staff.

This argues for being more intentional regarding

the content and quality of the interaction between staff
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and students.

This benefits students through their

experience of an environment which is designed and
implemented to support their goals.

Staff also benefit by

being provided experiences which contribute to their
satisfaction and development.

Finally it benefits

institutions' as the reciprocal positive effects of the
interaction of staff with students contributes to
achievement of the institutional mission.
In addition to these general themes of significance,
several specific recommendations for improving practice
are suggested by the findings and conclusions of this
study.
Recommendation #1
Make use of staff resources in programs designed to
enhance the student experience and persistence.
Staff have the education, experience and the
inclination to provide meaningful assistance to students.
The program developed for this study is one example of an
effective way to involve staff.

Other methods may be more

appropriate for other institutions.
Planning for such programs should include thorough
screening of staff, identifying those individuals with the
necessary skills and qualifications for the role,
especially communication and interpersonal skills.
Everitt and Murray-Hicks (1981) suggested qualifications
for effective mentors which provide a good framework for
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selecting staff members who would be effective in
assisting students.
Additionally there should be significant training for
staff involved in this way.

Training would include those

skills necessary to be a good mentor/advisor in addition
to more substantive sUbject area information training
concern information and resources for referral.

In

particular training should include a basic understanding
of academic programs and the academic system, and the
ability to link students with knowledgeable faculty or
staff who can provide more specific information.
While using staff in this way is recommended, this
step should be undertaken with the full knowledge of
possible consequences.

Indeed, asking staff to provide

new services to students or to enlarge the scope of their
job could detract from their service to others; e.g.,
institutional departments, faculty, and administrators.
Hovvever, it is expected that the overall value added by
staff in this way should produce institutional savings (as
represented by students persisting and being more
prepared) which would replace any loss experienced by this
activity.
Recommendation #2
Gather and utilize data on student intentions for
more efficient program design and more effective advising
of individual students.
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In our pursuit of retention of students, both for
their sake and the institutions sake, we forget that not
every student intends to or should graduate from our
institutions.

Many intend to transfer elsewhere, or to

complete goals which might not include receiving a degree,
or even continuing during the next quarter or semester.
And yet we seldom know, let alone ask them, what their
goals are.
Institutions which aspire to undertake programs which
will promote student success and persistence must develop
practice of collecting data on students' intentions as
they enter, and as they proceed in the institution.
Without this data, institutions have no real basis of
understanding for making retention programs more efficient
or effective, let alone providing information which might
be helpful for a particular student.
Recommendation #3
Review and renew human resources policy and practice
which relate to the student/staff relationship.
If, as this study seems to suggest, every interaction
with students has an effect upon their educational
experience, then significant attention needs to be paid to
the policy and procedures which relate to those
interactions.

Beyond their own internal motivation, staff

are moved to pay attention to service though policies and
procedures which relate to service.

Examples of these
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processes and policies include job

descr~ptions,

evaluations, reward systems, staff orientations and
recognition programs.
First, it should be made explicit through any formal
documentation or conversations concernin9 the job that
service (interactions with customers) is important, and
that staff will be evaluated and

rewarde~

for the quality
a~pects

of this interaction, among other importaMt
job.

This begins with the first

announc~ment

of the job.

po~ition

Individuals interested in any service

of the

should

clearly understand through the job annOUMcement that
direct service and quality service are

e~sential

requirements of the job.
This and any other essential duties of the position
should also be made explicit in the job 4escription.

This

aspect of the job should then be specifiqally evaluated,
and heavily weighted as the individual

i~

considered for

rewards.
In addition to salary, other kinds qf rewards for
good service should be considered, as wel,l.

I

For example,

awards for good service are another effeqtive way to
provide community recognition for indiviquallperformance.
These have the dual benefit of recogniziqg
and setting an example for others to

t~e

fol~ow.

individual

:

The importance of service should be emplliasized in any
communication of information to staff

me~bers.

New
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employee orientation programs are opportunities to stress
the importance of this responsibility.

staff newsletters

are also good vehicles for providing information and tips
on best practice.
Finally, include service quality among the criteria
used in evaluating supervisors of service employees.
Quality must be reinforced from the top down.

Evaluating

supervisors on the performance of their employees in this
regard is one structural way to ensure their attention to
this important issue.
Recommendation #4
Help to prepare staff to provide quality service
through training.
As mentioned earlier, training is also an integral
component of any effort to ensure good service from staff.
Just as staff who might participate in intentional
intervention should be trained, staff who interact with
students on an unplanned basis in their daily work role
should receive training to assist them in making that
interaction valuable for students.
The object of training would be to prepare staff
members to be experts in the knowledge of their
department, and to be equally adept at knowing where and
when to refer a student to some other expert.

Training

would include enhancement of interpersonal skills and
abilities, in addition to training related to departmental
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or topical expertise and general information and referral
resources.
staff would also benefit by being cross trained to do
other jobs.

This would allow them to more effectively

refer students to other staff, and might also serve to
link staff more closely together as they participated in
training one another.
Recommendation #5
Acknowledge the importance of staff in relationship
to student outcomes, and empower staff to take on as much
responsibility for student success as their education,
experience and affinity allows.
The effect of staff upon students seems to be one of
those axioms which we all agree upon but frequently take
for granted.

We tacitly agree that staff may have

positive effects upon the student experience, or we lament
perceived negative effects.

Our tendency, however, is to

ignore the effects of this interaction either way.

In

either direction, this lack of attention is bad for
students, for staff, and Ultimately for the institution,
While there are undoubtedly a few staff for whom the
intrinsic reward of working with students is sufficient,
most staff want to know that their work is appreciated,
and that they make a difference for the institution and
for individual students.

Without this attention quality

service and good interactions will not turn bad
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immediately, but over time quality and caring will slowly
erode.

othe*, more extrinsic rewards are helpful and

necessary,

b~t ultim~tely

even these have little effect in

an environment in which this interaction is not
acknowledged for its
For

tho~e

inclination
service in

~or

~alue.

staff members who do not have the natural
positive interactions with students or

g~neral,

indifference concerning their

interactions simply validates their feelings and often
perpetuates negative interactions.
with those

a~titudes,

In the case'of staff

service and relationships will tend

to get worse without attention from the supervisor.
worst

exampl~

The

of thisl outcome is the staff member who

manipulates, or controls information, doling it out slowly
and making

t~e servic~

interaction onerous for students in

order to bolster their own feeling of importance.
Whatever the inclination of the employees,
acknowledgment of their importance in this regard is not a
difficult task.

For some staff members informal verbal

acknowledgment is sufficient.

For others, formal

acknowledgment of thelimportance of good student
relationships should be stated in the job description and
considered when evaluation and rewards are considered.
For institutions who strive for quality and good outcomes,
both types of acknowledgment should be minimum standards.
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Once

acknowled~ed,

staff must be empowered to make

the most of thepe relationships.
responsibility
level of

~nd

servic~

Staff should be given

authority for providing the highest

that their experience, education and

interest qualify them to provide.
dep~rtments

in academic
academic

advisi~g
a~d

accessibility
openly

For example, some staff

provide a significant amount of

for students as a result of their
student need.

supporte~ an~

In some cases this is

acknowledged by departments.

In

other instances it is an underground activity which staff
undertake with
out, but

~omeltrepidation

contin~e

because of the unmet demand which they

Empo~ering

perceive.
appropriate

provide more

lev~l

At the

~nd

sam~

these staff members to undertake an

of support for students could help to

su~portt

of staff jobs,

for fear of being found

for the department, broaden the scope

increase job satisfaction.

time, not all staff may be inclined are

able to take on additional roles.

Institutions should, as

a matter of policy, Iconsider the abilities and experience
of their staff, andlwhen possible and appropriate, give
them the
and

author~ty

and the tools to assume broader roles

responsibil~ties.

Recommendation

~6

Select staff fdr their ability to provide good
service and

rel~te

well with students especially in those

positions which have significant student service aspects.
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If we agree that the interaction of students and
st~ff

is important, we must also agree that it makes a
p~rforms

difference who
suited. to

provid~ng

this function.

good service.

Not everyone is

Some people enjoy this

relationship, anq thrive on their ability to provide
significant
simply

assi~tance

uncomfort~ble

others are

interacting with people, and

e~tend

disinclined to

to students and others.

themselves as service providers.

We should, Qut more often do not, select staff for
t~e

these roles on

basis' of their skill and interest in

providing good service.

I

If we wrongly assume that the

interaction itself is not significant, it follows that we
propably do not think it is important who fills these
roles, either.

But, in fact, this interaction does make a

difterence, and some people are better at it than others.
Institutions and departments which want to make a
difterence in

thi~ regar~

must begin to be more thoughtful

in the descriptions of jObs, and the criteria used to
sel~ct

individualp for specific positions.

alm9st every
eff~ct

inte~actionlin

upon the student

Given that

an institution may have an

E~xperience,

service potential is

imp9rtant for every staff job, and a person's ability in
thi~

rEagard

pro~es~;.

shoul~

This is even more important for those jobs which

are deemed to be
goo~

be ascertained during the selection

service is

~igh

settvice contact positions.

i~portant,

Where

where this interaction sets the
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tone for the student or customer's experience, where
substantive transactions are occurring, an institution
cannot afford to have anyone but their best people up
front.

Staff selection is the key to this outcome, and

careful consideration concerning this process is essential
for its achievement.
Recommendation #7
Help to facilitate the connection of employees for
their mutual benefit.
As institutions have increased in size and
complexity, and employee numbers have decreased though
budget cuts and downsizing, the personal and professional
associations which linked employees in the past have
become severely strained, if not broken.

The strong

helping network of relationships once forged over coffee
and lunch, have given way to less personal communications
of voice mail and e-mail.

Along with the personal loss,

what has suffered is the employee's ability to tap that
network for assistance or information on behalf of a
student or other service recipient.
One way to resolve that loss is through the building
of community in general.

opportunities for connection and

relationship are enhanced through the establishment of a
sense of community on campus.

But more intentional

network building is possible also.

Institutions can help

to create networks by design if not through the
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environment.

Such networks can be formed around specific

issues like advising or referral, and can be facilitated
through institutional scheduling, management, and
organization.

Through networks staff share information

and advice and learn new skills.

Most important, even

when artificially established, networks help individuals
create relationships which serve to link staff members in
ways which help them to help each other.
Recommendation #8
Institutions should view the student/staff
relationship more wholistically--not so much as discrete
experiences. but rather as experiences linked by a common
desire for community and connection.
Both in research and in practice we generally attempt
to investigate or affect the experience of institutional
members through discrete analyses or programs designed to
change or improve their specific experience.

Seldom do we

view these experiences as having much to do with one
another, let alone that they might have elements in
common.
This kind of thinking results in policies and
programs which may act to disconnect institutional
components which may be systematically linked.

In the

case of student and staff if we do not understand and
account for the mutual effects of their interaction, we
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stand to develop policy which would reduce the positive
nature of that interaction.
Looking at the experience of students and staff from
a wholistic perspective, we can see that they are linked
by the common feeling of wanting to "matter" to others,
and the pursuit of a sense of community.

Using these as

the organizing principles yields a much different course
of action then if we viewed each discretely.

Viewed

separately we might attempt to create programs which would
only affect student persistence or staff satisfaction.
Viewed together, an institution might instead focus upon
efforts which facilitate community and "mattering" in
general.
Summary
Like other studies which examined student
persistence, this study investigated the effect of student
interaction with certain institutional community members
upon student satisfaction and persistence to the second
year.

This study was unique, however, in examining the

effects of the student/staff relationship, and testing a
program for using this relationship to improve student
persistence and to increase staff job satisfaction.
The results of this study suggested that the
interaction of students with staff does have the potential
of having a positive effect upon both groups.

For
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students, those who interact with staff seem to be more
connected to the institution and other institutional
members than those who do not.

students who are formally

linked to staff in a helping relationship Ilike that
created for the study also seem to persist at a higher
rate.

Staff, given the opportunity to help students

meaningfully (either through a formal inte1rvention or
through their daily work), are more

likel~

to be more

satisfied with their jobs.
This study suggested that the reverse

~as

true also.

Students who had bad experiences with staff tended to
avoid contact and thereby institutional connection.
similarly for staff, where certain institutional
conditions were not supportive of the service which staff
provided to students, staff tended to be less satisfied.
In relation to these conclusions, several specific
recommendations for the facilitation of positive student/
staff relationships have been suggested.
In summary, this study supports the hypothesis that
the satisfaction and success of students and staff are
closely linked.

Community, connection, and respect

enhance the experience and the mutual interaction of both
groups, just as they do for others.

To the extent that

institutions take direct action to facilitate positive
interactions, students, staff and the institution all
stand to benefit.
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#_-----New Student Experience Survey
Thank you in advance for completing this questionnaire. The information which you provide
will help to assess the student experience at PSU. All information which you provide will be
held confidential, and only summaries of responses will be reported.

1. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements: (circle one)

1 =Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree

3 = Agree

4 = Strongly Agree

• = Undecided

SD

D

A

SA

feel

personally connected to PSU

2

3

4

feel

comfortable at PSU.

2

3

4

It's easy to meet people at PSU

2

3

4

Teaching faculty members care about
students at PSU.

2

3

4

Clerical staff members care about
students at PSU.

2

3

4

Other staff members care about students
at PSU.

2

3

4

There are many opportunities for me to be
involved at PSU.

2

3

4

I feel attached to at least one
teaching faculty member at PSU.

2

3

4

I feel attached to at least one
clerical staff member at PSU.

2

3

4

I feel attached to at least one "other"
staff member at PSU.

2

3

4

I feel that I know where to go for help
at PSU when I have a problem.

2

3

4

U
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2. We would like to know if you have had any interaction with teaching faculty, clerical stall and other
staff, in settings other than the classroom for teaching faculty and students, and in settings other than
the work place for clerical stall and other stall.

2a. Teaching

faculty:

Yes_ No_

2b. If yes, how many times since Fall term 1991?
1-2_

2 c.

3-6__

Clerical

7-10__

staff:

10+__

Yes__ No_

2d. If yes, how many times since Fall term 1991?
1-2_

2e.

3-6__

7-10__

Other staff:

10+__

Yes__ No_

21. If yes, how many times since Fall term 1991?
1-2_

3-6__

2g. Students:

7-10__

10+__

Yes__ No_

2h. If yes, how many times since Fall term 1991?
1-2_

3-6__

7-10__ 10+__

3. Did you attend the summer New Student Orientation Program during July and August of 1991?
Yes__

No__

4. Have you taken the one credit University Survival Course (1ST 199)?
"'~s

__

i'io_ _

5. Do you intend to continue your enrollment during Fall term 1992?
Yes__
Sa.

No_ _

If no, why?

_
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6. Do you inlend

Yes__

6£1.

10

oblaln I your degree al Portland Slate?

flJo_ _

If no, Why?

-!

.

_

---------~----------~--------------------------------- ------------------------------,~---------_

.... _----------------------------- -----------------------
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#_------New Student Experience Survey
Thank you in advance for completing this questionnaire. The information which you provide
will help to assess the student experience at PSU. All information which you provide will be
held confidential, and only summaries of responses will be reported.

1. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements (circle one ):
=Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree

3 = Agree

4 = Strongly Agree

• = Undecided

so

D

A

SA

feel

personally connected to PSU

2

3

4

feel

comfortable at PSU.

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

There are many opportunities for me to be
involved at PSU.

2

3

4

I feel attached to at least one
teaching faculty member at PSU.

2

3

4

I feci attached tl) at least one
clerical staff member at PSU.

2

3

4

I feel attached to at least one other
staff member at PSU.

2

3

4

I feel that I know where to go for help
at PSU when I have a problem.

2

3

4

Its easy to meet people at PSU
Teaching faculty members care
students at PSU.

about

Clerical staff members clUe about
students at PSU.
Other staff members care about
at PSU.

students

U
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2. We would like to know If you have had any interaction with teaching faculty, clerical staff and other
staff, in sellings other than the classroom for teaching faculty and students, and in sellings other than
the work place for clerical staff and other staff.
2a.

Teaching

faculty:

Yes_ No_

2b. If yes, how many times since Fall term 1991?
1-2_

2 c.

3-6__

Clerical

7-10__

staff:

10+__

Yes__ No_

2d. If yes, how many times since Fall term 1991?
1-2_

2 e.

3-6__

Other staff:

7-10__

10+__

Yes__ No_

2f. If yes, how many times since Fall term 1991?

2g. Students:

Yes__ No_

2h. If yes. how many times since Fall term 1991?
1-2_

3-6__

7-10__ 10+__

3. Did you attend the summer New Student Orientation Program?
Yes__
4.

No__

Have you taken the one credit University Survival Course (1ST 199)?

Yes__

No

_

5. Do you intend to continue your enrollment during Fall term 1992?
Yes__
Sa.

No

_

If no, why?

_
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6. Do you intend to obtain your degree at Portland Slate?
yes____
6a.

7.

No

If no,

__

why?

_

How many times did you meel with your 'stall link" adviser during the term?

Winter Term

times

Spring Term

times

Summer Term

times

8. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements (circle one):
1 =Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree

3 = Agree

4 = Strongly Agree

9 = Undecided

SO

0

A

SA

2

3

4

2

3

4

My staff link adviser helped me to solve
problems related to my attendance at PSU.

2

3

4

My staff link advisor referred me to
others at PSU when appropriate.

2

3

4

Meeting with my staff link advisor was
a valuable use of my time.

2

3

4

My staff link adviser cared about me as
a person.

2

3

4

I would like to continue my
with my staff link adviser.

2

3

4

2

3

4

My

staff

link

adviser

was

well

My

staff

link

adviser

was

helpful.

Informed.

relationship

I would recommend that other students
have a staff link adviser.

U
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#_----Staff ~;atisfaction Survey

Thank you in advance for completing this questionnaire! The information which you provide
will help to assess the experience of new !ltudents and staff satisfaction at PSU. All information
which you provide will be held confidential, and only summaries of responses will be reported.

1. How long have you worked for the

Univer~ity?

'.years

atlenl~ed?

(circle hiQjhest)

2. How many years of school have you
2

3

4

5

6

7" 8

9

10

11

12

1:3

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

3. What academic degrees have your received (circle as a many as apply)
HS/GED

AA

BAIBS

Doctorate

Masters

Other

_

4. What is the primary function of your department? (circle lone)
Academic

5.

Student Service

Admin. Support

Other support

(specify)

Please indicate the term which most closely describes your work. (circle one)

Clerical/Admi ni stra tive
Other

ManaQerial

Profes sion al/Te ch nica I

(specify)

6. To what extent do you interact formally wijh students in your daily work.
Frequently__

Sometimes__

Seldom_,_

Never__ ,

7. Please indicate the ways In which you Interact with students in your daily work: (check as many as
apply)
Friend
Counselor
Academic Advisor
General Advisor
Related to work only
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B.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements (circle one):

1 =Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree

3 = Agree

4 = Strongly Agree

• = Undecided

0

A

SA

2

3

4

2

3

4

I am able to clearly see the consequences
of my helping students.

2

3

4

My daily work Is an important part of
the educational process.

2

3

4

I am satisfied with the opportunities to
help students which my job provides.

2

3

4

2

3

4

SO

My dally Interaction with students
my work role Is very satisfying.
My dally work provides rne
tunities to help students.

Overall,

I

am

very

satisfied

with

with

U

in

oppor-

my

job.

4. Think of the work you do at present. How well does each of the following words or phrases describe
your work? In the blank beside each word or phrase below. write:
_ Y_

for "Yes" if It describes your work

_N_ for "No if It does NOT describe it
?

if you cannot decide
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Work on my present job is:

Fascinating
Routine
Satisfying
Boring
Good
Creative
Respected
Uncomfortable
Pleasant
Useful
Tiring
Healthful
Challenging
Too much to do
Frustrating
Simple
Repetilive
Gives sense of
accomplishment
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#_----Staff Satisfaction Survey
Thank you in advance for completing this questionnaire. The information which you provide
will help to assess the student experience and staff satisfaction at PSU. All information which
you provide will be held confidential, and only summaries of responses will be reported.

1. How long have you worked for the University?

years

2. How many years oi school have you attended? (circle highest)
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

3. What academic degrees have you received (circle as a many as apply)
HS/GED

AA

BA/BS

Masters

Doctorate

Other

_

4. What is the primary function of your department? (circle one)
Academic

5.

Student Service

Admin. Support

Other support

(specify)

Please indicate the term which most closely describes your work. (circle one)

Clerical/Administrative

Managerial

at her

Professional/Technical

(s pee ify)

6. To what extent do you interact formally with students in your daily work.
Frequently__

Sometimes__

Seldom__

Never__

7. Please indicate the ways in which you interact with students in your daily work: (check as many as
apply)
Friend
Counselor
Academic Advisor
General Advisor
Related to work only
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8.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements (circle one):

1 =Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree

3 = Agree

4 = Strongly Agree

9 = Undecided

SD

D

A

SA

2

3

4

2

3

4

I am able to see clearly the consequences
of my helping students.

2

3

4

My daily work Is an Important part of
the educational process at PSU.

2

3

4

I am satisfied with the opportunities
my job provides to help students.

2

3

4

2

3

4

My daily Interaction with students
my work role is very satisfying.
My dally work provides me
tunities to help students.

Overall.

9.

with

U

In

oppor-

I am very satisfied with

my job.

How many times did you meet with your "staff link" advisee during the term?

Winter Term
Spring Term

10. Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements (circle one):

1 = Strongly disagree

2 = Disagree

3 = Agree

4

= Strongly Agree
D

A

SA

I feel that I made a personal difference In
the experience of my advisee.

2

3

4

The role of staff link advisor Is an
appropriate one for staff members.

2

3

4

Working with students In this way
makes my job more interesting.

2

3

4

I feel recognized by the university
for my work with students.

2

3

4

SD

9 = Undecided
U
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I feel my skills and abilities as an employee
are more fully used since I have become
a staff link advisor.

2

3

4

I feel that I am a part of the educational
process at PSU.

2

3

4

Working with students In this way
my Job more challenging.

2

3

4

Working with students In this way will help
to provide me with opportunities for
professional advancement.

2

3

4

Working with students in this way is
personally enriching.

2

3

4

Working with students in this way is a
normal part of my Job.

2

3

4

makes

11. How would you rate the quality of the interaction between you and your "staff link" advisee.
Very Poor
5

Poor

4

AVNage
3

Good
2

Very Good
1

12. Have you had occasion to meet and interact informally. out of class with students other than your
staff link advisee.
Yes_ No_

If yes, hew many?
1·2_

3·6__

7·1o__

10+__

13.Would you be interested in being assigned as an adviser in the future?
Yes_ No_
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14. Think of the work you do at present. How well does each of the following words or phrases
describe your work? In the blank beside each word or phrase below, write
_ Y_

for 'Yes' if it describes your work

_N_ for 'No if It does NOT describe it
_? _

if you cannot decide

My Work on my present job is:
Fascinating

Useful

Routine

Tiring

Satisfying

Healthful

Boring

Challenging

Good

Too much to do

Creative

Frustrating

Respected

Simple

Uncomfortable

Repetitive

Pleasant

Gives sense of accomplishment

10. Is there any particular experience that occurred during your participation in this program which
'stood out" for you?

11. Do you have any suggestions, comments or feelings that you would like to share about your
participation in this program?

APPENDIX C
JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX
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SCORING KEY -- WORK
I.

2.

3.
4.

Place blue card on corresponding page of person's white answer booklet,
covering all but the answers, so that Col. I on blue card is to right of
answer column of white page. Align corresponding solid lines. Write
a 3 on the white page beside each Y answer which matches a Y on the card.
Slide the blue card to far left so that Col. 2 is to left of white page.
Align corresponding lines. Write a 3 on the white page for every N answer
which matches an N on the card.
Write a I on the white page beside each ? or omission.
Total all 3 's and l's and enter on white page where the arrow on blue
card indicates, WORK: TOTAL.

COL. I
..:,.y

WORK ON PRESENT JOB
Fascinating

COL. 2
_

_ _ _ _ _ _ Routine

-'-N.:..-

_y

_

Satisfying

_ _ _ _ _ _ Boring

N_

_y

Good_-

_

~y

Creative_...,..-

_

_y

Respect.ed

_ _ _ _ _ _ Uncomfortable
.:..y

Pleasant

.:..y

Useful

_

N_
_

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ Tiring

.:..:N'--

y

HeaIthful

_

y..:.-

Challenging

_ _ _ _ _ _ Too much to do
_ _ _ _ _ _ Frustrating

_

--'-N'-N_

_ _ _ _ _ _ Simple

-"N"--

_ _ _ _ _ _ Repetitive

-'N'"'--

y

Gives sense of aa::omplishment

_
WORK: TOTAL.-

e

Bowling Gn:cn SlAle Univcnity 1975, 1985
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SCORING THE JOB DESCRIPTIVE INDEX (JDI)
General Instructions:
All favorable answers are scored 3, all unfavorable
are scored 0, and all omissions on ?s are scored 1. The
favorable V-answers are given in Column 1, and the favorable
N answers in Column 2 of the \Scoring keys.
The Pay and Promotions score~ are doubled in order to
make them numerically equival~nt ~o the scores on the other
scales,
Total JDI scores (not recommended)l;
We do not recommend complJti ng: a tota 1 JDI score,
although numerous investigators ha~e done so. The subscales are discriminably diff~rent~ have loaded on
separate group factors with nQ general factor in repeated
factor analytic studies, and ~o not intercorrelate highly
despite their high reliabilities. Different aspects of,
and changes in, the situation alsolaffect the five
subscales differently. Addina sub-scores is like adding
apples and oranges.
I

Job in General scores (recommended):
A summary score may be desired to determine whether
overall satisfaction is related to such behaviors as
quitting the job, seeking career change, or other 10n9term actions. If so, the Job in General scale, completed
after the JDI, provides such a measure. It is scored in
the same manner as the JDI.

